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  N UIJDL F୭GFDUJWF UJMM MBZFS HFPUIFSNBM IFBU ୯୳VY PG . 8N BOE
JDF TVSGBDF UFNQFSBUVSF PG 5T = −◦$ 	B
 *DF UIJDLOFTT 	C
 *OTUBOUBOFPVT JDF ୯୳VY
JO VOJUT PG TWFSESVQT /PUF UIBU آDBUDINFOU BSFBأ SFGFST UP TVSSPVOEJOH JDF ୮ୢFME XJUI
UIJDLOFTT UIF TBNF BT JDF TUSFBN USVOL  QSFTVNBCMZ UIF JDF TUSFBN ESBXT JDF GSPN B NVDI
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 	B
 5SBOTJFOU OVNFSJDBM TJNVMBUJPO XJUI TMPX 	×−8 N−DFOUVSZ
 EFDSFBTF 	CMVF
EBTIFE
 BOE UIFO JODSFBTF 	SFE TPMJE
 JO HFPUIFSNBM IFBU ୯୳VY 4VSGBDF UFNQFSBUVSF IFME
DPOTUBOU BU 5T = −◦ $ 4PMJE CMBDL MJOF JT UIF BOBMZUJDBM TUBCJMJUZ CPVOEBSZ DPSSF
TQPOEJOH UP TPMJE CMBDL MJOF JO QBOFM D 	C
 5SBOTJFOU OVNFSJDBM TJNVMBUJPO XJUI TMPX
	.×− ◦$DFOUVSZ
 EFDSFBTF 	CMVF EBTIFE
 BOE UIFO JODSFBTF 	SFE TPMJE
 JO JDF TVS
GBDF UFNQFSBUVSF (FPUIFSNBM IFBU ୯୳VY IFME DPOTUBOU BU( = . 8 N− 4PMJE
CMBDL MJOF JT UIF BOBMZUJDBM TUBCJMJUZ CPVOEBSZ DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP TPMJE CMBDL MJOF JO QBOFM
D 	D
 " TVNNBSZ PG NPEFM SFTVMUT JO B QBSBNFUFS TQBDF PG JDF TVSGBDF UFNQFSBUVSF BOE
HFPUIFSNBM IFBU ୯୳VY #MVF DSPTTFT BSF TUFBEZTUSFBNJOH TJNVMBUJPOT 	TUBCMF ୮ୢYFE QPJOU

3FE DJSDMFT BSF PTDJMMBUPSZ TJNVMBUJPOT 	TUBCMF MJNJU DZDMF
 4PMJE CMBDL MJOF JT BO BOBMZUJDBMMZ
EFSJWFE TUBCJMJUZ CPVOEBSZ GSPN DIBQUFS  XJUI B DPSSFDUJPO GPS CFE TMPQF 4FF BQQFOEJY
# GPS EFUBJMT PG QBSBNFUFS NBQQJOH BOE DPSSFDUJPO %BTIFE CMBDL MJOFT DPSSFTQPOE UP
SBOHF PG QBSBNFUFS WBSJBUJPO GPS IZTUFSFTJT TJNVMBUJPOT TIPXO JO QBOFMT BC "MM PUIFS
QBSBNFUFST BSF TQFDJ୮ୢFE JO 5BCMF                          
 )PWN¶MMFS EJBHSBNT PG B TJOHMF JDF TUSFBN UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPO 5SBOTJFOU JOJUJBMJ[BUJPO
PDDVST GSPN  LZS "MM QBOFMT BSF B GVODUJPO PG UJNF PO IPSJ[POUBM BYJT BOE TUSFUDIFE
BMPOHTUSFBN DPPSEJOBUF ɐ PO WFSUJDBM YJT 	B
 *DF UIJDLOFTT 	C
 #BTBM IPSJ[POUBM WFMPD
JUZ 	D
 5JMM XBUFS DPOUFOU 	E
 *DF UIJDLOFTT TMPQF ∂I∂Y  *O QBOFM B EBTIFE MJOF JOEJDBUFT
MPDBUJPO PG TUBHOBOU JDF TUSFBN TUBUF TOBQTIPU DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP 'JHVSF BC 4PMJE MJOF
JOEJDBUFT MPDBUJPO PG BDUJWF JDF TUSFBN TUBUF TOBQTIPU DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP 'JHVSF DE 
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 4OBQTIPUT PG JDF TUSFBN TUBHOBOU TUBUF 	U = . LZS JO 'JHVSF  BOE BDUJWF TUBUF 	U =
. LZS JO 'JHVSF 
 GSPN UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUPSZ SFHJNF SVO EFTDSJCFE JO TFDUJPO  	B

4JEFWJFX PG TUBHOBOU JDF TUSFBN DPOUPVST JOEJDBUF JDF UFNQFSBUVSF 	C
 )PSJ[POUBM CBTBM
WFMPDJUZ 	CMVF TPMJE MJOF
 BOE VOGSP[FO UJMM UIJDLOFTT 	SFE EBTIFE MJOF WPJE SBUJP JT BU MPXFS
DPOTPMJEBUJPO UISFTIPME FD FWFSZXIFSF
 PG TUBHOBOU JDF TUSFBN BT B GVODUJPO PG ɐ BMPOHTUSFBN
DPPSEJOBUF .BYJNVN BWBJMBCMF UJMM MBZFS UIJDLOFTT JT  NFUFST 	D
 4JEFWJFX PG BDUJWF
JDF TUSFBN DPOUPVST JOEJDBUF JDF UFNQFSBUVSF 	E
 )PSJ[POUBM CBTBM WFMPDJUZ 	CMVF TPMJE
MJOF
 BOE UJMM WPJE SBUJP 	SFE EBTIFE MJOF
 PG BDUJWF JDF TUSFBN BT B GVODUJPO PG ɐ BMPOHTUSFBN
DPPSEJOBUF                                      
 .FDIBOJTN PG BDUJWBUJPO XBWF QSPQBHBUJPO 1BOFMT BD BSF )PWN¶MMFS EJBHSBNT XJUI
UJNF PO UIF IPSJ[POUBM BYJT BOE TUSFUDIFE BMPOHTUSFBN DPPSEJOBUF ɐ PO WFSUJDBM BYJT
	B
 )PSJ[POUBM CBTBM WFMPDJUZ 	C
 -POHJUVEJOBM TUSFTT 	D
 'SJDUJPOBM IFBU ୯୳VY 1BOFMT
EF BSF QMPUT PG 	E
 GPSDF CBMBODF BOE 	F
 CBTBM IFBU CVEHFU BU B TJOHMF MPDBUJPO 	ɐ = .

XJUI UJNF PO UIF IPSJ[POUBM BYJT *O QBOFM F XF QMPU UIF OFHBUJWF PG UIF DPOEVDUJWF IFBU
୯୳VY BOE TQMJU UIF WFSUJDBM BYJT UP IJHIMJHIU UIF EJ୭GFSFODF JO HFPUIFSNBM BOE WFSUJDBM DPO
EVDUJWF IFBU ୯୳VY                                   
 "DUJWBUJPO XBWF TQFFE DPOWFSHFODF XJUI ୮ୢOFS VQTUSFBN IPSJ[POUBM HSJE TQBDJOH 9
BYJT JT HSJE TQBDJOH NFBTVSFE JO OPOEJNFOTJPOBM TUSFUDI DPPSEJOBUF VOJUT 	JO UFYU XF
SFGFS UP QIZTJDBM VOJUT PG HSJE TQBDJOH DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP BO JDF TUSFBN XJUI YH = 
LN GPS TJNQMJDJUZ
 "DUJWBUJPO XBWF TQFFE JT DBMDVMBUFE CZ USBDLJOH UIF NPWFNFOU PG
UIF DPODBWF TMPQF CSFBL SFGFSFODFE JO TFDUJPO  GSPN UIF HSPVOEJOH [POF UP B MPDBUJPO
YH/ GSPN JDF EJWJEF                                 
 5JNF TFSJFT PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF TUBUF PWFS POF UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPO 	B
 4PMJE CMBDL MJOF JT
HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO %BTIFE CMVF MJOF JT OFU NBTT CBMBODF PWFS UIF HSPVOEJOH [POF
EF୮ୢOFE BT ˵ɐYHBD+R(ɐ = −˵ɐ)−R(ɐ = )XJUI R = VI BOE ˵ɐ = . 	C
 4PMJE
CMBDL MJOF JT BWFSBHF WFMPDJUZ EJWFSHFODF PWFS HSPVOEJOH [POF %BTIFE SFE MJOF JT UIF
OFU NBTT CBMBODF GPS UIF FOUJSF JDF TUSFBN ୯୳PXMJOF EPNBJO %PUUFE SFE MJOF JT UIF FG
GFDUJWF HSPVOEJOH MJOF ୯୳VY R˜HM = [V(YH) − Y˙H]I(YH) 5JNF JT PO UIF YBYJT GPS CPUI
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 4DIFNBUJD PG CFE DPO୮ୢHVSBUJPO GPS NPEFM TJNVMBUJPOT 4PMJE CMBDL MJOF JOEJDBUFT JDF
TIFFU QSP୮ୢMF #SPXO TIBEFE SFHJPO JT CFESPDL Y JT UIF IPSJ[POUBM QPTJUJPO XIFSF UIF
SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO CFHJOT - JT UIF MFOHUI PG UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO ˵YH JOEJDBUFT UIF
SBOHF PWFS XIJDI UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF NJHSBUFT EVSJOH UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT      
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 #FE QSPQFSUJFT BSF TUBUJD XJUI ɑD =  L1B FWFSZXIFSF CYS =  × − 	C
 #FE
QSPQFSUJFT EZOBNJDBMMZ FWPMWF CYS = ×− 	D
 #FE QSPQFSUJFT EZOBNJDBMMZ FWPMWF
CYS = − *O BMM QBOFMT Y =  LN BOE - =  LN 4IBEJOH JOEJDBUFT SBOHF
PWFS XIJDI HSPVOEJOH MJOF PTDJMMBUFT JO FRVJMJCSJVN CFIBWJPS آYأ NBSLT JOEJDBUF MP
DBUJPO PG TUFBEZ TUBUFT GPS TJNVMBUJPOT QMPUUFE JO 'JHVSF              
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 'PVS SFQSFTFOUBUJWF FYBNQMFT PG JOUFSBDUJPO CFUXFFO SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO BOE JDF TUSFBN
UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT *O BMM QBOFMT TPMJE MJOF JT TJNVMBUFE HSPVOEJOH MJOF NJHSBUJPO BG
UFS USBOTJFOU JOJUJBMJ[BUJPO QFSJPE 	U <  LZS
 EBTIFE MJOF JT HSPVOEJOH MJOF NJHSB
UJPO JO CBTFMJOF TJNVMBUJPO SVO XJUIPVU BOZ SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO 	- =  LN
 BOE HSFZ
TIBEFE BSFB JT FYUFOU PG SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO 	B
 .JOJNBMMZNPEJ୮ୢFE UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT
XJUI JDF TUSFBN QFSTJTUFODF PO UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO EVSJOH TUBHOBUJPO 	CYS =  ×
−
 	C
 "NQMJ୮ୢFE UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT XJUI QBSU PG BDUJWF QIBTF PO SFUSPHSBEF TFD
UJPO 	CYS =  × −
 	D
 4VQQSFTTFE UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT 	CYS =  × −
 	E

5IFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT XJUI SFEVDFE BNQMJUVEF 	CYS =  × −
 "MM FYBNQMFT BSF
JOJUJBMJ[FE XJUI YH =  LN                             
 5SBOTJFOU FWPMVUJPO PG JDF TUSFBN HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO XJUI CFE QSPQFSUJFT LFQU TUBUJD
	ɑD =  FWFSZXIFSF
 Y =  LN BOE - =  LN BOE CYS =  × − 4PMJE
MJOF JT JOJUJBMJ[FE GSPN Y =  LN BOE BD = . NZS EFDSFBTJOH UP . NZS
PWFS UIF ୮ୢSTU  ZFBST %BTIFE MJOF JT JOJUJBMJ[FE GSPN Y =  LN BOE BD = .
NZS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 "NQMJUVEF PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF NJHSBUJPO BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT BT B GVOD
UJPO PG MFOHUI 	-
 BOE TMPQF 	CYS
 PG SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO 4JNVMBUJPOT XJUI [FSP PTDJM
MBUJPO BNQMJUVEF BSF TIBEFE JO HSFZ آYأ NBSLFST JOEJDBUF TJNVMBUJPOT XIFSF UIF HSPVOE
JOH MJOF JT PO B SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF BU JUT NJOJNVN QPTJUJPO EVSJOH UIF TUBHOBOU QIBTF
$JSDMF NBSLFST JOEJDBUF TJNVMBUJPOT XIFSF UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF JT PO B SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF
BU JUT NBYJNVN QPTJUJPO EVSJOH UIF BDUJWF QIBTF 1BOFMT 	B
 BOE 	C
 IBWF B SFUSPHSBEF
TFDUJPO TUBSUJOH BU Y =  LN 1BOFMT 	D
 BOE 	E
 IBWF B SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO TUBSU
JOH BU Y =  LN 1BOFMT 	B
 BOE 	D
 IBWF JOJUJBM JDF TUSFBN HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO
MBOEXBSE PG SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO BU YH(U = ) =  LN 1BOFMT 	C
 BOE 	E
 IBWF JOJ
UJBM JDF TUSFBN HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO TFBXBSE PG SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO BU YH(U = ) =
 LN *O UIF CBTFMJOF TJNVMBUJPO UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO PTDJMMBUJPOT CFUXFFO
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 &WPMVUJPO PG JNQPSUBOU EJBHOPTUJD RVBOUJUJFT EVSJOH JDF TIFFU HSPXUI 	B
 *DF TIFFU WPM
VNF 	C
 1FSDFOUBHF PG CBTF UIBU JT BU QSFTTVSF NFMUJOH QPJOU 	D
 %JTDIBSHF EVF UP DBMW
JOH BU NBSHJO 	E
 1FSDFOUBHF PG NBSHJO JO JDF TUSFBNT                
 *DF TIFFU SFTQPOTF UP DMJNBUF GPSDJOH BU WBSJPVT UJNFT EVSJOH HSPXUI 	B
 *DF WPMVNF
	C
 $IBOHF JO JDF WPMVNF XJUI SFGFSFODF UP JDF WPMVNF BU UJNF PG GPSDJOH 	D
 4VSGBDF
NBTT CBMBODF 	E
 4VSGBDF NBTT CBMBODF GPMMPXJOH GPSDJOH 	F
 %JTDIBSHF EVF UP DBMW
JOH BU JDF TIFFU NBSHJO 	ૄ
 %JTDIBSHF GPMMPXJOH GPSDJOH               
 .FDIBOJTN PG JDF TUSFBN BDDFMFSBUJPO *O CPUI QBOFMT UIF YBYJT JT UJNF TJODF DMJNBUF
GPSDJOH BOE UIF ZBYJT JT UIF EJTUBODF GSPN JDF TIFFU NBSHJO 	SBEJBM EJTUBODF VQTMPQF GSPN
NBSHJO
 "MM RVBOUJUJFT BSF BWFSBHFE PWFS B SBEJBM EJTUBODF GSPN UIF DFOUFS PG UIF EP
NBJO 	B
 #BTBM JDF WFMPDJUZ 	C
 %SJWJOH TUSFTT                    
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 4VSGBDF NBTT CBMBODF DIBOHFT EVF UP DIBOHF JO DMJNBUF GPSDJOH $SPTTFT JOEJDBUF 4.#
BU B UZQJDBM JDF TUSFBN FMFWBUJPO 0QFO DJSDMFT EFOPUF UZQJDBM 4.# JO JDF EPNF MPDBUJPO
VQTUSFBN PG JDF TUSFBNT #MBDL MJOF BOE NBSLFST JOEJDBUF TVSGBDF NBTT CBMBODF KVTU CF
GPSF UIF DIBOHF UP DMJNBUF GPSDJOH JT BQQMJFE #MVF EBTI MJOF BOE NBSLFST JOEJDBUF TVS
GBDF NBTT CBMBODF KVTU BG୴FS                              
 %FDPNQPTJUJPO PG JDF TIFFU EJBHOPTUJDT JOUP JDF TUSFBN BOE OPOJDF TUSFBN DPNQPOFOUT
	B
 $POUSJCVUJPO UP NBTT CBMBODF CZ EJTDIBSHF EVF UP DBMWJOH GPMMPXJOH GPSDJOH 	C
 4VS
GBDF NBTT CBMBODF GPMMPXJOH GPSDJOH 	D
 .FBO FMFWBUJPO GPMMPXJOH GPSDJOH 	E
 "SFB GPM
MPXJOH GPSDJOH 	F
 *DF WPMVNF ୯୳VY UISPVHI UIF) =  N FMFWBUJPO DPOUPVS GPM
MPXJOH GPSDJOH 	ૄ
 *DF WPMVNF MPTT GPMMPXJOH GPSDJOH EFDPNQPTFE JOUP DPNQPOFOUT
EVF UP TVSGBDF NBTT CBMBODF JO OPOJDF TUSFBN SFHJPOT 	CMBDL TPMJE MJOF
 TVSGBDF NBTT
CBMBODF JO JDF TUSFBN SFHJPOT 	CMVF TPMJE MJOF
 EJTDIBSHF GSPN OPOJDF TUSFBN SFHJPOT
	CMBDL EBTIFE MJOF
 EJTDIBSHF GSPN JDF TUSFBN SFHJPOT 	CMVF EBTIFE MJOF
 BOE UIF UPUBM
NBTT MPTT 	PSBOHF MJOF BT JO 'JHVSF C
 *O BMM QBOFMT CMBDL MJOF JT JO OPOTUSFBNJOH SF
HJPOT EF୮ୢOFE BT CBTBM WFMPDJUZ MFTT UIBO  NZS CMVF MJOF JT JO TUSFBNJOH SFHJPOT EF
୮ୢOFE BT CBTBM WFMPDJUZ HSFBUFS UIBO  NZS                     
 *DF TIFFU SFTQPOTF JO TJNVMBUJPOT XJUI EJ୭GFSJOH SBUFT PG DIBOHJOH DMJNBUF GPSDJOH 	B

4QFDJ୮ୢFE FRVJMJCSJVN MJOF BMUJUVEF 	C
 $IBOHF JO JDF WPMVNF GPMMPXJOH TUBSU PG GPSD
JOH DIBOHF 	D
 4VSGBDF NBTT CBMBODF GPMMPXJOH TUBSU PG GPSDJOH DIBOHF 	E
 %JTDIBSHF
EVF UP DBMWJOH BU UIF JDF TIFFU NBSHJO GPMMPXJOH TUBSU PG GPSDJOH "MM DVSWFT JO QBOFMT
D BOE E BSF TNPPUIFE XJUI B  ZFBS ୮ୢMUFS GSPN SBX NPEFM PVUQVU UP FMJNJOBUF TVC
DFOUFOOJBM OVNFSJDBM OPJTF                              
 *DF TIFFU SFTQPOTF JO TJNVMBUJPOT XJUI EJ୭GFSJOH IPSJ[POUBM NPEFM SFTPMVUJPO 	B
 $IBOHF
JO JDF WPMVNF GPMMPXJOH GPSDJOH 	C
 %JTDIBSHF EVF UP DBMWJOH BU UIF JDF TIFFU NBSHJO
GPMMPXJOH GPSDJOH "MM DVSWFT JO QBOFMT C BSF TNPPUIFE GSPN SBX NPEFM PVUQVU UP FMJN
JOBUF TVCDFOUFOOJBM OVNFSJDBM OPJTF                         
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"DLOPXMFEHNFOUT
5঑঒জ EJTTFSUBUJPO BOE UIF DPNQMFUJPO PG NZ EPDUPSBUF XPVME OPU IBWF CFFO QPTTJCMF XJUIPVU UIF
TVQQPSU PG NBOZ NBOZ QFPQMF 5IBOLT UP &MJ XIP DPOWJODFE NF UP TXJUDI GSPN UIF USPQJDT UP
UIF QPMFT BOE GSPN TIPSU UP MPOH 	DMJNBUJD
 UJNF TDBMFT :PVS BEWJDF HPPE IVNPS BOE FOUIVTJBTN
IBWF NBEF UIJT FOUJSF EJTTFSUBUJPO QPTTJCMF BOE TFU NF PO B QBUI UPXBSET 	IPQFGVMMZ
 CFJOH B DSFBUJWF
BOE DPOTDJFOUJPVT TDJFOUJTU MJLF ZPVSTFMG "MTP UIBOLT UP $ISJTUJBO NZ DPBEWJTPS BOE JDF EZOBN
JDT MJGFMJOF GPS SFBEJOH B UIPVTBOE SFWJTJPOT BOE QSPWJEJOH B 8FTU $PBTU IPNF GPS NF JO 7BODPVWFS
5IBOLT UP DVSSFOU BOE GPSNFS NFNCFST PG NZ DPNNJUUFF +JN 3JDF 3JDL 0ؠ$POOFMM 1FUFS )VZ
CFST BOE +FSSZ .JUSPWJDB GPS BEWJDF BOE HVJEBODF BMPOH UIF XBZ 5P QBTU BEWJTPST UFBDIFST BOE QSP
GFTTPST XIP CSPVHIU NF UP UIJT QPJOU JO NZ DBSFFS %BWJE &O୮ୢFME 8BGB ,IBMJM +VMJF )PPE %BOB
:BODPTLJF (BCJ )FHFSM +PTIVB 4PDPMBS BOE B IVHF )6(& UIBOLT UP 4VTBO -P[JFS
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PUIFS DPNQPOFOUT UISPVHI UIF TUSBJO JOWBSJBOU MFBEJOH UP BO FTUJNBUF PG UIF F୭GFDUJWF WJTDPTJUZ
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Figure 1.1: Surface ice velocities of the Antarctic Ice Sheet fromRignot et al. (2011a), derived from a composite of
satellite radar interferometry, overlaid on aMODISmosaic of the Antarctic Ice Sheet and colored on a logarithmic
scale. Black lines indicatemajor ice divides.
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DPJODJEFE XJUI NFMUJOH PG UIF -BVSFOUJEF &VSBTJBO BOE 1BUBHPOJBO JDF TIFFUT BOE HMPCBM NFBO TFB
MFWFM SJTF PG BQQSPYJNBUFMZ  NFUFST 	#BSE FU BM  "VTUFSNBOO FU BM 

.BOZ QSPDFTTFT CFTJEFT JDF TUSFBNT IBWF CFFO QSPQPTFE UP DPOUSJCVUF UP HMBDJBM DZDMFT BOE TQFDJG
JDBMMZ UP EFHMBDJBUJPOT 1FSIBQT UIF NPTU QSPNJOFOU UIFPSZ JOWPMWFT .JMBOLPWJUDI GPSDJOH XIJDI
JT LOPXO UP QBDF HMBDJBM DZDMFT 	)BZT FU BM  )ZEF BOE 1FMUJFS  (JMEPS BOE 5[JQFSNBO
 5[JQFSNBO FU BM 
 )PXFWFS .JMBOLPWJUDI GPSDJOH DBOOPU FYQMBJO UIF BTZNNFUSZ CF
UXFFO TMPX HMBDJBUJPO BOE SBQJE EFHMBDJBUJPO PS UIF LZS QFSJPEJDJUZ PG HMBDJBM DZDMFT 	TJODF UIF

NJE1MFJTUPDFOF USBOTJUJPO
 XJUI EFHMBDJBUJPO POMZ PDDVSSJOH BG୴FS JDF TIFFUT IBWF FYQFSJFODFE TFW
FSBM QSFDFTTJPO BOE PCMJRVJUZ DZDMFT 	*NCSJF FU BM 
 $POTFRVFOUMZ JU JT UIPVHIU UIBU BNQMJGZJOH
GFFECBDLT XJUIJO UIF DSZPTQIFSFDMJNBUF&BSUI TZTUFN NVTU BMTP QMBZ BO JNQPSUBOU SPMF JO QSPEVDJOH
HMBDJBM DZDMFT " WBSJFUZ PG DMJNBUF QSPDFTTFT XFSF DJUFE BT CFJOH UIF DSJUJDBM GFFECBDL JO TJNVMBUJPOT
PG HMBDJBMJOUFSHMBDJBM DZDMFT JODMVEJOH UIF JDFBMCFEP GFFECBDL 	#VEZLP 
 UIFSNPIBMJOF DJSDV
MBUJPO JOTUBCJMJUJFT 	#SPFDLFS BOE %FOUPO 
 $0 WFOUJMBUJPO GSPN UIF EFFQ PDFBO 	5PHHXFJMFS

 BUNPTQIFSJD EVTU MPBEJOH 	1FMUJFS BOE .BSTIBMM 
 TFB JDF F୭GFDUT PO BDDVNVMBUJPO 	(JMEPS
BOE 5[JQFSNBO 
 BOE JTPTUBUJD BEKVTUNFOU PG UIF &BSUI TVSGBDF 	1PMMBSE  0FSMFNBOT 
"CF0VDIJ FU BM 

0OF XFMMTUVEJFE JDF TIFFU QSPDFTT UIBU QMBZT B QSPNJOFOU SPMF JO UIJT EJTTFSUBUJPO JT UIF IFJHIU
NBTT CBMBODF GFFECBDL XIFSFJO B MPXFSJOH PG JDF TVSGBDF FMFWBUJPO JODSFBTFT TVSGBDF NFMUJOH BOE
DBVTFT GVSUIFS TVSGBDF MPXFSJOH 5IJT GFFECBDL DBO BNQMJGZ TFDVMBS DIBOHFT JO JDF TIFFU NBTT CBMBODF
BOE MFBE UP B OFX FRVJMJCSJVN PS DBO MFBE UP B SVOBXBZ JOTUBCJMJUZ BOE DPNQMFUF JDF TIFFU DPMMBQTF
	8FFSUNBO  0FSMFNBOT  (SFHPJSF FU BM 
 $POTFRVFOUMZ NBOZ UIFPSJFT PG HMBDJBM
JOUFSHMBDJBM DZDMFT SFMZ PO UIF IFJHIUNBTT CBMBODF GFFECBDL BT B MBSHF BNQMJ୮ୢFS PG DMJNBUJD DIBOHFT
EVSJOH BCSVQU EFHMBDJBUJPO 	1PMMBSE  0FSMFNBOT  "CF0VDIJ FU BM 

5IFSF BSF BMTP JOUFSOBM EZOBNJDBM QSPDFTTFT XJUIJO JDF TIFFUT XIJDI DBO MFBE UP SBQJE EFHMBDJB
UJPO &BSMZ DPODFSOT BSPTF PWFS UIF TUBCJMJUZ PG UIF 8FTU "OUBSDUJD *DF 4IFFU GSPN FWJEFODF UIBU JU
NBZ IBWF CFFO DPOTJEFSBCMZ TNBMMFS EVSJOH QBTU XBSN QFSJPET JO &BSUIؠT IJTUPSZ 	.FSDFS 
 JT
DVSSFOUMZ PVU PG FRVJMJCSJVN BOE EJTJOUFHSBUJOH 	)VHIFT 
 BOE QFSIBQT DMPTF UP B UISFTIPME
MFBEJOH UP B DPMMBQTF 	.FSDFS 
 5IFPSFUJDBM XPSL CZ 8FFSUNBO 	
 TIPXFE UIBU B UIJDL VO
CVUUSFTTFE JDF TIFFU SFTUJOH PO B SJHJE CFE XJUI FJUIFS B ୯୳BU PS SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF 	VQXBSE JO UIF EJSFD
UJPO PG ୯୳PX
 XBT JOIFSFOUMZ VOTUBCMF 5IJT آNBSJOF JDF TIFFU JOTUBCJMJUZأ 	TPDBMMFE CFDBVTF NBSJOF
JDF TIFFUT SFTUJOH CFMPX TFB MFWFM UFOE UP IBWF SFUSPHSBEF TMPQFT
 NBZ CF POF DBOEJEBUF GPS JOJUJBUJOH
SBQJE EFHMBDJBUJPO 4UVEJFT VUJMJ[JOH OVNFSJDBM NPEFMT XJUI BDDVSBUF SFQSFTFOUBUJPOT PG UIF HSPVOE

JOH MJOF IBWF TJODF BSHVFE UIBU NBKPS BSUFSJFT PG "OUBSDUJD JDF ୯୳PX TVDI BT 1JOF *TMBOE BOE 5IXBJUFT
HMBDJFST BSF TVTDFQUJCMF UP BO JSSFWFSTJCMF SFUSFBU 	'BWJFS FU BM  +PVHIJO FU BM 
 )PXFWFS
8FFSUNBOؠT 	
 JOTUBCJMJUZ EPFT OPU TFFN UP IBWF CFFO B NBKPS QMBZFS JO UIF SBQJE -BVSFOUJEF
EFHMBDJBUJPO XJUI POMZ MJNJUFE FWJEFODF UP UIF DPOUSBSZ 	#SJOFS FU BM 
 3FDFOU OVNFSJDBM NPE
FMJOH BOE PCTFSWBUJPOT BMTP JOEJDBUF UIBU JDF TUSFBNT NBZ TMPXMZ SFUSFBU PS BDIJFWF TUBCJMJUZ PO SFUSP
HSBEF TMPQFT VOEFS DFSUBJO DPOEJUJPOT 	"MMFZ FU BM  (PNF[ FU BM B +BNJFTPO FU BM 

$POTFRVFOUMZ UIPVHI UIF NBSJOF JDF TIFFU JOTUBCJMJUZ IBT UIF QPUFOUJBM UP DBVTF SBQJE EFHMBDJBUJPO
UIFSF JT TUJMM OP DPOTFOTVT PO JUT QSFDJTF MJNJUBUJPOT PS BQQMJDBCJMJUZ
*O UIJT EJTTFSUBUJPO XF FYQMPSF IPX VOGPSDFE JDF TUSFBN WBSJBCJMJUZ MFBET UP HSPVOEJOH MJOF CFIBW
JPS UIBU JT OPU FYQMBJOFE CZ DPOWFOUJPOBM UIFPSJFT PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF TUBCJMJUZ PO SFUSPHSBEF TMPQFT
8IFO UFNQPSBM WBSJBUJPOT JO CFE QSPQFSUJFT DBVTF JDF TUSFBNT UP ୯୳VDUVBUF GBS GSPN B TUFBEZTUBUF
UIFZ DBO QFSTJTU PO SFUSPHSBEF TMPQFT GPS MPOH QFSJPET PG UJNF 6OEFSTUBOEJOH UIF SBOHF PG CFIBWJPST
NBEF QPTTJCMF CZ BMMPXJOH WBSJBCMF CFE QSPQFSUJFT JT LFZ UP BTTFTTJOH UIF QPUFOUJBM GPS JSSFWFSTJCMF
HSPVOEJOH MJOF SFUSFBU JO JDF TUSFBNT DVSSFOUMZ VOEFSHPJOH SBQJE DIBOHF
5IFSF JT BMTP TUSPOH FWJEFODF UIBU JDF TUSFBNT QMBZFE B SPMF JO UIF ୮ୢOBM EFHMBDJBUJPO PG UIF -BV
SFOUJEF *O UIJT EJTTFSUBUJPO XF XJMM FYQMBJO IPX JDF TUSFBN EZOBNJDT DPOUSJCVUF UP UIF EFHMBDJBUJPO
JO SFTQPOTF UP DMJNBUF GPSDJOH NPUJWBUFE CZ PSCJUBM WBSJBUJPOT *OEFFE .BSTIBMM BOE $MBSL 	

BSHVFE UIBU HSBEVBM XBSNJOH PG UIF CFE MFE UP XJEFTQSFBE UFNQFSBUF CBTBM DPOEJUJPOT JEFBM GPS JDF
TUSFBN GPSNBUJPO OFBS UIF FOE PG UIF HSPXUI PG UIF -BVSFOUJEF *DF 4IFFU EVSJOH UIF MBTU HMBDJBM QF
SJPE 4VCTFRVFOU PCTFSWBUJPOT IBWF TVHHFTUFE UIBU JDF TUSFBNT QBSUJDJQBUFE JO TFUUJOH UFNQPSBM BOE
TQBUJBM TUSVDUVSF PG UIF EFHMBDJBUJPOT PG CPUI -BVSFOUJEF 	4UPLFT BOE 5BSBTPW  4UPLFT FU BM
 .BSHPME FU BM 
 BOE &VSBTJBO 	8JOTCPSSPX FU BM 
 JDF TIFFUT %FTQJUF UIFTF TVHHFT
UJPOT PG UIF QPUFOUJBM SPMF PG JDF TUSFBNT JO HMBDJBM DZDMFT DVSSFOU UIFPSJFT SFMZ PO NVDI PWFSTJNQMJ
୮ୢFE SFQSFTFOUBUJPO PG JDF EZOBNJDT BOE OFBSMZ DPNQMFUFMZ JHOPSF JDF TUSFBNT
5IJT EJTTFSUBUJPO JT PSHBOJ[FE BT GPMMPXT *O DIBQUFS  XF EFTDSJCF BOE BOBMZ[F B TJNQMF NFDI

BOJTN GPS JDF TUSFBN UFNQPSBM WBSJBCJMJUZ JOWPMWJOH UIFSNBM SFHVMBUJPO PG TVCHMBDJBM NFMU XBUFS
QSPEVDUJPO 8F TIPX UIBU B DPSSFTQPOEJOH TJNQMF NPEFM NBUDIFT UIF CFIBWJPS PG NPSF DPNQMFY
NPEFMT BOE PCTFSWBUJPOT PG QBTU BOE POHPJOH JDF TUSFBN WBSJBCJMJUZ *O DIBQUFS  XF FYQMPSF IPX
JDF TUSFBN WBSJBCJMJUZ JT NBOJGFTUFE BU UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF 8F VTF B QVSQPTFCVJMU JDF TUSFBN ୯୳PXMJOF
NPEFM XJUI GSFFMZWBSZJOH UFNQFSBUVSF BOE UJMM XBUFS DPOUFOU *DF TUSFBN BDUJWBUJPO JOJUJBUFT SBQJE
HSPVOEJOH MJOF FYDVSTJPOT PG PWFS  LN BU NJHSBUJPO SBUFT FYDFFEJOH  LNZS 8F EJTDVTT UIF JN
QMJDBUJPOT PG TVDI SBQJE NJHSBUJPO GPS JOUFSQSFUJOH HMBDJPMPHJDBM BOE HFPNPSQIPMPHJDBM JOEJDBUPST PG
QBTU HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPOT *O DIBQUFS  XF EFNPOTUSBUF IPX UFNQPSBM WBSJBUJPO JO CFE QSPQ
FSUJFT MFBE UP JDF TUSFBN CFIBWJPS UIBU JT OPU FYQMBJOFE CZ DPOWFOUJPOBM UIFPSJFT PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF
TUBCJMJUZ "O JDF TUSFBN FYIJCJUJOH VOGPSDFE WBSJBCJMJUZ NBZ QFSTJTU PO B SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF CFGPSF SF
WFSTJOH EJSFDUJPO PG NJHSBUJPO PO UIBU TBNF TMPQF 4VDI CFIBWJPS NVTU CF DPOTJEFSFE BT B QPTTJCJMJUZ
XIFO FWBMVBUJOH QPUFOUJBM FWJEFODF GPS JSSFWFSTJCMF HSPVOEJOH MJOF SFUSFBU JO QSFTFOUEBZ JDF TUSFBN
PCTFSWBUJPOT *O DIBQUFS  XF FYQMPSF UIF SPMF PG JDF TUSFBNT JO EFHMBDJBUJPOT 6TJOH BO JEFBMJ[FE
DPO୮ୢHVSBUJPO PG B DPNQMFY % UIFSNPNFDIBOJDBM JDF TIFFU NPEFM XF TIPX IPX JDF TUSFBN BDDFM
FSBUJPO JT USJHHFSFE CZ DMJNBUF GPSDJOH NPUJWBUFE CZ PSCJUBM WBSJBUJPOT BOE QMBZT BO JNQPSUBOU SPMF
JO UIF SBQJE EFHMBDJBUJPO PG MBSHF JDF TIFFUT 4NBMM DPME JDF TIFFUT BOE JDF TIFFUT XJUIPVU QSPQFSMZ SF
TPMWFE JDF TUSFBNT SFTQPOE NPSF XFBLMZ UP TVDI .JMBOLPWJUDINPUJWBUFE GPSDJOH JOEJDBUJOH UIBU JDF
TUSFBNT BSF BO JNQPSUBOU BNQMJGZJOH GFFECBDL JO QSPEVDJOH SBQJE EFHMBDJBUJPOT PG MBSHF JDF TIFFUT *O
DIBQUFS  XF P୭GFS TPNF DPODMVEJOH UIPVHIUT

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*ঌ঎ জঝছ঎ঊখজ BSF SFHJPOT PG JDF TIFFUT UIBU ୯୳PX  PSEFST PG NBHOJUVEF GBTUFS UIBO UZQJDBM HMBDJBM
JDF BOE DVSSFOUMZ BDDPVOU GPS PWFS ॎ PG UIF NBTT ୯୳VY GSPN UIF JOUFSJPS PG UIF "OUBSDUJD JDF TIFFU
UP UIF NBSHJOT UIPVHI DPWFSJOH MFTT UIBO ॎ PG JUT UPUBM BSFB 	#BNCFS FU BM 
 5IF WBSJBCJMJUZ
PG JDF TUSFBN ୯୳PX PO UJNF TDBMFT PG UFOT UP UIPVTBOET PG ZFBST QMBZT BO JNQPSUBOU SPMF JO EFUFSNJO
JOH JDF TIFFU NBTT CBMBODF 0CTFSWBUJPOT JOEJDBUF UIBU UIF TUBHOBUJPO PG ,BNC *DF 4USFBN  ZFBST
BHP 	3FU[MB୭G BOE #FOUMFZ 
 NBZ CF UIF QSJNBSZ DBVTF GPS UIF DVSSFOUMZ QPTJUJWF NBTT CBMBODF
JO 8FTU "OUBSDUJDB 	+PVHIJO BOE 5VMBD[ZL 
 'VSUIFS HFPMPHJDBM FWJEFODF IBT TVHHFTUFE UIBU
PUIFS 4JQMF $PBTU JDF TUSFBNT IBWF FYIJCJUFE DPOTJEFSBCMF WBSJBCJMJUZ JO UIF MBTU  ZFBST 	)VMCF
BOE 'BIOFTUPDL  $BUBOJB FU BM 
 5IF POHPJOH TMPXJOH PG 8IJMMBOT *DF 4USFBN 	)VMCF
BOE 8IJMMBOT 
 BOE UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ PG SFBDUJWBUJPO PG ,BNC *DF 4USFBN 	7PHFM FU BM 
 TVH
HFTU UIBU JDF TUSFBN WBSJBCJMJUZ XJMM DPOUJOVF UP IBWF B NBKPS JO୯୳VFODF PO JDF TIFFU NBTT CBMBODF BOE
HMPCBM SBUFT PG TFB MFWFM SJTF PWFS UIF OFYU TFWFSBM DFOUVSJFT
5IF WBSJBCJMJUZ PG B )VETPO 4USBJU *DF 4USFBN IBT CFFO JNQMJDBUFE BT B NBJO GBDUPS JO )FJOSJDI
FWFOUT MBSHF QFSJPEJD JDF EJTDIBSHF FWFOUT GSPN UIF -BVSFOUJEF JDF TIFFU EVSJOH UIF MBTU HMBDJBM QFSJPE
	)FJOSJDI 
 $VSSFOU HFPDIFNJDBM FTUJNBUFT PG )FJOSJDI FWFOU DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT 	)FNNJOH 

BSF TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ CSPBE UP TVHHFTU UIBU )FJOSJDI FWFOU NPEFMJOH NBZ CF VTFGVM JO DPOTUSBJOJOH UIF
SFDPSE 4UVEJFT PG *3% QSPWFOBODF JOEJDBUF UIBU )FJOSJDI MBZFST JO /PSUI "UMBOUJD TFEJNFOU DPSFT
QPJOU UP )VETPO 4USBJU JDF TUSFBN WBSJBCJMJUZ BT UIF JDF TPVSDF 	)FNNJOH 
 'VSUIFS HFPMPHJDBM
FWJEFODF 	"OESFXT BOE .BDMFBO 
 TVHHFTUT UIF )VETPO 4USBJU *DF 4USFBN XBT TJNJMBS UP NPE
FSO 4JQMF $PBTU JDF TUSFBNT 	UIPVHI PO B NVDI MBSHFS TDBMF
 JOEJDBUJOH UIBU CPUI NBZ TIBSF B TJOHMF
NFDIBOJTN PG WBSJBCJMJUZ
5IF TJNQMF NPEFM EFTDSJCFE JO UIJT TUVEZ DBO CF VTFGVM BT B HVJEF GPS TVDI DPNQMFY NPEFM TUVE

JFT JO QJDLJOH BO BQQSPQSJBUF QBSBNFUFS SFHJNF BOE DPOTUSVDUJOH B SFBTPOBCMF JDF TUSFBN HFPNFUSZ
.BD"ZFBM 	
 DPOTUSVDUFE B SFMBYBUJPO PTDJMMBUPS NPEFM PG UIF FOUJSF -BVSFOUJEF JDF TIFFU CZ FY
QMPJUJOH JUT DIBSBDUFSJTUJD CJOHF BOE QVSHF UJNF TDBMFT BOE XJUIPVU FYQMJDJUMZ DPOTJEFSJOH UIF QPTTJCJM
JUZ PG B )VETPO 4USBJU *DF 4USFBN .BD"ZFBM 	
 XBT TVDDFTTGVM JO SFQSPEVDJOH PCTFSWFE )FJOSJDI
FWFOU QFSJPE CVU IBE UP BTTVNF B DIBSBDUFSJTUJD JDF TUSFBN QVSHF UJNF TDBMF PG BQQSPYJNBUFMZ 
ZFBST 4JODF PVS NPEFM FYQMJDJUMZ TJNVMBUFT JDF TUSFBN EZOBNJDT XF BSF BCMF UP QSFEJDU LFZ QBSBNF
UFST PG JOUFSFTU TVDI BT QVSHF UJNF TDBMF UJMM GSFF[FPO UIJDLOFTT BOE CBTBM DPPMJOH BNQMJUVEF .BS
TIBMM BOE $MBSLF 	
 FYQMJDJUMZ TJNVMBUF UIF -BVSFOUJEF JDF TIFFU BOE B IZQPUIFUJDBM )VETPO 4USBJU
*DF 4USFBN VTJOH B DPNQMFY NPEFM CVU XFSF OPU BCMF UP SFQSPEVDF EJTDIBSHF XJUIJO UIF XJEF SBOHF
PG QSPYZ SFDPSET 0UIFS TUVEJFT 	$BMPW FU BM  
 IBWF BMTP BUUFNQUFE UP SFQSPEVDF UIF QF
SJPE BOE BNQMJUVEF PG )FJOSJDI JDF EJTDIBSHF FWFOUT CVU DJUF UIF OFFE GPS FWPMWJOH ESBJOBHF BOE UJMM
NFDIBOJDT JO PSEFS UP HBJO B GVMM VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG UIF QIZTJDBM QSPDFTTFT UIBU DBVTF )VETPO 4USBJU
*DF 4USFBN WBSJBCJMJUZ
)JHI JDF TUSFBN WFMPDJUJFT BSF DBVTFE CZ UIF EFGPSNBUJPO PG NFMUXBUFSTBUVSBUFE XFBL TVCHMBDJBM
UJMM 	"MMFZ FU BM  #MBOLFOTIJQ FU BM  &OHFMIBSEU FU BM 
 *O "OUBSDUJDB UIJT NFMUXB
UFS PSJHJOBUFT BU UIF JDFCFE JOUFSGBDF XIJDI JT NBJOUBJOFE BU UIF QSFTTVSFNFMUJOH QPJOU EVSJOH UIF
BDUJWF JDF TUSFBN QIBTF 5IF SFTVMUJOH XFBL CPUUPN TUSFTT JT DPNQMFNFOUFE CZ MBUFSBM TUSFTTFT BU JDF
TUSFBN NBSHJOT JO SFTJTUJOH UIF XFBL ESJWJOH TUSFTT UZQJDBM PG "OUBSDUJD JDF TUSFBNT 	&DIFMNFZFS FU BM
 +BDLTPO BOE ,BNC 
 $IBOHFT JO UIF TUSFOHUI PG TVCHMBDJBM UJMM TIJG୴ UIF CBMBODF PG SFTJTUJWF
TUSFTTFT BOE NBZ TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ BMUFS JDF TUSFBN WFMPDJUZ 	WBO EFS 7FFO BOE 8IJMMBOT 
 0CTFSWB
UJPOT BMTP JOEJDBUF UIBU ESBJOBHF DPOEVJUT BU UIF JDFCFE JOUFSGBDF NBZ QSPWJEF B NFBOT GPS USBOTQPSU
JOH MPDBMMZ QSPEVDFE NFMUXBUFS PWFS MPOH EJTUBODFT 	&OHFMIBSEU BOE ,BNC  8JOCFSSZ FU BM

 TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ DPNQMJDBUJOH UIF QSPCMFN PG NPEFMJOH JDF TUSFBN IZESPMPHZ BOE EZOBNJDT
5IF DPNQMFYJUJFT PG JDF TUSFBN EZOBNJDT IBWF CFFO NPEFMFE VTJOH B EJWFSTF BSSBZ PG BQQSPBDIFT
5VMBD[ZL FU BM 	C
 VTFE B IJHIMZ SFEVDFE NPEFM BOE GPVOE UIBU NVMUJQMF NPEFT PG JDF TUSFBN

୯୳PX BSF QPTTJCMF EFQFOEJOH PO UIF TVCHMBDJBM OFU IFBU ୯୳VY BOE DIBOHFT JO TVCHMBDJBM QSPEVDUJPO PG
NFMUXBUFS $PNQMFY NPEFMT PG୴FO JODPSQPSBUF QBSBNFUFSJ[BUJPOT PG PCTFSWFE TNBMM TDBMF QIFOPN
FOB TVDI BT ESBJOBHF OFUXPSLT 5XP TUVEJFT 	#PVHBNPOU FU BM BC
 DPVQMFE B ୯୳PX CBOE NPEFM
UP B TJNQMF IZESPMPHZ NPEFM TJNJMBS UP UIBU PG 5VMBD[ZL FU BM 	C
 "OPUIFS TUVEZ 	WBO EFS
8FM FU BM 
 DPVQMFE B ୯୳PX CBOE NPEFM UP CPUI TJNQMF MPDBM IZESPMPHZ BOE B EZOBNJD ESBJOBHF
NPEFM 4JNJMBSMZ #PVHBNPOU FU BM 	
 	IFSFBG୴FS #
 DPVQMFE B DPNQMFY )FSUFSJDI#MBUUFS1BUUZO
JDF NPEFM 	)FSUFSJDI  #MBUUFS  1BUUZO 
 UP B TJNQMF IZESPMPHZ NPEFM 5IJT MBUFS TUVEZ
GPVOE UIBU TVTUBJOFE PTDJMMBUPSZ JDF TUSFBN CFIBWJPS XBT OPU BUUBJOBCMF XJUIPVU B TFFNJOHMZ BEIPD
TVQQMZ PG XBUFS GSPN B QBSBNFUFSJ[FE SFHJPOBM ESBJOBHF OFUXPSL 3FMBUFE DPNQMFY NPEFM TUVEJFT
PG IZESPMPHZ CFOFBUI JDF TIFFUT 	1BZOF  %VOTF FU BM  7BO 1FMU BOE 0FSMFNBOT 
 IBWF
GPVOE UIBU NVMUJQMF EJTUJODU NPEFT PG JDF TIFFU ୯୳PX FYJTU EFQFOEJOH PO UIF TUBUF PG UIF TVCHMBDJBM
UIFSNBM IFBU CVEHFU 4BZBH BOE 5[JQFSNBO 	
 TIPXFE UIBU UIF TQBUJBM TUSVDUVSF PG JDF TUSFBNT
TVHHFTUT B NVMUJWBMVFE TMJEJOH MBX 1SFTDSJCJOH TVDI B MBX UIFZ UIFO 	4BZBH BOE 5[JQFSNBO 

GPVOE FJUIFS PTDJMMBUPSZ PS TUFBEZTUSFBNJOH NPEFT EFQFOEJOH PO UIF SBUF PG VQTUSFBN JDF TVQQMZ
)PXFWFS UIFZ EJE OPU FYQMJDJUMZ JODMVEF UIF QIZTJDT UIBU MFBE UP UIF QSFTDSJCFE TMJEJOH MBX
5IJT QBQFS TUVEJFT UIF JOUFSBDUJPO PG JDF TUSFBN EZOBNJDT CBTBM IZESPMPHZ BOE UIFSNBM QSPDFTTFT
UP VOEFSTUBOE UIF QIZTJDBM DPOEJUJPOT UIBU NBZ HJWF SJTF UP BOE NPEVMBUF JDF ୯୳PX WBSJBCJMJUZ PO B
SBOHF PG UJNF TDBMFT 8F CVJME B TJNQMF NPEFM EFTDSJCFE JO UIF OFYU TFDUJPO UP TJNVMBUF UIF TVC
HMBDJBM IFBU CVEHFU UIF SFTVMUJOH QSPEVDUJPO PS DPOTVNQUJPO PG NFMUXBUFS BOE JUT JNQBDU PO UJMM
EFGPSNBUJPO 0VS DFOUSBM BJN JT UP FYQMPSF QPTTJCMF JDF TUSFBN CFIBWJPST BOE UIFJS EFQFOEFODF PO
QIZTJDBM QBSBNFUFST
8F NBLF B OVNCFS PG LFZ JNQSPWFNFOUT UP FBSMJFS TJNQMF NPEFMT 	5VMBD[ZL FU BM C .BD"ZFBM

 XIJMF SFUBJOJOH UIF TJNQMJDJUZ UIBU QFSNJUT B XJEF SBOHF PG QBSBNFUFS FYQFSJNFOUBUJPO BOE BO
BMZUJD BQQSPBDIFT *O QBSUJDVMBS UIJT NPEFM BMMPXT CPUI JDF UIJDLOFTT BOE NFMUXBUFS DPOUFOU UP WBSZ
SFTVMUJOH JO B USJQMFWBMVFE ୯୳VY SFMBUJPOTIJQ UIBU IBT CFFO TIPXO UP MFBE UP TVS୮ୢOH CFIBWJPS 	'PXMFS

 'PXMFS FU BM 
 8F BMTP BMMPX GPS UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ PG UJMM GSFF[FPO BOE CBTBM JDF DPPMJOH EVS
JOH TUBHOBOU JOUFSWBMT PG UJMM PWFSDPOTPMJEBUJPO BMUFSJOH UIF TVCHMBDJBM IFBU ୯୳VY *G UJMM CFDPNFT TBUV
SBUFE ESBJOBHF JT QFSNJUUFE BOE NBZ IBWF B TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU JNQBDU PO UIF ୮ୢOBM FRVJMJCSJVN UIBU XPVME
PUIFSXJTF OPU CF SFBDIFE JO UIF BCTFODF PG ESBJOBHF
5IF SFTVMUJOH JDF TUSFBN ୯୳PX FWPMVUJPO JODMVEFT UXP SFHJNFT B TUFBEZTUSFBNJOH NPEF BOE B
CJOHFQVSHF NPEF 5IFTF NPEFT BSF RVBMJUBUJWFMZ TJNJMBS UP UIF NPEFT GPVOE ୮ୢSTU CZ 1BZOF 	

BOE MBUFS JO PUIFS TUVEJFT XJUI B DPNQMFY JDF TIFFU NPEFMT 	4BZBH BOE 5[JQFSNBO   %VOTF
FU BM  7BO 1FMU BOE 0FSMFNBOT 
 *O TPNF PG UIFTF TUVEJFT TVCHMBDJBM IZESPMPHZ JT QBSBN
FUFSJ[FE XJUI BEIPD TMJEJOH QBSBNFUFST XIJDI BSF UIFO WBSJFE JO PSEFS UP EFNPOTUSBUF UIBU UIFSF
BSF NVMUJQMF QPTTJCMF NPEFT PG JDF TIFFU CFIBWJPS JODMVEJOH IJHI BOE MPXGSFRVFODZ DZDMJDJUZ BOE
TUFBEZ ୯୳PX *O UIJT TUVEZ XF GPDVT PO JDF TUSFBNMJLF HFPNFUSZ BOE FYQMJDJUMZ TJNVMBUF UJMM NFDIBOJDT
BOE UIF CBTBM IFBU CVEHFU XIJDI PCWJBUFT UIF OFFE GPS FJUIFS BEIPD QBSBNFUFSJ[BUJPOT PS QPPSMZ
DPOTUSBJOFE FNQJSJDBM TMJEJOH MBXT 5IF ୯୳PX NPEF JT EFUFSNJOFE CZ UIF CBMBODF CFUXFFO EJ୭GFSFOU
TPVSDFT PG IFBUJOH BOE DPPMJOH BU UIF JDFCFE JOUFSGBDF BOE NFMUXBUFS ESBJOBHF 5IJT QSPWJEFT B HFO
FSBM GSBNFXPSL UP JOUFSQSFU UIF TQFDJBM DBTFT PG PUIFS TJNQMF BOE DPNQMFY NPEFM TUVEJFT JO UFSNT PG
SFBEJMZNFBTVSBCMF QIZTJDBM QBSBNFUFST MJLF HFPUIFSNBM IFBU ୯୳VY BOE JDF TVSGBDF UFNQFSBUVSF
"EEJUJPOBMMZ UIF OBUVSF PG UIF USBOTJUJPO CFUXFFO UIFTF UXP NPEFT JT OPU BMXBZT TNPPUI UBLJOH
UIF GPSN PG B TVCDSJUJDBM )PQG CJGVSDBUJPO *O TIPSU B TVQFSDSJUJDBM )PQG CJGVSDBUJPO PDDVST XIFO
WBSJBUJPO PG B QBSBNFUFS DBVTFT B TZTUFN UP TNPPUIMZ DIBOHF GSPN TUFBEZ TUBUF UP UP BO PTDJMMBUJOH
FRVJMJCSJVN TUBUF PG JO୮ୢOJUFTJNBM BNQMJUVEF *O B TVCDSJUJDBM )PQG CJGVSDBUJPO WBSJBUJPO PG B QBSBN
FUFS DBVTFT B TZTUFN UP DIBOHF GSPN TUFBEZ TUBUF UP BO PTDJMMBUJOH FRVJMJCSJVN TUBUF PG MBSHF BNQMJUVEF
	4USPHBU[ 
 *O PVS NPEFM UIF PDDVSSFODF PG UIJT UZQF PG CJGVSDBUJPO QSPEVDFT IZTUFSFTJT JO DBTFT
UIBU NBZ IBWF JNQPSUBOU JNQMJDBUJPOT GPS DMJNBUFJDF TUSFBN JOUFSBDUJPOT

 .ঘ঍঎ক ঍঎জঌছ঒ঙঝ঒ঘগ
8F NPEFM BO JDF TUSFBN BT B TJOHMF MVNQFE TQBUJBM FMFNFOU JO PSEFS UP GPDVT PO UFNQPSBM 	SBUIFS
UIBO TQBUJBM
 FWPMVUJPO "MM TQBUJBM EFSJWBUJWFT BSF BQQSPYJNBUFE VTJOH ୮ୢOJUFEJ୭GFSFODJOH PWFS UIF
TQBUJBM TDBMFT PG JOUFSFTU 5IF NPEFM EPNBJO JT B SFDUBOHMF PG MFOHUI - JO UIF TUSFBNXJTF YEJSFDUJPO
DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP UIF FOUJSFUZ PG UIF JDF TUSFBN USVOL BOE XJEUI8 JO UIF DSPTT TUSFBN ZEJSFDUJPO
DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP JDF TUSFBN XJEUI CFUXFFO TIFBS NBSHJOT 8F BTTVNF UIBU 8- ≪  BOE UIBU WFSUJDBM
TIFBS DPOUSJCVUFT OFHMJHJCMZ UP JDF TUSFBN WFMPDJUZ 5IF WFMPDJUZ ୮ୢFME JO UIF JDF TUSFBN JT EFUFSNJOFE
CZ MBUFSBM BOE CBTBM TIFBS TUSFTT CBMBODJOH UIF ESJWJOH TUSFTT BDUJOH PO BO JDF TUSFBN DSPTTTFDUJPO 5P
PCUBJO B TQBUJBMMZMVNQFE NPEFM XF UIFO BTTVNF UIBU B TJOHMF WFMPDJUZ DBO CF VTFE UP SFQSFTFOU JDF
EJTDIBSHF GSPN UIF JDF TUSFBN 	3BZNPOE  

5IF NPEFM EFTDSJCFT UIF SBUF PG NFMUXBUFS QSPEVDUJPO BU UIF JDFCFE JOUFSGBDF XIJDI FWPMWFT JO
SFTQPOTF UP JDF BOE UJMM EZOBNJDT BOE NBZ BDUJWBUF EJ୭GFSFOU QIZTJDBM QSPDFTTFT EFQFOEJOH PO UIF UJMM
TUBUF 4FDUJPO  EFTDSJCFT UIF JDF UIJDLOFTT FWPMVUJPO FRVBUJPO GPMMPXFE CZ UIF NFMUXBUFS CVEHFU
JO TFDUJPO  JDF TMJEJOH WFMPDJUZ JO TFDUJPO  BOE UJMM BOE CBTBM JDF QSPQFSUJFT JO TFDUJPO 
'PS WBMVFT PG BMM DPOTUBOUT SFGFSFODFE IFSFBG୴FS BOE VTFE UP HFOFSBUF BMM ୮ୢHVSFT 	VOMFTT PUIFSXJTF
OPUFE
 TFF 5BCMF 
 *ঌ঎ জঝছ঎ঊখ ঝ঑঒ঌঔগ঎জজ
$IBOHFT JO JDF TUSFBN UIJDLOFTT BSF UIF SFTVMU PG B CBMBODF CFUXFFO BDDVNVMBUJPO GSPN TOPXGBMM BOE
SFNPWBM EVF UP JDF TUSFBN WFMPDJUZ
EI




B′ 5JMM FNQJSJDBM DPF୭୮ୢDJFOU 	1B
 .× 
BD "DDVNVMBUJPO SBUF 	N · ZS−
 
"H (MFOؠT MBX SBUF GBDUPS 	1B− · T−
 × −C 5JMM FNQJSJDBM FYQPOFOU 
$J 7PMVNFUSJD IFBU DBQBDJUZ PG JDF 	+ · ,− · N−
 .× FD 5JMM DPOTPMJEBUJPO UISFTIPME H "DDFMFSBUJPO EVF UP HSBWJUZ 	N · T−
 
IC 5IJDLOFTT PG UFNQFSBUF JDF MBZFS 	N
 
LJ 5IFSNBM DPOEVDUJWJUZ PG JDF 	+ · T− · N− · ,−
 - *DF TUSFBN USVOL MFOHUI 	LN
 
-G 4QFDJ୮ୢD MBUFOU IFBU PG JDF 	+ · LH−
 .× O (MFOؠT MBX FYQPOFOU 
8 *DF TUSFBN USVOL XJEUI 	LN
 
XT 5JMM TBUVSBUJPO UISFTIPME 	N
 ;T *OJUJBM F୭GFDUJWF UJMM MBZFS UIJDLOFTT 	N
 
ɎJ *DF EFOTJUZ 	LH · N−
 ɎX 8BUFS EFOTJUZ 	LH · N−
 
Table 2.1: Parameters used in this study (unless otherwise indicated)
8IFO EJTDSFUJ[FE GPS BO JDF TUSFBN XJUI OP ୯୳PX FOUFSJOH BU UIF VQTUSFBN FOE UIF SFTVMUBOU CBMBODF
JT
EI




XIFSF BD JT UIF DPOTUBOU BDDVNVMBUJPO SBUF BOE VC JT UIF CBTBM TMJEJOH WFMPDJUZ 5IF TFDPOE UFSN PO
UIF SJHIUIBOE TJEF PG UIJT FRVBUJPO JT BO BQQSPYJNBUJPO PG JDF ୯୳VY EJWFSHFODF ∂∂Y (VCI) BTTVNJOH
UIBU TMJEJOH WFMPDJUZ WBOJTIFT BU UIF VQTUSFBN CPVOEBSZ BOE UIJDLOFTT JT TQBUJBMMZ VOJGPSN XJUIJO UIF
EPNBJO *DF ୯୳VY GSPN VQTUSFBN USJCVUBSJFT JT BTTVNFE UP CF OFHMJHJCMF #BTBM NFMUJOH BOE GSFF[FPO
BSF TNBMM DPNQBSFE UP BDDVNVMBUJPO BOE JDF ୯୳VY BOE TP BSF OFHMFDUFE GSPN UIJT NBTT CBMBODF
 .঎কঝঠঊঝ঎ছ ঋঞ঍ঐ঎ঝ
8IFO UIF UFNQFSBUVSF PG UIF CFE 5C JT BU UIF NFMUJOH QPJOU 5C = 5N UIF CFE DBO IBWF B OPO[FSP
XBUFS DPOUFOU X 5IJT JT SFMBUFE UP UIF CFE WPJE SBUJP F UISPVHI X = F;T XIFSF ;T JT UIF UIJDLOFTT








XIFSFN JT CBTBM NFMU SBUF BOE 2E JT UIF WPMVNFUSJD EJTDIBSHF SBUF UISPVHI BMM TVCHMBDJBM DPOEVJUT
CFMPX UIF JDF TUSFBN *O UIJT NPEFM X BOE ;T BSF EZOBNJDBMMZ FWPMWFE BOE F = X;T JT DBMDVMBUFE
EJBHOPTUJDBMMZ
N DBO CF SFMBUFE UP HFPUIFSNBM IFBU ୯୳VY( DPOEVDUJPO JOUP UIF JDF BOE IFBU EJTTJQBUFE CZ TMJEJOH








XIFSF 5T JT UIF QSFTDSJCFE JDF TVSGBDF UFNQFSBUVSF 5C JT UIF CBTBM UFNQFSBUVSF LJ JT UIF UIFSNBM DPO
EVDUJWJUZ PG JDF ɑC JT UIF CBTBM TIFBS TUSFTT TP UIBU ɑCVC SFQSFTFOUT GSJDUJPOBM IFBUJOH XIJMF ɎJ JT UIF
EFOTJUZ PG HMBDJBM JDF BOE -G JT UIF MBUFOU IFBU PG GVTJPO /FHBUJWFN DPSSFTQPOET UP UIF GSFF[JOH PG
CBTBM XBUFS 7FSUJDBM IFBU DPOEVDUJPO IFSF JT B EJTDSFUJ[FE WFSTJPO PG LJ∂[5 BU UIF CFE BTTVNJOH UIBU
WFSUJDBM JDF UFNQFSBUVSF WBSJBUJPOT BSF MJOFBS GSPN UIF CBTBM JDF UFNQFSBUVSF UP UIF QSFTDSJCFE TVSGBDF
UFNQFSBUVSF $PSSFDUJPOT UP UIJT BQQSPYJNBUJPO XPVME MJLFMZ SFTVMU JO B MBSHFS WFSUJDBM UFNQFSBUVSF
HSBEJFOU OFBS UIF CFE 	+PVHIJO FU BM 

8IFO X SFBDIFT [FSP GSPN BCPWF CPUI VC BOE UIF GSJDUJPOBM IFBUJOH UFSN JO UIF FYQSFTTJPO GPSN
BSF TFU UP [FSP BT BMM UIF UJMM JT GSP[FO BOE CBTBM UFNQFSBUVSF NBZ ESPQ CFMPX 5N "EEJUJPOBMMZ XIFO
X =  5C = 5N BOEN = (+ LJ(5T−5N)I >  UIFO UJMM CFHJOT UP UIBX BOE EXEU = N
8IFO UIF UJMM XBUFS DPOUFOU FYDFFET BO VQQFS TBUVSBUJPO UISFTIPME 	XT
 XF BTTVNF UIBU UJMM IBT

CFDPNF TBUVSBUFE BOE BMM BEEJUJPOBM QSPEVDUJPO PG NFMUXBUFS HPFT EJSFDUMZ JOUP ESBJOBHF
2E =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩  JG X < XT PSN < N-8 PUIFSXJTF 	

4JNVMBUJOH UIF FWPMVUJPO PG ESBJOBHF DIBOOFMT PWFS B QFSNFBCMF CFE SFRVJSFT NPEFM DPNQMFYJUZ UIBU
JT TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ CFZPOE UIF TDPQF PG UIJT TUVEZ 8F BTTVNF UIBU TVCHMBDJBM ESBJOBHF XJMM SFBDI TUFBEZ
TUBUF PO B UJNF TDBMF 	EBZT UP NPOUIT TFF 4DIPPG 	

 UIBU JT TIPSU DPNQBSFE UP UIF SFMBYBUJPO
UJNF TDBMF PG UIF CFE 	ZFBST
 IFODF XF IBWF OFHMFDUFE UIJT ESBJOBHF FWPMVUJPO UJNF TDBMF *ODPSQP
SBUJOH B DPOTUBOU MFWFM PG FYDFTT NFMUXBUFS ESBJOBHF GSPN VQTUSFBN TPVSDFT XPVME TJNQMZ TIJG୴ UIF
MPDBUJPO PG QBSBNFUFS SFHJNFT BOE UIVT JU IBT CFFO OFHMFDUFE JO UIJT TUVEZ
 *ঌ঎ #ঊজঊক 4ক঒঍঒গঐ 7঎কঘঌ঒ঝঢ
'PMMPXJOH 3BZNPOE 	
 XF TUBSU XJUI UIF FRVBUJPOT GPS JODPNQSFTTJCMF 4UPLFT ୯୳PX 	TFF EJTDVT
TJPO JO DIBQUFS 
 BOE UIFO DPNQVUF UIF DFOUFSMJOF TMJEJOH WFMPDJUZ PG BO JDF TUSFBN CZ OFHMFDUJOH
MPOHJUVEJOBM TUSFTTFT WFSUJDBM JDF EFGPSNBUJPO BOE TMJEJOH VOSFMBUFE UP UJMM EFGPSNBUJPO 5IF DFOUFS
MJOF WFMPDJUZ JT UIVT EFUFSNJOFE CZ B CBMBODF CFUXFFO ESJWJOH TUSFTT ɑE BOE B DPNCJOBUJPO PG CBTBM












XIFSF"H JT B DPOTUBOU DSFFQ QBSBNFUFS JO UIF TIFBS NBSHJOT BOE ɑE = ɎJHI

- JT BO BQQSPYJNBUJPO
PG UIF ESJWJOH TUSFTT XJUI BDDFMFSBUJPO EVF UP HSBWJUZ H &OGPSDJOH B QPTJUJWF TMJEJOH WFMPDJUZ JO FRVB
UJPO  BSJTFT GSPN UIF $PVMPNC GSJDUJPO MBX JO XIJDI UIFSF JT OP TMJEJOH XIFO UIF ZJFME TUSFTT PG
UIF CFE JT OPU BUUBJOFE 	4DIPPG B
 'PS UIF JDF ୯୳PX HFPNFUSZ BTTVNFE UIJT JT UIF DBTF XIFO UIF
ZJFME TUSFTT FYDFFET ESJWJOH TUSFTT 5IPVHI 3BZNPOE 	
 DBMDVMBUFE BO FYQSFTTJPO GPS VC XIJDI JO

DMVEFE DSPTTTUSFBN WBSJBUJPOT XF OFHMFDU UIFTF JO UIF TBNF GBTIJPO BT 5VMBD[ZL FU BM 	C
 TJODF
UIFZ BSF TNBMM BOE IBWF B NJOJNBM JNQBDU PO UIF JDF TUSFBN ୯୳VY JO FRVBUJPO  8IFO ESBJOBHF JT





 5঒কক ঊগ঍ #ঊজঊক *ঌ঎ 1ছঘঙ঎ছঝ঒঎জ
'PMMPXJOH 5VMBD[ZL FU BM 	B
 UJMM TUSFOHUI DBO CF NPEFMFE BT B $PVMPNC GSJDUJPO MBX ɑC =
ɉ/ XIFSF/ JT UIF F୭GFDUJWF QSFTTVSF BOE ɉ JT B GSJDUJPO DPF୭୮ୢDJFOU 5IJT DBO CF FYQSFTTFE EJSFDUMZ JO
UFSNT PG WPJE SBUJP
ɑC =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ B




XIFSF FD JT B UJMM DPOTPMJEBUJPO UISFTIPME B′ JT UIF UJMM TUSFOHUI BU FD 	EJ୭GFSFOU GSPN B HJWFO JO 5V
MBD[ZL FU BM 	B
 CZ B GBDUPS PG FYQ(CFD)
 BOE C JT BMTP B DPOTUBOU 5IJT BTTVNFT UIBU FD JT B MPXFS
CPVOE PO UIF WPJE SBUJP *O UIJT TUVEZ XF POMZ VTF FRVBUJPO  UP NPEFM UJMM TUSFOHUI BT B GVODUJPO
PG WPJE SBUJP 	IFODF XF EP OPU OFFE UP FYQMJDJUMZ TQFDJGZ ɉ PS DBMDVMBUF/

"U MPX WPJE SBUJPT UIF IZESBVMJD QSPDFTTFT EFTDSJCFE QSFWJPVTMZ BSF OP MPOHFS FYQFDUFE UP CF BQ
QMJDBCMF 0ODF UIF UJMM CFDPNFT TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ DPOTPMJEBUFE BOE CFE TUSFOHUI JT TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ MBSHF TVSGBDF
UFOTJPO F୭GFDUT BSF OP MPOHFS BCMF UP NBJOUBJO B DMFBO JDFUJMM JOUFSGBDF BOE B GSP[FO GSJOHF DBO QSPQ
BHBUF JOUP UIF TFEJNFOU NBUSJY 	3FNQFM 
 8F BTTVNF UIBU UIJT IBQQFOT BU UIF DPOTPMJEBUJPO
UISFTIPME FD BOE UIBU PODF UIF HSPXUI PG B GSP[FO GSJOHF JT JOJUJBUFE BMM TVCTFRVFOU GSFF[JOH XJMM




N JG  < ;T < ;





XIFSF ; JT UIF NBYJNVN TFEJNFOU UIJDLOFTT BWBJMBCMF
0ODF UIF UJMM MBZFS IBT DPNQMFUFMZ GSP[FO 	;T = 
 B MBZFS PG CBTBM JDF NBZ DPPM EPXO SFEVDJOH
UIF WFSUJDBM JDF UFNQFSBUVSF HSBEJFOU 5IF UFNQFSBUVSF PG UIF CBTBM JDF MBZFS DIBOHFT EVF UP UIF TBNF
IFBU CBMBODF BT CFGPSF




$JICN JG X =  BOE FJUIFS 	5C = 5N BOEN < 




XIFSF $J JT UIF IFBU DBQBDJUZ PG JDF BOE IC JT UIF UIJDLOFTT PG UIF UFNQFSBUF CBTBM JDF MBZFS UIBU JT CF
JOH DPPMFE 5IJT TFSWFT BT BO BQQSPYJNBUJPO UP B GVMMZ EZOBNJD NPEFM GPS WFSUJDBM IFBU EJ୭GVTJPO
UISPVHI BO JDF TUSFBN 	.BD"ZFBM 

 3঎জঞকঝজ
'JHVSF  TIPXT GPVS DIBSBDUFSJTUJD CFIBWJPST FYIJCJUFE CZ UIF JDF TUSFBN NPEFM BU EJ୭GFSFOU QSF
TDSJCFE JDF TVSGBDF UFNQFSBUVSFT 5IFZ DBO CSPBEMZ CF TFQBSBUFE JOUP UXP DBUFHPSJFT 'JHVSFT B
BOE C TIPX TUBCMF ୮ୢYFE QPJOUT XIFSF JDF TUSFBN WFMPDJUZ SFBDIFT BO FRVJMJCSJVN BG୴FS TPNF JOJUJBM
USBOTJFOU CFIBWJPS WJB UXP NFDIBOJTNT
*O 'JHVSF B UJMM XBUFS DPOUFOU RVJDLMZ SFBDIFT UIF TBUVSBUJPO UISFTIPME XT CFZPOE XIJDI
ESBJOBHF SFNPWFT UIF FYDFTT PG NFMUXBUFS CFJOH QSPEVDFE *DF TUSFBN WFMPDJUZ GBDJMJUBUFE CZ UIF XFBL
CFE BMTP SFBDIFT BO FRVJMJCSJVN *O UIJT TUBUF B WFSZ XFBL CFE DPFYJTUT XJUI TVCHMBDJBM ESBJOBHF UIBU
SFNPWFT NFMUXBUFS BT JU JT QSPEVDFE
*O 'JHVSF C UIF JOJUJBM SBUF PG NFMUXBUFS QSPEVDUJPO JT JOTV୭୮ୢDJFOU UP TVTUBJO UJMM MBZFS TBUVSB
UJPO 5JMM XBUFS DPOUFOU SBQJEMZ SJTFT EVF UP B IJHI HFPUIFSNBM ୯୳VY MPX WFSUJDBM IFBU DPOEVDUJPO
BOE B QPTJUJWF GFFECBDL MPPQ CFUXFFO JODSFBTJOH WFMPDJUZ GSJDUJPOBM IFBUJOH NFMUXBUFS QSPEVDUJPO
BOE UJMM XFBLFOJOH 5IJT DBVTFT B SJTF JO WFMPDJUZ BOE FWFOUVBMMZ B UIJOOJOH PG UIF JDF TUSFBN 5IJO

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Figure 2.1: Characteristic numerical results for the ice streammodel with parameters given by Table 2.1, geothermal
heat ﬂux of 0.07 8N and four different prescribed surface temperatures (see location in parameter space in Figure 2.2).
In all panels, ice sliding velocity is a blue solid line and till water content is a red dashed line. (a) Steady-streaming with
drainage; (b) Steady-streaming without drainage; (c)Weak binge-purge oscillation; (d) Strong binge-purge oscillation.
OJOH MFBET UP BO JODSFBTF JO WFSUJDBM IFBU DPOEVDUJPO VOUJM JU FYDFFET UIF QSFTDSJCFE HFPUIFSNBM IFBU
୯୳VY BOE UIF BEEJUJPOBM GSJDUJPOBM IFBUJOH UVSOJOH UIF TVCHMBDJBM IFBU CVEHFU OFHBUJWF 5JMM XBUFS
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Figure 2.2: Ice thickness oscillation range (in meters) on a plane of the parameter space for which geothermal ﬂux and
ice surface temperature are varied and dimensionless parameterȾ is constant. Rightmost white solid line is analytic
approximation to stability boundary between steady-streaming (zero range region in top-left) and binge-purge (ﬁnite
range region in bottom-right) modes (accurate to within the thickness of the line). Leftmost white solid line is location
of the last appearance of binge-purge oscillations in numerical simulations. Both solid white line bound the region of
hysteresis. White dashed line is boundary between steady-streaming with andwithout drainage. White stars indicate
locations of characteristic examples in plotted in Figure 2.1. White ellipsemarks approximate parameter regime of
modern Siple Coast ice streams. Ellipse drawn using geothermal heat ﬂux range estimates cited in Joughin et al. (2004)
and a conservative range of mean air temperatures over Siple Coast ice streams fromUWisc AMRC data found at
amrc.ssec.wisc.edu/aws/.
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Figure 2.3: Binge-purge oscillation period (in years) on a plane of the parameter space for which geothermal ﬂux and
ice surface temperature are varied and dimensionless parameterȾ is constant.
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Figure 2.4: (a) Bifurcation diagram. Each point represents a ﬁxed point or limit cycle determined from simulations
with a single prescribed ice surface temperature and numerous initial ice thicknesses (initial till water content was
kept constant near the ﬁxed point value). Filled points are stable. Open points are unstable. (b) Transient numerical
simulation with slow (0.005 ◦C/century) increase (red) and decrease (blue) in surface ice temperature. Both panels for
prescribed geothermal heat ﬂux of 0.07 8N .
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 BOE 	
 JO UIF DBTF
XIFSF ɑ∗C >  	'PS UIF GVMM BOBMZTJT BOE IJHIFS PSEFS BQQSPYJNBUJPOT TFF BQQFOEJY "
 " [FSP

PSEFS BQQSPYJNBUJPO 	XJUI O → ∞ BDDVSBUF UP XJUIJO ॎ
 PO UIF TUFBEZTUSFBNJOH FRVJMJCSJVN









XJUI ȿ BOE ɀ EF୮ୢOFE QSFWJPVTMZ 5IF TUFBEZTUSFBNJOH WFMPDJUZ XJUIPVU ESBJOBHF VG JT B GSBDUJPO
PG UIF TUFBEZTUSFBNJOH WFMPDJUZ XJUI ESBJOBHF VE *U JT BMXBZT UIF DBTF UIBU VG ≤ VE JO UIF JOUFSWBM
ɀ > ȿ > (O+O )− OO+ ɀ− ( O+O ) OO+O+ 
 #঒গঐ঎1ঞছঐ঎ 0জঌ঒ককঊঝ঒ঘগজ
5P ୮ୢSTU PSEFS UIF BNQMJUVEF 	'JHVSF 
 BOE QFSJPE 	'JHVSF 
 PG UIF PTDJMMBUJPOT JO UIF CJOHF
QVSHF NPEF BSF DPOUSPMMFE CZ UIF SBUJP PG WFSUJDBM IFBU DPOEVDUJPO UP HFPUIFSNBM IFBU ୯୳VY UIF آSBUJP
PG FRVJMJCSJVN IFBU ୯୳VYFTأ 	3&)'
 5IJT RVBOUJUZ JT UIF CBTFMJOF آGPSDJOHأ PG UIF CBTBM IFBU CVEHFU
XIJDI JT UIFO EZOBNJDBMMZ NPEJ୮ୢFE CZ DIBOHFT JO JDF UIJDLOFTT BOE GSJDUJPOBM IFBUJOH 8F EF୮ୢOF UIF
3&)' IFSF BT UIF SBUJP PG UXP EJNFOTJPOMFTT QBSBNFUFST PG UIF SFEVDFE NPEFM DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP
WFSUJDBM IFBU DPOEVDUJPO BOE HFPUIFSNBM IFBU ୯୳VY




XIFSF [I] JT UIF JDF UIJDLOFTT TDBMF 5IF FYQSFTTJPO LJǫ5[I] JT UIF DIBSBDUFSJTUJD WFSUJDBM IFBU DPOEVDUJPO
UIBU XPVME PDDVS JG JDF UIJDLOFTT XBT BU JUT DIBSBDUFSJTUJD TDBMF [I] *O 'JHVSFT  BOE BOE  B MPX
3&)' PDDVST JO UIF VQQFS MFG୴ DPSOFS BOE IJHI 3&)' JO UIF MPXFS SJHIU DPSOFS 5IF USBOTJUJPO GSPN
TUFBEZTUSFBNJOH XJUI ESBJOBHF 	'JHVSF B
 UP TUFBEZTUSFBNJOH XJUIPVU ESBJOBHF 	'JHVSF C

PDDVST PO UIF MJOF 	EBTIFE XIJUF MJOF JO 'JHVSF 
 XIFSF 3&)' JT POF
%VSJOH TUBHOBUJPO B IJHI 3&)' MPXFST UIF UJMM XBUFS DPOUFOU UJMM UIJDLOFTT BOE CBTBM JDF UFNQFS

BUVSF NPSF UIBO JO B MPX 3&)' DBTF 5IJT JODSFBTFT UIF MFOHUI PG UJNF UIBU JU UBLFT UIF JDF TUSFBN UP
SFBDUJWBUF BOE JODSFBTFT UIF NBHOJUVEF PG BDDVNVMBUJPO UIBU PDDVST EVSJOH UIF TUBHOBOU QIBTF
7FSZ OFBS UIF TUBCJMJUZ CPVOEBSZ 	SJHIUNPTU TPMJE XIJUF MJOF JO 'JHVSF 
 JO UIF XFBL CJOHF
QVSHF NPEF UIF BDUJWF QVSHF QIBTF JT B TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU QPSUJPO PG UIF QFSJPE PG UIF PTDJMMBUJPO "T 3&)'
JODSFBTFT UIF BNQMJUVEF PG UIF QVSHF QIBTF JODSFBTFT BOE MFOHUI PG UIF QVSHF QIBTF EFDSFBTFT 5IJT
JT UIF SFTVMU PG B NPSF F୭୮ୢDJFOU JDF TUSFBN QVSHF DBVTFE CZ B TUSPOH ESJWJOH TUSFTT CVJMU VQ EVSJOH UIF
MPOHFS CJOHF QIBTF
*O UIF MJNJU PG Ⱦ ≪  UIJT CJOHFQVSHF NPEF DBO CF UIPVHIU PG BT B SFMBYBUJPO PTDJMMBUJPO XJUI B
TUBHOBOU CSBODI BOE BO BDUJWF QVSHF CSBODI NVDI MJLF UIF HMBDJBM TVSHF NPEFM PG 'PXMFS 	
 *U
EJ୭GFST GSPN UIF 'PXMFS 	
 NPEFM BOE UIF DBOPOJDBM WBO EFS 1PM PTDJMMBUPS 	)JODI 
 JO UIBU
DIBOHFT JO NPEFM WBSJBCMFT BSF OPOTNPPUI "OBMZTJT PG WBSJPVT QBSBNFUSJD MJNJUT BOE UIF CFIBWJPS
PG UIF CSBODIFT JO UIJT SFMBYBUJPO PTDJMMBUPS QBSBEJHN JT JODMVEFE JO BQQFOEJY "
*O SFBM JDF TUSFBNT UIF MJNJU PG Ⱦ ≪  EPFT OPU TUSJDUMZ BQQMZ QIZTJDBMMZ JNQMZJOH UIBU UIFSF JT
B OPOOFHMJHJCMF UJNF UJNFTDBMF BTTPDJBUFE XJUI CFE SFMBYBUJPO UP DIBOHFT JO UIF CBTBM IFBU CVEHFU
)PXFWFS B TNBMM Ⱦ MJNJU QFSNJUT BQQSPYJNBUJPO PG OVMMDMJOFT PG UIF QIBTF USBKFDUPSZ 5IFTF MFBE UP
BQQSPYJNBUJPOT GPS UIF DSJUJDBM JDF UIJDLOFTT BU CPUI TUBHOBUJPO BOE BDUJWBUJPO BOE UPUBM CJOHFQVSHF
QFSJPE 5IF HFOFSBM TUSBUFHZ JT UP ୮ୢSTU ୮ୢOE UIF DSJUJDBM JDF UIJDLOFTT BU TUBHOBUJPO IT CZ MPDBUJOH UIF
QPJOU BU XIJDI UIF BDUJWF CSBODI PG UIF SFMBYBUJPO PTDJMMBUPS CFDPNFT VOTUBCMF 	TFF 'JHVSF  JO BQ
QFOEJY "






O+ − ȿO+ 




XJUI Ʉ = OO
(O+)O+  5IJT HFOFSBMMZ BHSFFT XJUI UIF TUBHOBUJPO UIJDLOFTT HJWFO CZ UIF JDF TUSFBN NPEFM
UP XJUIJO %
%VSJOH UIF TUBHOBOU QIBTF UIF JDF TMJEJOH WFMPDJUZ JT 	CZ EF୮ୢOJUJPO
 [FSP 5IJT HSFBUMZ TJNQMJ୮ୢFT

UIF SFEVDFE NPEFM BT UIJDLOFTT JODSFBTFT MJOFBSMZ XJUI BDDVNVMBUJPO BOE UJMM XBUFS DPOUFOU EFDSFBTFT
UP B NJOJNVN BU I = [I]ɀȿ 	GSPN FRVBUJPO  XIFO VC = 
 BOE UIFO JODSFBTFT VOUJM UIF DSJUJDBM BD
UJWBUJPO XBUFS DPOUFOU BOE JDF UIJDLOFTT BSF SFBDIFE 'PS QBSBNFUFS SFHJNFT BXBZ GSPN UIF TUBCJMJUZ
CPVOEBSZ JO XIJDI UIF EVSBUJPO PG TUBHOBUJPO JT NVDI HSFBUFS UIBO UIF EVSBUJPO PG BDUJWF TUSFBNJOH

















5IJT DPO୮ୢSNT UIF BOBMZTJT PG TNBMM Ⱦ UIBU UP ୮ୢSTUPSEFS QFSJPE JODSFBTFT XJUI 3&)' 5IJT BQQSPY
JNBUJPO BHSFFT XJUI UIF QFSJPE HJWFO CZ UIF JDF TUSFBN NPEFM 	'JHVSF 
 UP XJUIJO % BXBZ GSPN
UIF TUBCJMJUZ CPVOEBSZ JO UIF XFBL CJOHFQVSHF QBSBNFUFS SFHJNF *HOPSJOH CBTBM DPPMJOH EVSJOH
TUBHOBUJPO BOE OFHMFDUJOH UIF TVSHF EVSBUJPO BMM DPOUSJCVUF UP UIJT FSSPS )PXFWFS XJUIPVU UIFTF BQ
QSPYJNBUJPOT DMPTFEGPSN TPMVUJPOT GPS UIF CJOHFQVSHF QFSJPE BOE DSJUJDBM UIJDLOFTTFT BSF VOBUUBJO
BCMF
5IJT EJSFDUMZ MFBET UP BO BQQSPYJNBUJPO GPS UIF DSJUJDBM BDUJWBUJPO UIJDLOFTT IB
IB = IT + [I]5, 	

XIJDI BHSFFT XJUI UIF DSJUJDBM BDUJWBUJPO UIJDLOFTT HJWFO CZ UIF JDF TUSFBN NPEFM JO UIF XFBLCJOHF
QVSHF NPEF UP XJUIJO %
5IF EFUBJMT PG UIF EFSJWBUJPOT BCPWF BOE BEEJUJPOBM BTZNQUPUJD BOBMZTFT PG UIF CJOHFQVSHF TPMV
UJPOT BSF JODMVEFE JO BQQFOEJY "

 .ঘ঍঎ক ক঒খ঒ঝঊঝ঒ঘগজ ঊগ঍ এঞঝঞছ঎ ঙছঘজঙ঎ঌঝজ
5IJT TUVEZ SFEVDFT B UISFFEJNFOTJPOBM UIFSNPNFDIBOJDBM JDF TUSFBN XJUI TVCHMBDJBM NFMUXBUFS UP
B [FSPEJNFOTJPOBM NPEFM 8JUIPVU SFTPMWJOH TUSFBNXJTF WBSJBUJPOT XF IBWF NBEF UIF JNQMJDJU BT
TVNQUJPO UIBU BDUJWBUJPO BOE TUBHOBUJPO PDDVST TJNVMUBOFPVTMZ UISPVHIPVU UIF EPNBJO *O SFBMJUZ
UIF MPDBM F୭GFDUT PG UJMM XBUFS DPOUFOU PO JDF EZOBNJDT XJMM QSPQBHBUF BU TPNF ୮ୢOJUF UJNF TDBMF XIJDI
NBZ JNQBDU JG BOE IPX NFMUXBUFS QSPEVDUJPO UISPVHIPVU UIF JDF TUSFBN SFTQPOET UP DIBOHFT JO JDF
TUSFBN UIJDLOFTT 5IPVHI UIJT NBZ DIBOHF TPNF PG UIF EFUBJMT PG SFHJNFT JO QBSBNFUFS TQBDF 	'JH
VSFT  BOE 
 XF FYQFDU UIBU UIF SFMBUJWFMZ TIPSU BEKVTUNFOU UJNF TDBMF PG CFE SFMBYBUJPO 	ZFBST

XJMM TUJMM QSPEVDF UIF NPEFT PG CFIBWJPS FYQMPSFE JO 'JHVSF 
4JNJMBSMZ XF BTTVNFE UIF WFSUJDBM UFNQFSBUVSF QSP୮ୢMF PG UIF JDF TUSFBN UP CF MJOFBS JO PSEFS UP
TJNQMJGZ UIF DBMDVMBUJPO PG WFSUJDBM IFBU DPOEVDUJPO 5IFSF BSF UXP QPTTJCMF KVTUJ୮ୢDBUJPOT GPS UIJT
GPS B TUBHOBOU JDF TUSFBN B MJOFBS UFNQFSBUVSF HSBEJFOU DPVME CF UIF SFTVMU PG EJ୭GVTJPOEPNJOBUFE
IFBU USBOTQPSU 'PS B SBQJEMZNPWJOH JDF TUSFBN EFQMFUJOH QSFWJPVTMZ TUBHOBOU JDF PO B NVDI GBTUFS
UJNF TDBMF SBQJE BEWFDUJPO DBO FRVBMMZ QSFTFSWF UIF TIBQF PG UIF WFSUJDBM UFNQFSBUVSF EJTUSJCVUJPO
XJUI UIF TBNF CBTBM BOE TVSGBDF UFNQFSBUVSFT BT CFGPSF CVU DPNQSFTTJOH UIF UFNQFSBUVSF HSBEJFOU
BT UIF JDF TUSFBN UIJOT " NBKPS MJNJUBUJPO PG PVS BQQSPBDI JO FJUIFS DBTF JT UIBU UFNQFSBUVSF DIBOHFT
BU UIF JDF TVSGBDF BSF QSPQBHBUFE JOTUBOUBOFPVTMZ UP UIF CFE )FODF JG XF DIBOHF UIF QBSBNFUFS 5T
USBOTJFOUMZ 	BT JO 'JHVSF C
 XF BTTVNF UIBU UIJT JT JOTUBOUMZ GFMU BU UIF CFE *O SFBMJUZ UIF EJ୭GVTJPO
UJNF TDBMF GPS JDF UIJDLOFTTFT PG PSEFS  NFUFST DBO TUSFUDI UP UIPVTBOET PG ZFBST *O BEEJUJPO ୮ୢFME
NFBTVSFNFOUT PG UIF WFSUJDBM UFNQFSBUVSF QSP୮ୢMF JO JDF TUSFBNT FYIJCJU XFBL UFNQFSBUVSF HSBEJFOUT
JO UIF VQQFS QPSUJPO PG UIF JDF UIJDLOFTT BOE NVDI TUSPOHFS UFNQFSBUVSF HSBEJFOUT JO CBTBM JDF 	(PX
FU BM  &OHFMIBSEU BOE ,BNC 
 %FWJBUJPO PG UIF NFBTVSFE UFNQFSBUVSF QSP୮ୢMF GSPN B
MJOFBS BQQSPYJNBUJPO JT QSJNBSJMZ UIF SFTVMU PG IPSJ[POUBM BEWFDUJPO PG IFBU JO CBTBM JDF 	+PVHIJO
FU BM 
 5IVT EZOBNJDBMMZ DBMDVMBUJOH B NPSF SFBMJTUJD UFNQFSBUVSF QSP୮ୢMF 	.BD"ZFBM 


XPVME MJLFMZ SFTVMU JO TUSPOHFS UFNQFSBUVSF HSBEJFOUT JO CBTBM JDF BOE BO FOIBODFNFOU PG PG WFSUJDBM
IFBU ୯୳VYFT BU UIF JDFCFE JOUFSGBDF 5IPVHI UIJT NBZ SFTVMU JO B TIJG୴ PG UIF QBSBNFUFS SFHJNFT JU
XPVME OPU OFDFTTBSJMZ DIBOHF UIF PWFSBMM TUSVDUVSF $PNQMFY JOUFSBDUJPOT CFUXFFO DMJNBUF GPSDJOH
PO NJMMFOOJBM UJNF TDBMFT XJUI TJNJMBS EJ୭GVTJWF UJNF TDBMFT BOE UIF JOUSJOTJD UJNF TDBMF PG CJOHFQVSHF
PTDJMMBUJPOT NBZ ZJFME JOUFSFTUJOH CFIBWJPS XJUI SFMFWBODF UP VOEFSTUBOEJOH JDF TIFFU SFTQPOTFT UP
DMJNBUJD WBSJBCJMJUZ
1SFWJPVT TUVEJFT PG JDF TUSFBNT 	#PVHBNPOU FU BM  4BZBH BOE 5[JQFSNBO 
 IBWF BMMPXFE
GPS UIF FNFSHFODF PG JDF TUSFBN XJEUI VTJOH DPNQMFY JDF EZOBNJDBM NPEFMT 0VS QSFTDSJQUJPO PG JDF
TUSFBN XJEUI OFHMFDUT UIF JNQPSUBODF PG JDF BEWFDUJPO BDSPTT TIFBS NBSHJOT BOE TIFBS NBSHJO NJ
HSBUJPO EVSJOH BDUJWBUJPO BOE TUBHOBUJPO 	4DIPPG D
 )PXFWFS CFESPDL HFPNFUSZ NBZ TJNQMZ
DPO୮ୢOF JDF TUSFBN HFPNFUSZ UP B ୮ୢYFE XJEUI BOE UIJT TUJMM SFQSFTFOUT B SFBTPOBCMF ୮ୢSTU BQQSPYJNB
UJPO UP NBLF *O BOZ DBTF QSFTDSJCJOH JDF TUSFBN XJEUI FOBCMFE UIF FYQMPSBUJPO PG UIF JNQBDUT PG JDF
TUSFBN HFPNFUSZ PO ୯୳PX WBSJBCJMJUZ JO UIF BCPWF BOBMZTJT
4BUVSBUJPO BOE DPOTPMJEBUJPO UISFTIPMET BSF VUJMJ[FE JO PVS NPEFM JO PSEFS UP JODMVEF OFDFTTBSZ
QIZTJDT XJUIPVU DPNQMJDBUJOH UIF NPEFM 5IF UJMM DPOTPMJEBUJPO UISFTIPME FD JT UIF QPJOU BU XIJDI
JDFEFCSJT JOUFSMBZFSJOH BOE JDF MFOTJOH PDDVS JO TVCHMBDJBM UJMM QSFWFOUJOH GVSUIFS FYUSBDUJPO PG XBUFS
GSPN UIF UJMM BOE CBTBM GSFF[FPO PG NFMUXBUFS 8F IBWF TFU FD = . CVU JUT FYBDU WBMVF JT VODFSUBJO
	$ISJTUP୭GFSTFO BOE 5VMBD[ZL  3FNQFM 
 5IF UJMM TBUVSBUJPO UISFTIPME XT SFQSFTFOUT
UIF QPJOU BU XIJDI UJMM CFDPNFT JNQFSNFBCMF UP GVSUIFS BEEJUJPO PG NFMUXBUFS *O UIF TJNVMBUJPOT
QSFTFOUFE JO UIJT TUVEZ XT =  NFUFS FOTVSJOH UIBU TBUVSBUJPO JT SFBDIFE XIFO UIF CFE JT WFSZ XFBL
.PSF PCTFSWBUJPOBM EBUB BSF OFDFTTBSZ UP EFUFSNJOF UIF BDUVBM WBMVF PG XT GPS TVCHMBDJBM UJMMT XIJDI
NBZ B୭GFDU PVS FTUJNBUF PG UIF TUFBEZTUSFBNJOH WFMPDJUZ GPS JDF TUSFBNT XJUI ESBJOBHF 	FRVBUJPO 

5IF EZOBNJD FWPMVUJPO PG TVCHMBDJBM ESBJOBHF OFUXPSLT IBT CFFO OFHMFDUFE JO UIJT TUVEZ $PN
QMFY NPEFM TUVEJFT 	'PXMFS BOE +PIOTPO  #PVHBNPOU FU BM  WBO EFS 8FM FU BM 
,ZSLF4NJUI FU BM 
 IBWF NPEFMFE PS QBSBNFUFSJ[FE ESBJOBHF FWPMVUJPO CFOFBUI JDF TUSFBNT

5IF JODMVTJPO PG EZOBNJD ESBJOBHF XPVME MJLFMZ IBWF UIF F୭GFDU PG QSPEVDJOH SFHJPOBM USBOTQPSU PG
NFMUXBUFS XJUIJO UIF JDF TUSFBN USVOL 5IF BEEJUJPO PG B SFBMJTUJD VQTUSFBN NFMUXBUFS TPVSDF BOE
TVCHMBDJBM MBLFT JO UPQPHSBQIJD USPVHIT XPVME JNQBDU UIF EJTUSJCVUJPO PG CFE TUSFOHUI BOE JDF TUSFBN
CFIBWJPS 6OGPSUVOBUFMZ JU JT OPU GFBTJCMF UP SFBMJTUJDBMMZ TJNVMBUF TVDI CFIBWJPS JO UIF QSFTFOU TJN
QMF NPEFM
5IF SBUF PG WFSUJDBM IFBU DPOEVDUJPO JO PVS NPEFM EFQFOET PO B TJOHMF QSFTDSJCFE BUNPTQIFSJD
UFNQFSBUVSF 5IJT OFHMFDUT UIF JNQBDU PG BUNPTQIFSJD MBQTF SBUF PO UIF TVSGBDF JDF UFNQFSBUVSF BOE
XF BMTP JHOPSF UIF UFNQFSBUVSF EFQFOEFODF PG F୭GFDUJWF JDF WJTDPTJUZ XIJDI JT BTTVNFE DPOTUBOU JO
UIJT TUVEZ 4JNJMBSMZ PVS BTTVNFE DPOTUBOU BDDVNVMBUJPO SBUF OFHMFDUT UIF EFQFOEFODF PG QSFDJQJ
UBUJPO PO FMFWBUJPO /POFUIFMFTT UIJT TUVEZ QSPEVDFT CJOHFQVSHF PTDJMMBUJPOT PG TJNJMBS QFSJPE BOE
BNQMJUVEF UP TUVEJFT TVDI BT .BD"ZFBM 	
 XIJDI JODMVEFT MBQTF SBUF F୭GFDUT PO UPQ PG B QSFTDSJCFE
TFB MFWFM BUNPTQIFSJD UFNQFSBUVSF 5IF TVSGBDF FMFWBUJPO BOE TVSGBDF TMPQFT PG NPEFSO JDF TUSFBNT
BSF OPU TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ IJHI UP FYQFDU UIBU UIFSF XPVME CF B TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU JNQBDU PO JDF TVSGBDF UFNQFSB
UVSF BOE BDDVNVMBUJPO SBUF 5IJT NBZ CF EJ୭GFSFOU JO UIF DBTF PG UIF JDF TUSFBN UIBU DBVTFE )FJOSJDI
FWFOUT XIJDI NBZ CFDPNF UIJDL BOE EFWFMPQ MBSHF TVSGBDF FMFWBUJPO HSBEJFOUT 	TFF CPUUPNSJHIU
DPSOFS PG 'JHVSF  BOE UIF TJNVMBUJPO PG 'JHVSF 

&DIFMNBZFS FU BM 	
 TVHHFTUT UIBU UIF UFNQFSBUVSF EFQFOEFODF PG JDF SIFPMPHZ BOE EZOBNJD
F୭GFDUT MJLF TUSBJO IFBUJOH BOE GBCSJD EFWFMPQNFOU JO JDF TUSFBN TIFBS NBSHJOT NBZ CF JNQPSUBOU
5IPVHI UIF UFNQFSBUVSF EFQFOEFODF PG JDF SIFPMPHZ JT LOPXO BDDPVOUJOH GPS PUIFS DPNQMFY UIFS
NPEZOBNJD QSPDFTTFT SFRVJSFT B TPQIJTUJDBUFE NPEFM XIJDI JT XFMM CFZPOE UIF TDPQF PG UIJT TUVEZ
5IF NPEFMؠT TJNQMJDJUZ FOBCMFE VT UP FBTJMZ JOUFSQSFU JUT CFIBWJPS JO UFSNT PG B MJNJUFE TFU PG QB
SBNFUFST BOE QSPDFTTFT 'VSUIFS TUVEZ XJUI NPSF DPNQMFY NPEFMT NBZ SFWFBM UIBU UIFSF BSF PUIFS
QIZTJDBM QSPDFTTFT XIJDI DPOUSJCVUF UP JDF TUSFBN WBSJBCJMJUZ 5IFSF BSF TFWFSBM XBZT JO XIJDI UIJT
NPEFM DBO CF JNQSPWFE NBJOMZ CZ BEEJOH SFBMJTN BOE FMJNJOBUJOH TJNQMJGZJOH BTTVNQUJPOT

 *খঙক঒ঌঊঝ঒ঘগজ এঘছ )঎঒গছ঒ঌ঑ ঎ট঎গঝজ ঊগ঍ টঊছ঒ঊঋ঒ক঒ঝঢ ঒গ ঌঘখঙক঎ড খঘ঍঎কজ
)FSF XF FYQMPSF UIF JNQMJDBUJPOT PG PVS TJNQMF NPEFM GPS VOEFSTUBOEJOH UXP TFUT PG SFTVMUT 	B

WBSJBCJMJUZ JO DPNQMFY JDF ୯୳PX NPEFMT BOE 	C
 WBSJBCJMJUZ PG B )VETPO 4USBJU *DF 4USFBN BT B DBVTF GPS
)FJOSJDI FWFOUT
&YQFSJNFOU POF PG # DPVQMFE B % UIFSNPNFDIBOJDBM JDF ୯୳PX NPEFM UP UIF VOESBJOFE QMBTUJD
CFE NPEFM PG 5VMBD[ZL FU BM 	C
 QSPEVDJOH EBNQFE PTDJMMBUJPOT JO JDF TUSFBN ୯୳PX *O 'JHVSF
 XF IBWF VUJMJ[FE UIF QBSBNFUFST QSPWJEFE JO UIBU TUVEZ BOE ୮ୢOE UIBU UIF JDF TUSFBN PG 'JHVSF 
PG # JT JO B QBSBNFUFS SFHJNF PG PVS NPEFM UIBU QSPEVDFT EBNQFE PTDJMMBUJPOT UP B TUFBEZTUSFBNJOH
NPEF XJUIPVU ESBJOBHF $PNQBSJOH UIF UXP NPEFMT XF ୮ୢOE UIBU EVSJOH QVSHF QIBTFT PVS NPEFMFE
JDF TUSFBN SBQJEMZ BDUJWBUFT BOE UIFO HSBEVBMMZ TUBHOBUFT XIJDI JT UIF SFWFSTF PG # "EEJUJPOBMMZ
PVS NPEFM SFBDIFT B TUFBEZTUBUF PG NPEFSBUF TQFFE XIFSFBT # SFWFSUT UP B TMPXNPWJOH آJDF TIFFU
NPEFأ 5IPVHI PVS NPEFM JT NVDI TJNQMFS UIFO UIBU PG # XF TVHHFTU UIBU UIF TVTUBJOFE PTDJM
MBUJPOT QSPEVDFE JO FYQFSJNFOU UXP PG # NBZ CF PCUBJOFE CZ DIBOHJOH UIF NPEFMؠT QSFTDSJCFE
QBSBNFUFST JO PSEFS UP CSJOH JU UP UIF MPXFS SJHIU SFHJPO JO PVS QBSBNFUFS TQBDF 	'JHVSF 
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Figure 2.5: Simulation replicating parameter regime of experiment 1 in Figure 2 of Bougamont et al. (2011). We used
all parameters given in that study and estimate ice streamwidth to be 35 km and"H to be  × − Pa− · s−
(corresponding to an average temperature of -7 C in the ice stream). (a) sliding velocity. (b) till porosity (note that till
porosityɓ = F+F ). (c) ice thickness. (d) basal melt rate.
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Figure 2.6: Heinrich event simulation with ice stream 800 km long, 90 kmwide, catchment area of . ×  km,
2 m thick effective till layer, geothermal heat ﬂux of . 8N and ice surface temperature of5T = −◦C. (a) Ice
thickness. (b) Instantaneous ice ﬂux in units of sverdrups. Note that “catchment area” refers to surrounding ice ﬁeld
with thickness the same as ice stream trunk - presumably the ice stream draws ice from amuch larger region.
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 JODPSQPSBUJOH JOUFHSBUFE MBUFSBM
TIFBS TUSFTT NFMUXBUFS QSPEVDUJPO BO VOESBJOFE $PVMPNC QMBTUJD UJMM MBZFS BOE EZOBNJD JDF UFN
QFSBUVSF 5IJT NPEFM QFSNJUT UIF FYQMPSBUJPO PG JDF TUSFBN CFIBWJPS BSJTJOH GSPN UIF DPVQMJOH PG JDF
TUSFBN UIFSNPEZOBNJDT UP VOESBJOFE UJMM IZESPMPHZ 4FDUJPO  EFTDSJCFT UIF JDF TUSFBN GPSDF CBM
BODF BOE BO BQQSPBDI GPS DBMDVMBUJOH BMPOHTUSFBN WFMPDJUZ GPMMPXFE CZ JDF UIJDLOFTT BOE HSPVOEJOH
MJOF QPTJUJPO JO TFDUJPO  JDF UFNQFSBUVSF JO TFDUJPO  UJMM QSPQFSUJFT BOE NFMUXBUFS QSPEVD
UJPO JO TFDUJPO  DPMEUFNQFSBUF USBOTJUJPOT JO TFDUJPO  BOE NPEFM OVNFSJDT JODMVEJOH UIF
TUSFUDIFE DPPSEJOBUF TZTUFN JO TFDUJPO  5IF BTTVNQUJPOT NBEF IFSFJO BSF BQQSPQSJBUF GPS TP
DBMMFE آQVSF JDF TUSFBNTأ JO 8FTU "OUBSDUJDB BOE UIF -BVSFOUJEF *DF 4IFFU PO TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ MPOH UJNF
TDBMFT UIBU TVSGBDF NFMUXBUFS QSPEVDUJPO JT OFHMJHJCMF "O FYUFOTJWF EFSJWBUJPO BOE EJTDVTTJPO PG UIF
୯୳PXMJOF NPEFM DBO CF GPVOE JO BQQFOEJY #
 *ঌ঎ জঝছ঎ঊখ ট঎কঘঌ঒ঝঢ
"T TIPXO CZ (SFWF BOE #MBUUFS 	
 BOE NBOZ PUIFST OPOSPUBUJOH JDF ୯୳PX VOEFS UIF GPSDF PG
HSBWJUZ DBO CF SFQSFTFOUFE CZ B TJNQMJ୮ୢFE GPSN PG UIF UIF JODPNQSFTTJCMF 4UPLFT ୯୳PX FRVBUJPOT 	TFF






















∂[ɑ[[ = ɎH. 	

5IF WFSUJDBM OPSNBM TUSFTT ɑ[[ JT IZESPTUBUJD BMMPXJOH UIF IPSJ[POUBM OPSNBM TUSFTTFT UP CF FYQSFTTFE
BT
ɑYY = ɑ%YY + ɑ%ZZ − ɎH(I− [) 	

ɑZZ = ɑ%ZZ + ɑ%YY − ɎH(I− [), 	

XIFSF UIF % TVQFSTDSJQU JOEJDBUFT EFWJBUPSJD TUSFTTFT 	(SFWF BOE #MBUUFS 
 *OTFSUJOH UIFTF FY
QSFTTJPO CBDL JO UIF JDF ୯୳PX FRVBUJPOT BOE BTTVNJOH UIBU ɑZZ BOE WBSJBUJPOT JO JDF UIJDLOFTT BOE BSF
TNBMM 	BT UIFZ BSF JO UIF USVOL PG BO JDF TUSFBN












*OUFHSBUJOH PWFS EFQUI XF IBWF
 ∂
∂Y
(Iɑ%YY)+ I ∂∂ZɑYZ − ɑC = ɑE. 	

XIFSF ɑC JT CBTBM TIFBS TUSFTT 	ɑY[ =  BU UIF JDF TVSGBDF
 BOE ɑE = ɎJHI∂I∂Y JT UIF ESJWJOH TUSFTT 	B
OFHBUJWF RVBOUJUZ
 *OUFHSBUJOH BDSPTT 	Z
 UIF JDF TUSFBN BOE SFJOTFSUJOH (MFOؠT ୯୳PX MBX GPS JDF 	TFF

DIBQUFS 








= ɑE(Y, U) + ɑC(Y, U) + (TI|VC| O−VC, 	

XIFSF VC(Y, U) = V([ = C; Y, U) JT UIF CBTBM JDF WFMPDJUZ 	C = C(Y) JT CFE FMFWBUJPO
 5IF UFSN PO
UIF MFG୴ IBOE TJEF JT UIF MPOHJUVEJOBM TUSFTT BOE UIF UISFF UFSNT PO UIF SJHIU IBOE TJEF BSF 	SFTQFD
UJWFMZ
 UIF ESJWJOH TUSFTT CBTBM TIFBS TUSFTT BOE DSPTTTUSFBN JOUFHSBUFE MBUFSBM TIFBS TUSFTT XIJDI JT
FTUJNBUFE BTTVNJOH UIBU WFMPDJUZ WBOJTIFT PVUTJEF PG UIF JDF TUSFBN 	%VQPOU BOE "MMFZ 
 5IF
CBTBM WFMPDJUZ VC JT BTTVNFE UP SFTVMU GSPN UJMM EFGPSNBUJPO " JT UIF WFSUJDBMMZBWFSBHFE /ZF(MFO
-BX DPF୭୮ୢDJFOU XIJDI JT B GVODUJPO PG JDF UFNQFSBUVSF O JT UIF /ZF(MFO -BX FYQPOFOU BOE(T JT B
QBSBNFUFS DBQUVSJOH UIF JNQPSUBODF PG MBUFSBM TIFBS TUSFTT
-POHJUVEJOBM TUSFTT 	UIBU JT UIF ɑY EFWJBUPSJD TUSFTT JO UIF YEJSFDUJPO
 JT BTTVNFE UP CBMBODF XBUFS
















8IFSF G JT B QBSBNFUFSJ[BUJPO PG CBDL TUSFTT EVF UP JDF TIFMG CVUUSFTTJOH 	%VQPOU BOE "MMFZ 

XIJDI BSJTFT EVF UP MBUFSBM GSJDUJPO CFUXFFO UIF JDF TIFMG 	OPU TJNVMBUFE IFSF
 BOE B DPO୮ୢOJOH FN
CBZNFOU 8IFO G =  	BT JU JT JO UIF CBTFMJOF TJNVMBUJPO
 UIF JDF TUSFBN JT VOCVUUSFTTFE BOE XIFO
G =  UIF JDF TUSFBN JT GVMMZ CVUUSFTTFE
5IF VQTUSFBN CPVOEBSZ JT EF୮ୢOFE UP CF UIF JDF EJWJEF BOE DPSSFTQPOEJOHMZ WFMPDJUZ JT TFU UP [FSP
UIFSF VC(Y = ) =  8JUIPVU BOZ VQTUSFBN JDF TIFFU JO୯୳PX UIF JDF TUSFBN JT TFMGDPOUBJOFE
7FSUJDBM TIFBS PG IPSJ[POUBM WFMPDJUZ JT BEEFE TFQBSBUFMZ UP UIF CBTBM WFMPDJUZ BTTVNJOH UIBU JU BSJTFT

JOEFQFOEFOUMZ EVF UP ESJWJOH TUSFTT










&OGPSDFNFOU PG Y − [NBTT DPOUJOVJUZ 	BTTVNJOH UIBU UIF DSPTTTUSFBN WFMPDJUZ WBOJTIFT W = 

BMMPXT GPS UIF DBMDVMBUJPO PG WFSUJDBM WFMPDJUZ CZ JOUFHSBUJOH VQXBSET GSPN UIF CFE BU DPOTUBOU Y =
Y









TVCKFDU UP UIF DPOEJUJPO X + V ∂C∂Y =  BU [ = C &MTFXIFSF XF BMTP SFGFS UP UIF DPMVNOBWFSBHFE
IPSJ[POUBM WFMPDJUZ V¯(Y, U) = I
∫ C+I
C V(Y, [, U)E[
 *ঌ঎ ঝ঑঒ঌঔগ঎জজ ঊগ঍ ঐছঘঞগ঍঒গঐ ক঒গ঎ ঙঘজ঒ঝ঒ঘগ




∂Y (V¯I) = BD −N, 	

XJUI B DPOTUBOU TPVSDF PG BDDVNVMBUJPO BD FWFSZXIFSF BMPOH UIF ୯୳PXMJOF N UIF CBTBM NFMU SBUF JT
HFOFSBMMZ OFHMFDUFE JO UIJT FRVBUJPO BT JU JT  PSEFST PG NBHOJUVEF TNBMMFS UIBO BDDVNVMBUJPO SBUF JO
B HSPVOEFE JDF TUSFBN
#Z EF୮ୢOJUJPO JDF CFHJOT UP ୯୳PBU BU UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF
ɎJI(YH) = ɎXC(YH), 	

XIFSF ɎJ JT UIF EFOTJUZ PG HMBDJBM JDF BOE ɎX JT UIF EFOTJUZ PG TFBXBUFS

 *ঌ঎ ঝ঎খঙ঎ছঊঝঞছ঎
$BMDVMBUJOH JDF UFNQFSBUVSF BMPOH UIF ୯୳PXMJOF JT OFDFTTBSZ GPS SFMJBCMF EFUFSNJOBUJPO PG UIF CBTBM















XIFSF ɇ JT UIF UIFSNBM EJ୭GVTJWJUZ PG HMBDJBM JDF
"U UIF JDF TVSGBDF UIF UFNQFSBUVSF JT FRVBM UP B QSFTDSJCFE BUNPTQIFSJD UFNQFSBUVSF 5([ =
C + I) = 5T "U UIF CFE JDF UFNQFSBUVSF JT BTTVNFE UP CF BU UIF QSFTTVSF NFMUJOH QPJOU 5([ =
C) = 5.1 	TFF EJTDVTTJPO PG UIJT BTTVNQUJPO JO TFDUJPO 
 5IFSF JT OP IFBU ୯୳VY UISPVHI UIF JDF





4VCHMBDJBM UJMM QSPQFSUJFT FWPMWF JO B NBOOFS TJNJMBS UP 3PCFM FU BM 	
 XIJDI JT B NPEJ୮ୢFE GPSN
PG UIF VOESBJOFE QMBTUJD CFE NPEFM PG 5VMBD[ZL FU BM 	C
 5IF CBTBM NFMU SBUFN JT DBMDVMBUFE
GSPN UIF CBTBM IFBU CVEHFU
N = ɎJ-G
(







XIFSF PO UIF SJHIU IBOE TJEF UIF ୮ୢSTU UFSN JT UIF HFPUIFSNBM IFBU ୯୳VY UIF TFDPOE UFSN JT UIF GSJD
UJPOBM IFBU ୯୳VY BOE UIF UIJSE UFSN JT UIF WFSUJDBM DPOEVDUJWF IFBU ୯୳VY BU UIF CFE LJ JT UIF UIFSNBM
DPOEVDUJWJUZ PG HMBDJBM JDF BOE -G JT UIF MBUFOU IFBU PG GVTJPO
5JMM WPJE SBUJP F = ;X;T  JT B SBUJP PG UIF UIJDLOFTT PG WPJE TQBDFT JO UIF UJMM DPMVNO 	;X
 UP VO
GSP[FO TPMJE UJMM UIJDLOFTT XJUIPVU WPJE TQBDFT 	;T
 "TTVNJOH UIBU NFMUXBUFS BMXBZT ୮ୢMMT UIF WPJE

TQBDFT JO UIF UJMM DPMVNO UIF UJMM XBUFS DPOUFOU DBO UIFO CF EF୮ୢOFE BT ;X = F;T F BOE ;T UIFO WBSZ
BT B GVODUJPO PG UIF JDF TUSFBN TUBUF





N JG F > FD




XIFSF ; JT UIF NBYJNVN BWBJMBCMF UJMM UIJDLOFTT
5P QSFWFOU UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG VOQIZTJDBM WPJE SBUJPT NBOZ JDF TUSFBN NPEFMT XIJDI JNQMFNFOU
B WFSTJPO PG UIF VOESBJOFE QMBTUJD CFE NPEFM 	#PVHBNPOU FU BM  WBO EFS 8FM FU BM 
 TFU
B NJOJNVN BUUBJOBCMF WPJE SBUJP 	FRVJWBMFOU UP FD IFSF
 *O SFBMJUZ UJMM GSFF[FT PO BU UIJT WPJE SBUJP
UISFTIPME 8IFO WPJE SBUJP SFBDIFT JUT MPXFS UISFTIPME JO NPEFMT XIJDI EP OPU JODMVEF UJMM GSFF[F
PO BEEJUJPOBM CBTBM DPPMJOH 	N < 
 IBT OP F୭GFDU PO UIF UJMM TUBUF 5IVT FOFSHZ JT OPU DPOTFSWFE
BOE GVUVSF CBTBM IFBUJOH 	N > 
 XJMM JNNFEJBUFMZ CFHJO UP JODSFBTF WPJE SBUJP GSPN UIF QSFTDSJCFE
NJOJNVN *O TJNVMBUJPOT XIFSF WPJE SBUJPT SFBDI UIJT NJOJNVN BOE UIFO CFHJO UP JODSFBTF BHBJO
UIF EVSBUJPO PG JDF TUSFBN TUBHOBUJPO XJMM CF TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ EJ୭GFSFOU BT UJMM EPFT OPU OFFE UP UIBX 0VS
NPEFM JODMVEFT UIF QSPDFTT PG UJMM GSFF[FPO FOTVSJOH UIBU UIF EVSBUJPO PG JDF TUSFBN TUBHOBUJPO JT
BDDVSBUFMZ TJNVMBUFE BOE FOFSHZ JT DPOTFSWFE
8IFO UIF WPJE SBUJP SFBDIFT FD GSPN BCPWF UJMM CFHJOT GSFF[JOH PO BT B GSP[FO GSJOHF 	3FNQFM





N JG  < ;T < ;





&RVBUJPOT  BOE  DPWFS BMM QPTTJCMF UJMM TUBUFT XJUI UIF FYDFQUJPO PG ;T =  XIJDI JT EJTDVTTFE
JO TFDUJPO 
5IF CBTBM TIFBS TUSFTT JT DBMDVMBUFE GSPN UIF CBTBM WFMPDJUZ BOE WPJE SBUJP BTTVNJOH UIBU UIF UJMM
CFIBWFT BT B $PVMPNC QMBTUJD NBUFSJBM
ɑC = ɑD VC√VC + ɂV , 	

XIFSF ɂV JT UIF WFMPDJUZ TDBMF PWFS XIJDI UJMM USBOTJUJPOT GSPN B RVBTJMJOFBS UP $PVMPNC GSJDUJPO
MBX 5IF GPSN PG UIJT GSJDUJPO MBX F୭GFDUJWFMZ SFHVMBSJ[FT UIF CBTBM TIFBS TUSFTT 	UP BDDPVOU GPS XIFO
VC = 
 CVU JT SFMBUFE UP DSJUJDBM TUBUF TPJM NFDIBOJDT 	4DIP୮ୢFME BOE 8SPUI 
 5IF DSJUJDBM GBJMVSF
TUSFOHUI PG UIF UJMM GPMMPXT UIF FNQJSJDBM GPSN PG 5VMBD[ZL FU BM 	B

ɑD = ɑ FYQ[−C(F− FD)], 	

XIFSF ɑ BOE C BSF FNQJSJDBM QBSBNFUFST
 $ঘক঍ঝ঎খঙ঎ছঊঝ঎ ঝছঊগজ঒ঝ঒ঘগ
'PS TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ TUSPOH CBTBM GSFF[JOH UIF FOUJSF UJMM MBZFS VOEFSHPFT GSFF[FPO 	;T = 
 #BTBM JDF
UIFO DPPMT CFMPX UIF NFMUJOH QPJOU JO UIF TBNF GBTIJPO BT JO UIF MVNQFE NPEFM PG 3PCFM FU BM 	

BOE JO JOUFSJDF TUSFBN SJEHFT )PXFWFS UIF NJHSBUJPO PG B DPMEUFNQFSBUF USBOTJUJPO BU UIF CFE JO B
MPOHJUVEJOBMMZSFTPMWFE NPEFM SFRVJSFT UIF TJNVMBUJPO PG QIZTJDBM QSPDFTTFT OPU JODMVEFE JO B UZQJDBM
UIJO୮ୢMN TFNJEFQUIJOUFHSBUFE NPEFM 	4DIPPG C
 "T TVDI XF PNJU UIFTF QIZTJDT XJUI UIF




BD "DDVNVMBUJPO SBUF 	N · ZS−
 C 5JMM FNQJSJDBM FYQPOFOU 
C *DF EJWJEF CFE IFJHIU 	N
 
CY #FE TMPQF −× −
$J 7PMVNFUSJD IFBU DBQBDJUZ PG JDF 	+ · ,− · N−
 .× FD 5JMM DPOTPMJEBUJPO UISFTIPME G #VUUSFTTJOH QBSBNFUFS 
H "DDFMFSBUJPO EVF UP HSBWJUZ 	N · T−
 
( (FPUIFSNBM IFBU ୯୳VY 	8 · N−
 
(T -BUFSBM TIFBS TUSFTT QBSBNFUFS 	LH · T−/ · N−/
 
LJ 5IFSNBM DPOEVDUJWJUZ PG JDF 	+ · T− · N− · ,−
 
-G 4QFDJ୮ୢD MBUFOU IFBU PG JDF 	+ · LH−
 .× O /ZF(MFO -BX FYQPOFOU 
5T *DF TVSGBDF UFNQFSBUVSF 	◦$
 ; .BYJNVN BWBJMBCMF UJMM UIJDLOFTT 	N
 ɂV :JFME 7FMPDJUZ 	N · T−
 −
ɇ 5IFSNBM EJ୭GVTJWJUZ PG JDF 	N · T−
 .× −
ɎJ *DF EFOTJUZ 	LH · N−
 ɎX 4FBXBUFS EFOTJUZ 	LH · N−
 ɑ 5JMM FNQJSJDBM DPF୭୮ୢDJFOU 	1B
 .× 
Table 3.1: Parameters used for baseline simulation in this study (unless otherwise indicated).

 4ঝছ঎ঝঌ঑঎঍ ঌঘঘছ঍঒গঊঝ঎জ ঊগ঍ খঘ঍঎ক গঞখ঎ছ঒ঌজ
5IF JDF TVSGBDF BOE HSPVOEJOH MJOF DPOTUJUVUF GSFF CPVOEBSJFT PG UIF HSPVOEFE JDF TUSFBN *U JT UIVT
BEWBOUBHFPVT UP GPSNVMBUF UIF OVNFSJDBM TPMVUJPO JO B TUSFUDIFE DPPSEJOBUF TQBDF
ɐ = YYH 	

Ʉ = [− CI 	

XIFSF YH = YH(U) JT UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO I = I(Y, U) JT UIF JDF UIJDLOFTT BOE C = C(Y)
JT UIF CFE FMFWBUJPO 	JO B TJNJMBS GBTIJPO UP ,BU[ BOE 8PSTUFS 
 *O UIJT TZTUFN UIF HSPVOEJOH
MJOF JT BMXBZT BU ɐ =  BOE UIF JDF TVSGBDF JT BMXBZT BU Ʉ =  5IJT BQQSPBDI QSFWFOUT UIF TUSPOH
HSJE TJ[F EFQFOEFODF JO ୮ୢYFE HSJE TPMVUJPOT 	7JFMJ BOE 1BZOF 
 BOE BMMPXT HSJE SF୮ୢOFNFOU OFBS
UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF GPS BDDVSBUF DBMDVMBUJPO PG USBOTJFOU HSPVOEJOH MJOF NJHSBUJPO 5IJT OVNFSJDBM
BQQSPBDI JT TJNJMBS UP NPWJOH HSJE NPEFMT XJUIPVU DPVQMJOH UP BO JDF TIFMG 	SFGFSSFE UP BT NPEFM DMBTT
.(4)4' JO 7JFMJ BOE 1BZOF 

5IF JDF EJWJEF BOE HSPVOEJOH MJOF BSF SFTQFDUJWFMZ UIF ୮ୢSTU VQTUSFBN BOE MBTU EPXOTUSFBN OPEFT
JO UIF NPEFM EPNBJO 5IF CBTBM WFMPDJUZ TPMVUJPO JT EF୮ୢOFE PO HSJE OPEFT BOE JDF UIJDLOFTT UJMM
QSPQFSUJFT BOE UFNQFSBUVSF BSF EF୮ୢOFE PO HSJE FMFNFOUT "MPOHTUSFBN WBSJBUJPOT JO IPSJ[POUBM CBTBM
WFMPDJUZ BSF DBMDVMBUFE VTJOH UIF WBSJBUJPOBM BQQSPBDI PG 4DIPPG 	B
 BQQMJFE UP UIF GPSDF CBM
BODF EFTDSJCFE JO TFDUJPO  "U FBDI UJNF TUFQ XF TJNVMUBOFPVTMZ TPMWF GPS JDF UIJDLOFTT BOE UIF
HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO GPS UIF TUSFUDIFE EPNBJO VTJOH CBDLXBSE &VMFS JNQMJDJU UJNF JOUFHSBUJPO
8F BMTP TPMWF B USBOTGPSNFE WFSTJPO PG UIF UFNQFSBUVSF FRVBUJPO JO UIF TUSFUDIFE EPNBJO JO XIJDI
IPSJ[POUBM EJ୭GVTJPO JT OFHMFDUFE 4FF BQQFOEJY # GPS BMM USBOTGPSNFE FRVBUJPOT BOE TDBMJOH BSHV
NFOUT

 *ঌ঎ জঝছ঎ঊখ ঒গঝ঎ছগঊক টঊছ঒ঊঋ঒ক঒ঝঢ
*O UIJT TFDUJPO XF EFTDSJCF JDF TUSFBN UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT BOE UIFJS TJNJMBSJUZ UP WBSJBCJMJUZ QSPEVDFE
JO PUIFS NPEFMT 	$MBSLF  'PXMFS  .BD"ZFBM  1BZOF  'PXMFS FU BM  3PCFM
FU BM 
 8F BMTP TIPX UIBU JO B ୯୳PXMJOF NPEFM USBOTJUJPOT CFUXFFO TUBHOBOU BOE BDUJWF QIBTFT
PG JDF TUSFBN CFIBWJPS BSF NBOJGFTUFE BT QSPQBHBUJOH BDUJWBUJPO BOE EFBDUJWBUJPO XBWFT 	'PXMFS BOE
4DIJBWJ 
 )FSF XF BEWBODF QSFWJPVT XPSL CZ EFNPOTUSBUJOH UIBU BDUJWBUJPO XBWFT QSPQBHBUF
UISPVHI B DPVQMJOH PG MPOHJUVEJOBM TUSFTTFT BOE GSJDUJPOBM IFBU QSPEVDUJPO 6TJOH B TFOTJUJWJUZ FYQFS
JNFOU XF TVHHFTU UIBU OVNFSJDBM DPOWFSHFODF PG TQBUJBMMZSFTPMWFE NPEFMT PG JDF TUSFBN WBSJBCJMJUZ
POMZ PDDVST XIFO UIF HSJE SFTPMVUJPO JT TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ ୮ୢOF 	∼ LN

































































Figure 3.1: (a) Transient numerical simulation with slow ( × −Wm−/century) decrease (blue dashed) and then
increase (red solid) in geothermal heat ﬂux. Surface temperature held constant at5T = −◦ C. Solid black line is the
analytical stability boundary corresponding to solid black line in panel c. (b) Transient numerical simulation with slow
(. × − ◦C/century) decrease (blue dashed) and then increase (red solid) in ice surface temperature. Geothermal
heat ﬂux held constant at( = .Wm−. Solid black line is the analytical stability boundary corresponding to
solid black line in panel c. (c) A summary of model results in a parameter space of ice surface temperature and geother-
mal heat ﬂux. Blue crosses are steady-streaming simulations (stable ﬁxed point). Red circles are oscillatory simulations
(stable limit cycle). Solid black line is an analytically-derived stability boundary from chapter 2 with a correction for
bed slope. See appendix B for details of parameter mapping and correction. Dashed black lines correspond to range of
parameter variation for hysteresis simulations shown in panels a-b. All other parameters are speciﬁed in Table 3.1.
(PJOH GPSXBSE XF JOJUJBMJ[F TJNVMBUJPOT CZ SVOOJOH UIF ୯୳PXMJOF NPEFM UP B DPOWFSHFE TUBUF JO

XIJDI UIF JDF TUSFBN JT QFSNBOFOUMZ TUSFBNJOH BU NPEFSBUF WFMPDJUZ 0VS TJNVMBUJPOT UIFO IBWF BO
JOJUJBMJ[BUJPO QFSJPE XIFSFJO UIF QSFTDSJCFE TVSGBDF UFNQFSBUVSF JT HSBEVBMMZ EFDSFBTFE 5IF TVSGBDF
UFNQFSBUVSF BOE BMM PUIFS TZTUFN QBSBNFUFST 	MJTUFE JO 5BCMF  GPS UIF CBTFMJOF TJNVMBUJPO
 BSF UIFO
IFME DPOTUBOU UP BMMPX UIF JDF TUSFBN UP FRVJMJCSBUF UP UIF OFX QBSBNFUFS SFHJNF
8IFO FJUIFS JDF TVSGBDF UFNQFSBUVSF PS HFPUIFSNBM IFBU ୯୳VY JT IJHI 	BT EF୮ୢOFE CZ UIF TMPQF PG
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Figure 3.2: Hovmöller diagrams of a single ice stream thermal oscillation. Transient initialization occurs from 0-10
kyr. All panels are a function of time on horizontal axis and stretched alongstream coordinate, ɐ, on vertical xis. (a)
Ice thickness. (b) Basal horizontal velocity. (c) Till water content. (d) Ice thickness slope, ∂I∂Y . In panel a, dashed line
indicates location of stagnant ice stream state snapshot corresponding to Figure 3a-b. Solid line indicates location of
active ice stream state snapshot corresponding to Figure 3.3c-d.
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Figure 3.3: Snapshots of ice stream stagnant state (U = . kyr in Figure 3.2 and active state (U = . kyr in Figure
3.2) from thermal oscillatory regime run described in section 3. (a) Side-view of stagnant ice stream, contours indicate
ice temperature. (b) Horizontal basal velocity (blue solid line) and unfrozen till thickness (red dashed line; void ratio
is at lower consolidation threshold, FD, everywhere) of stagnant ice stream as a function of ɐ alongstream coordinate.
Maximum available till layer thickness is 5meters. (c) Side-view of active ice stream, contours indicate ice tempera-
ture. (d) Horizontal basal velocity (blue solid line) and till void ratio (red dashed line) of active ice stream as a function
of ɐ alongstream coordinate.
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Figure 3.4: Mechanism of activation wave propagation. Panels a-c are Hovmöller diagramswith time on the horizontal
axis and stretched alongstream coordinate, ɐ, on vertical axis. (a) Horizontal basal velocity. (b) Longitudinal stress. (c)
Frictional heat ﬂux. Panels d-e are plots of (d) force balance and (e) basal heat budget at a single location (ɐ = .)
with time on the horizontal axis. In panel e, we plot the negative of the conductive heat ﬂux and split the vertical axis to
highlight the difference in geothermal and vertical conductive heat ﬂux.
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Figure 3.5: Activation wave speed convergence with ﬁner upstream horizontal grid spacing. X-axis is grid spacing
measured in non-dimensional stretch coordinate units (in text, we refer to physical units of grid spacing corresponding
to an ice streamwith YH =  km for simplicity). Activation wave speed is calculated by tracking themovement of
the concave slope break referenced in section 3.1 from the grounding zone to a location YH/ from ice divide.
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b Flowline net mass balance
Effective grounding line flux
Figure 3.6: Time series of grounding line state over one thermal oscillation. (a) Solid black line is grounding line posi-
tion. Dashed blue line is net mass balance over the grounding zone, deﬁned as˵ɐYHBD + R(ɐ = − ˵ɐ)− R(ɐ = )
with R = VI and˵ɐ = .. (b) Solid black line is average velocity divergence over grounding zone. Dashed red line
is the net mass balance for the entire ice stream ﬂowline domain. Dotted red line is the effective grounding line ﬂux:
R˜HM = [V(YH)− Y˙H]I(YH). Time is on the x-axis for both panels.
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Table 3.2: Compilation of results from parameter sensitivity experiments. Simulationsmarkedwith an “X” exhibit
steady-streaming behavior. Other parameter values are the same as the baseline simulation and are listed in Table 3.1.
Baseline simulation has amplitude 137 km and period 1382 years.
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 NBOZ JDF TUSFBNT BSF VOEFSMBJO
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 *O UIJT TUVEZ XF FNQMPZ B TIBMMPX JDF TUSFBN ୯୳PXMJOF NPEFM XIJDI JO
DMVEFT MBUFSBM TIFBS TUSFTTFT BOE EZOBNJDBMMZ FWPMWJOH TVCHMBDJBM UJMM QSPQFSUJFT 5IJT NPEFM TPMWFT GPS
JDF UIJDLOFTT BOE UJMM XBUFS DPOUFOU BMPOH B DFOUSBM ୯୳PXMJOF 	Y
 XJUI IPSJ[POUBM WFMPDJUZ WFSUJDBM WF
MPDJUZ BOE JDF UFNQFSBUVSF BMTP SFTPMWFE JO UIF WFSUJDBM 	[
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JODPSQPSBUJOH JOUFHSBUFE MBUFSBM TIFBS TUSFTT BOE CBTBM TIFBS TUSFTT GSPN BO VOESBJOFE $PVMPNC QMBT
UJD CFE UIBU FWPMWFT BT NFMUXBUFS JT QSPEVDFE BOE SFGSFF[FT BU UIF JDFUJMM JOUFSGBDF 5IF NPEFM TFMG
DPOTJTUFOUMZ TJNVMBUFT USBOTJFOU NJHSBUJPOT JO HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO BOE UIF QSPQBHBUJPO PG BDUJ
WBUJPO XBWFT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI JOUFSOBM UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT PG UIF JDF TUSFBN 5IF TJNVMBUJPOT JO UIJT
TUVEZ BSF SVO BU WFSZ IJHI IPSJ[POUBM TQBUJBM SFTPMVUJPO JO UIF HSPVOEJOH [POF 	∼ N
 BOE IJHI
SFTPMVUJPO FMTFXIFSF 	∼ LN
 5IF WFSUJDBM SFTPMVUJPO JT TV୭୮ୢDJFOU 	∼ N
 UP SFTPMWF UIF WFSUJDBM UFN
QFSBUVSF HSBEJFOU PG CBTBM JDF "EEJUJPOBM EFUBJMT PG UIF ୯୳PXMJOF NPEFM BOE UIF OVNFSJDBM BQQSPBDI
VTFE JO UIF GPMMPXJOH TJNVMBUJPOT DBO CF GPVOE JO DIBQUFS 

1BSBNFUFS %FTDSJQUJPO 7BMVF
BD "DDVNVMBUJPO SBUF 	N · ZS−
 C 5JMM FNQJSJDBM FYQPOFOU 
C *DF EJWJEF CFE IFJHIU 	N
 
CY 1SPHSBEF CFE TMPQF −× −
$J 7PMVNFUSJD IFBU DBQBDJUZ PG JDF 	+ · ,− · N−
 .× FD 5JMM DPOTPMJEBUJPO UISFTIPME G #VUUSFTTJOH QBSBNFUFS 
H "DDFMFSBUJPO EVF UP HSBWJUZ 	N · T−
 
( (FPUIFSNBM IFBU ୯୳VY 	8 · N−
 
(T -BUFSBM TIFBS TUSFTT QBSBNFUFS 	LH · T−/ · N−/
 
LJ 5IFSNBM DPOEVDUJWJUZ PG JDF 	+ · T− · N− · ,−
 
-G 4QFDJ୮ୢD MBUFOU IFBU PG JDF 	+ · LH−
 .× O /ZF(MFO -BX FYQPOFOU 
5T *DF TVSGBDF UFNQFSBUVSF 	◦$
 ; .BYJNVN BWBJMBCMF UJMM UIJDLOFTT 	N
 ɂV :JFME 7FMPDJUZ 	N · T−
 −
ɇ 5IFSNBM EJ୭GVTJWJUZ PG JDF 	N · T−
 .× −
ɎJ *DF EFOTJUZ 	LH · N−
 ɎX 4FBXBUFS EFOTJUZ 	LH · N−
 ɑ 5JMM FNQJSJDBM DPF୭୮ୢDJFOU 	1B
 .× 
Table 4.1: Parameters used for oscillatory simulations in this study (i.e. those described in themain text).
8F TUBSU GSPN B CBTFMJOF TJNVMBUJPO XJUI B CFE PG DPOTUBOU QSPHSBEF TMPQF
CQ(Y) = C − CYY, 	

XIFSF CQ(Y) JT CFE FMFWBUJPO XJUI SFGFSFODF UP TFB MFWFM C JT UIF CFE FMFWBUJPO BU UIF JDF EJWJEF BOE
CY = × − JT UIF CBDLHSPVOE QSPHSBEF TMPQF
*O B CBTFMJOF TJNVMBUJPO UIF CFE UPQPHSBQIZ JT FOUJSFMZ QSPHSBEF 	FRVBUJPO 
 BOE UIF NPEFM
QBSBNFUFST 	5BCMF 
 BSF TFU TVDI UIBU UIF JDF TUSFBN XJMM CZ EFTJHO VOEFSHP UIFTF UIFSNBM PTDJM
MBUJPOT JO JDF WFMPDJUZ BOE HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO 5P FYQMPSF IPX JOUFSOBM JDF TUSFBN WBSJBCJMJUZ
JOUFSBDUT XJUI SFUSPHSBEF CFE UPQPHSBQIZ UZQJDBMMZ BTTPDJBUFE XJUI PWFSEFFQFOJOHT BOE TFEJNFOU
XFEHFT XF BEE B TFDUJPO PG SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF UP UIF CBTFMJOF QSPHSBEF UPQPHSBQIZ CQ(Y) TVDI UIBU
UIF GVMM CFE UPQPHSBQIZ 	TDIFNBUJDBMMZ JMMVTUSBUFE JO 'JHVSF 






Figure 4.1: Schematic of bed conﬁguration for model simulations. Solid black line indicates ice sheet proﬁle. Brown
shaded region is bedrock. Y is the horizontal position where the retrograde section begins. - is the length of the
retrograde section. ˵YH indicates the range over which the grounding linemigrates during thermal oscillations.
JT HJWFO CZ
C(Y) = CQ(Y) + CS(Y). 	

5IF BEEFE UPQPHSBQIZ CS(Y) IBT B TFDUJPO PG MJOFBS SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF XIJDI UIFO FYQPOFOUJBMMZ
SFMBYFT CBDL UP UIF QSPHSBEF QSP୮ୢMF
CS(Y) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
 JG Y < Y







)] Y > Y + -
	

XIFSF Y JT UIF QPTJUJPO PG UIF CFHJOOJOH PG UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO - JT UIF MFOHUI PG UIF SFUSPHSBEF
TFDUJPO BOE CYS JT UIF TMPQF PG UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO 8F DIPPTF UIJT TJNQMJ୮ୢFE CFE UPQPHSBQIZ TP
UIBU XF DBO TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ WBSZ Y - BOE CYS PWFS B XJEF SBOHF PG SFBTPOBCMF CFE DPO୮ୢHVSBUJPOT

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5IFSF JT TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU FWJEFODF 	5VMBD[ZL FU BM B
 UP JOEJDBUF UIBU WBSJBUJPOT JO UIF XBUFS DPO
UFOU PG TVCJDF TUSFBN UJMM TUSPOHMZ JNQBDUT UIF ZJFME TUSFTT PG UJMM BOE IFODF UIF CBTBM JDF WFMPDJUZ
)PXFWFS NBOZ JDF TUSFBN NPEFMT BTTVNF UIBU CFE QSPQFSUJFT BSF FJUIFS VOJGPSN JO UJNF TQBDF
PS CPUI 5IF HPBM PG UIJT TFDUJPO JT UP TIPX UIBU BMMPXJOH CFE QSPQFSUJFT UP GSFFMZ WBSZ JO UJNF BOE
TQBDF TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ DIBOHFT UIF QSFEJDUFE HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO PG BO JDF TUSFBN DPNQBSFE UP B
NPSF DPOWFOUJPOBM TDFOBSJP XIFSF CFE QSPQFSUJFT BSF BTTVNFE UP CF DPOTUBOU 8F EP TP CZ DPNQBS
JOH PVS NPEFMؠT QSFEJDUJPO PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO UP PUIFS NBSJOF JDF TIFFU NPEFMT 	TFF .BSJOF
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 
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UIJDLFOT BOE SBQJEMZ BEWBODFT CZ ∼ LN UP JUT NPTU TFBXBSE QPTJUJPO *DF JO UIF BDUJWF JDF TUSFBN
USVOL UIJOT EVF UP IJHI WFMPDJUJFT FYDFFEJOH BDDVNVMBUJPO XIJDI JODSFBTFT WFSUJDBM IFBU DPOEVDUJPO
GSFF[JOH CBTBM NFMUXBUFS BOE TUSFOHUIFOJOH UIF CFE %VSJOH UIF TFDPOE QBSU PG UIF BDUJWF QIBTF JDF
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TUSFBN WFMPDJUZ CFHJOT UP EFDSFBTF BOE UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF SFUSFBUT &WFOUVBMMZ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DJFOUMZ TUSPOH UIBU UIF DPNCJOFE CBTBM BOE MBUFSBM TIFBS TUSFTT FYDFFET UIF ESJWJOH TUSFTT BOE UIF JDF
TUSFBN TUBHOBUFT %VSJOH UIF TUBHOBOU QIBTF UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF DPOUJOVFT UP TMPXMZ SFUSFBU UP JUT
NJOJNVN HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO 5IF JDF TUSFBN TMPXMZ UIJDLFOT VQTUSFBN XIJDI SFEVDFT UIF BE
WFDUJPO PG DPME JDF UP UIF CFE BOE XBSNT CBTBM JDF UISPVHI DPOEVDUJPO #BTBM NFMUXBUFS JT QSPEVDFE
BOE FWFOUVBMMZ XFBLFOT UIF CFE TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ UIBU BDUJWBUJPO PDDVST 5IF EZOBNJDT PG UIJT QSPDFTT BSF
EJTDVTTFE JO GVSUIFS EFUBJM JO DIBQUFS 
5P DPNQBSF UIF QSFEJDUFE HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO BT B GVODUJPO PG B DPOUSPM QBSBNFUFS 	1BUUZO
FU BM 
 XF CFHJO XJUI CFE UPQPHSBQIZ XIJDI JODMVEFT B TIBMMPX SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO TUBSUJOH BU
Y =  LN FYUFOEJOH UP Y + - =  LN BOE XJUI B TMPQF CYS =  × − 8F WBSZ B TJOHMF
DPOUSPM QBSBNFUFS JO UIJT DBTF BDDVNVMBUJPO SBUF PWFS B SBOHF PG PCTFSWBUJPOBMMZNPUJWBUFE WBMVFT
#Z JOJUJBMJ[JOH UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF BU NBOZ EJ୭GFSFOU JOJUJBM QPTJUJPOT XF DBO EFUFSNJOF JG UIFSF BSF
WBMVFT PG BDDVNVMBUJPO SBUF GPS XIJDI UIFSF BSF NVMUJQMF QPTTJCMF HSPVOEJOH MJOF FRVJMJCSJB 'JHVSF
 QMPUT UIF FRVJMJCSJVN HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO PWFS B SBOHF PG WBMVFT PG BDDVNVMBUJPO SBUF GPS B
TUBUJD CFE 	QBOFM B
 BOE B EZOBNJD CFE 	QBOFMT C BOE D
 5IFTF DBO CF MPPTFMZ DPNQBSFE UP 'JHVSF B
PG 4DIPPG 	B

'JHVSF B JMMVTUSBUFT UIF آTUBUJDأ DBTF XIFSF UJMM ZJFME TUSFTT JT OPU BMMPXFE UP WBSZ BT B GVODUJPO
PG NFMUXBUFS DPOUFOU BOE JT JOTUFBE TFU UP ɑD =  L1B FWFSZXIFSF "T JO UIF DBTF XJUI B 8FFSUNBO
TMJEJOH MBX UIFSF JT IZTUFSFTJT JO UIF TUFBEZTUBUF HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO XIFO UIF DPOUSPM QBSBNFUFS
JT WBSJFE 5IFSF JT OP TUBCMF HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO BUUBJOBCMF PO UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO BOE GPS B
SBOHF PG BDDVNVMBUJPO SBUFT 	. < BD < . NZS
 UIFSF BSF UXP QPTTJCMF TUFBEZTUBUF HSPVOEJOH
MJOF QPTJUJPOT MPDBUFE PO UIF UXP TJEFT PG UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO 5IJT JT OPU TVSQSJTJOH HJWFO UIBU MBU
FSBM TIFBS TUSFTT XIJDI IBT UIF GPSN ɑM = (TIV O JO UIJT NPEFM UBLFT UIF QMBDF PG B 8FFSUNBO CBTBM
TIFBS TUSFTT XIJDI HFOFSJDBMMZ IBT UIF GPSN ɑC = $VN "EEJUJPOBMMZ QSFWJPVT TUVEJFT 	5TBJ FU BM

 IBWF BMTP GPVOE UIBU B $PVMPNC QMBTUJD CFE XJUI UFNQPSBMMZ TUBUJD QSPQFSUJFT CFIBWFT TJNJMBSMZ

Figure 4.2: Comparison of equilibrium grounding line positions with varying accumulation rate. (a) Bed properties are
static withɑD =  kPa everywhere. CYS = × − (b) Bed properties dynamically evolve. CYS = × −. (c) Bed
properties dynamically evolve. CYS = −. In all panels Y =  km and- =  km. Shading indicates range over
which grounding line oscillates in equilibrium behavior. “x” marks indicate location of steady states for simulations
plotted in Figure 4.4.
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BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIF SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF 	TFFO JO 'JHVSF B
 IBT NPTUMZ CFFO SFTUPSFE BT PTDJMMBUJPOT JO
HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO EP OPU JOUFSTFDU UIF QPTJUJPO PG UIF SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF 5IF POMZ FYDFQUJPO
BSF MPX BDDVNVMBUJPO SBUFT 	BD ≤ .N/ZS
 JOJUJBMJ[FE TFBXBSE PG UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO XIFSF UIF
HSPVOEJOH MJOF NJHSBUFT POUP UIF SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF EVSJOH UIF TUBHOBOU QIBTF PG UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT
5IFSF JT BMTP IZTUFSFTJT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIF CJGVSDBUJPOT JO UIJT CFE DPO୮ୢHVSBUJPO
$PNQBSJOH UIF TUBUJD BOE EZOBNJD CFE DBTFT JO 'JHVSF  JU JT DMFBS UIBU BMMPXJOH TQBUJPUFNQPSBM

WBSJBUJPOT JO CFE QSPQFSUJFT DIBOHFT OPU KVTU UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO CVU UIF CFIBWJPS PG UIF
HSPVOEJOH MJOF PWFS B XJEF SBOHF PG QBSBNFUFS WBMVFT *O TPNF QBSBNFUFS SFHJNFT UIFSNBM PTDJMMB
UJPOT DBVTF UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF UP NJHSBUF POUP UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO 	EVSJOH JDF TUSFBN TUBHOBUJPO
PS BDUJWBUJPO
 CFGPSF SFWFSTJOH EJSFDUJPO 4VDI CFIBWJPS DBOOPU CF FYQMBJOFE CZ BQQFBMJOH UP UIF
୯୳VY GFFECBDL XIJDI DBVTFT UIF NBSJOF JDF TIFFU JOTUBCJMJUZ GPS B TUBUJD CFE BT JO 'JHVSF B 5IF
୯୳VY GFFECBDL JT POMZ BQQMJDBCMF UP BO JDF TIFFU UIBU JT BU PS BQQSPBDIJOH B TUFBEZTUBUF 	$IVHVOPW
BOE 8JMDIJOTLZ  8JMDIJOTLZ  4DIPPG B
 5IF UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT UIBU QSPEVDF JO
UFSOBM WBSJBCJMJUZ JO UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO FOTVSF UIBU UIF JDF TUSFBN JT QFSQFUVBMMZ GBS GSPN B
TUFBEZTUBUF 3BUIFS UIBO BQQFBM UP BSHVNFOUT UIBU SFMZ PO TVDI B TUFBEZTUBUF BTTVNQUJPO JO UIF
OFYU TFDUJPO XF FYBNJOF UIF QIZTJDBM QSPDFTTFT UIBU QSPEVDF UIFTF 	BOE PUIFS
 UZQFT PG HSPVOEJOH
MJOF CFIBWJPS
 *ঌ঎ জঝছ঎ঊখ ঋ঎঑ঊট঒ঘছ গঘঝ ঎ডঙকঊ঒গ঎঍ ঋঢ ঎ড঒জঝ঒গঐ ঝ঑঎ঘছ঒঎জ
5IF HPBM PG UIJT TFDUJPO JT UP FYQMPSF UIF SBOHF PG JDF TUSFBN CFIBWJPST UIBU BSF DBVTFE CZ UIF JOUFS
BDUJPO PG JDF TUSFBN WBSJBCJMJUZ XJUI EJ୭GFSFOU SFUSPHSBEF CFE UPQPHSBQIJFT BOE FYQMBJO UIF QIZTJDBM
NFDIBOJTNT XIJDI DBVTF TPNF PG UIFTF CFIBWJPST UP EJWFSHF GSPN UIF QSFEJDUJPOT PG FBSMJFS UIFPSJFT
5P EP TP UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF JT JOJUJBMJ[FE BU Y =  LN BOE UIF BDDVNVMBUJPO SBUF JT UIFO JODSFBTFE
UP BD = .N/ZS *O B CBTFMJOF TJNVMBUJPO UIFSF JT OP SFUSPHSBEF CFE UPQPHSBQIZ BOE UIF EZOBNJ
DBMMZ FWPMWJOH CFE DBVTFT UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF UP VOEFSHP UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT 	BT FYQMBJOFE JO TFDUJPO

 5IF TJNQMJ୮ୢFE OBUVSF PG UIF CFE UPQPHSBQIZ 	FRVBUJPOT 
 UIFO QFSNJUT UIF BEEJUJPO PG
B TFDUJPO PG SFUSPHSBEF CFE UIBU NBZ NPEJGZ UIF CBTFMJOF PTDJMMBUPSZ CFIBWJPS *O FBDI TJNVMBUJPO
UIF QPTJUJPO MFOHUI PS TMPQF PG UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO DBO CF DIBOHFE XIJMF BMM PUIFS QBSBNFUFST
BSF IFME DPOTUBOU 5IJT FYQMPSFT B TFDUJPO PG QBSBNFUFS TQBDF UIBU JT PSUIPHPOBM UP UIBU FYQMPSFE JO
TFDUJPO  	XIFSF BDDVNVMBUJPO XBT WBSJFE
 #Z DPNQBSJOH UIF CBTFMJOF TJNVMBUJPO UP JDF TUSFBN

CFIBWJPS XJUI BO BEEFE TFDUJPO PG SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF XF DBO UIFO FYQMBJO IPX OBUVSBM NPEFT PG JDF
TUSFBN WBSJBCJMJUZ JOUFSBDU XJUI CFE UPQPHSBQIZ *O BO FYQMPSBUJPO PG UIF QBSBNFUFS TQBDF PG QP
UFOUJBM SFUSPHSBEF CFE DPO୮ୢHVSBUJPOT XF ୮ୢOE GPVS UZQFT PG JDF TUSFBN CFIBWJPS 'JHVSF  TIPXT
	BG୴FS B QFSJPE PG USBOTJFOU JOJUJBMJ[BUJPO
 GPVS SFQSFTFOUBUJWF TJNVMBUJPOT PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF NJHSB
UJPO XJUI UIF FYUFOU PG UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO JO UIFTF TJNVMBUJPOT TIBEFE JO HSFZ 5IJT JODMVEFT JDF
TUSFBN HSPVOEJOH MJOFT XIJDI FYIJCJU 	B
 QFSTJTUFODF PO UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO GPS DFOUVSJFT EVSJOH
JDF TUSFBN TUBHOBUJPO CFGPSF SFWFSTJOH EJSFDUJPO PG NJHSBUJPO 	C
 BNQMJ୮ୢFE WBSJBCJMJUZ BOE SFWFSTBM PG
EJSFDUJPO PG NJHSBUJPO XIJMF BDUJWF PO UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO 	D
 DPNQMFUF TVQQSFTTJPO PG WBSJBCJMJUZ
	E
 SFEVDFE BNQMJUVEF PG WBSJBCJMJUZ
 1঎ছজ঒জঝ঎গঌ঎ ঘএ ঐছঘঞগ঍঒গঐ ক঒গ঎ ঘগ ছ঎ঝছঘঐছঊ঍঎ জকঘঙ঎ ঍ঞছ঒গঐ ঒ঌ঎ জঝছ঎ঊখ
জঝঊঐগঊঝ঒ঘগ
8IFO UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO JT FJUIFS TIPSU PS MPDBUFE GBS VQTUSFBN PG UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF PTDJMMB
UJPOT JO HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO 	'JHVSF B
 BSF TJNJMBS JO BNQMJUVEF BOE QFSJPE UP UIF CBTFMJOF
TJNVMBUJPO 	EBTIFE MJOF
 UIPVHI QFSIBQT P୭GTFU TMJHIUMZ JO QPTJUJPO BMPOH UIF CFE *O TVDI DBTFT
UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF EPFT OPU IBWF NVDI 	PS BOZ
 EJTUBODF PWFS XIJDI JU JOUFSBDUT XJUI UIF SFUSPHSBEF
TFDUJPO UIVT NJOJNJ[JOH UIF EFQBSUVSF GSPN UIF CBTFMJOF TJNVMBUJPO XIFSF UIFSF JT OP SFUSPHSBEF
TFDUJPO
*O B TVCTFU PG DBTFT XIFSF UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO JT MPDBUFE BSPVOE UIF NJOJNVN QPTJUJPO PG UIF
HSPVOEJOH MJOF GSPN UIF CBTFMJOF TJNVMBUJPO 	JODMVEJOH UIF TJNVMBUJPO JO 'JHVSF B BOE XIFSF
. < BD < . NZS JO 'JHVSF C
 UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF SFUSFBUT POUP UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO
SFNBJOT UIFSF GPS UIF EVSBUJPO PG UIF TUBHOBOU QIBTF 	IVOESFET UP UIPVTBOET PG ZFBST
 BOE UIFO
SFWFSTFT EJSFDUJPO BOE BEWBODFT POUP UIF QSPHSBEF TMPQF 8F DBO VOEFSTUBOE UIF NFDIBOJTN PG UIJT
CFIBWJPS CZ DPNQBSJOH XJUI UIF TUBUJD CFE DBTF 5IF TPMJE MJOF PG 'JHVSF  TIPXT UIF USBOTJFOU
FWPMVUJPO PG B TJOHMF TJNVMBUJPO XJUI TUBUJD CFE QSPQFSUJFT 	XIFSF UIF ୮ୢOBM TUFBEZTUBUF JT NBSLFE CZ

















































































Figure 4.3: Four representative examples of interaction between retrograde section and ice stream thermal oscilla-
tions. In all panels, solid line is simulated grounding linemigration after transient initialization period (U <  kyr),
dashed line is grounding linemigration in baseline simulation runwithout any retrograde section (- =  km) and grey
shaded area is extent of retrograde section. (a) Minimally-modiﬁed thermal oscillations with ice stream persistence on
the retrograde section during stagnation (CYS = × −). (b) Ampliﬁed thermal oscillations with part of active phase
on retrograde section (CYS = × −). (c) Suppressed thermal oscillations (CYS = × −). (d) Thermal oscillations
with reduced amplitude (CYS = × −). All examples are initialized with YH =  km.
BO آYأ PO 'JHVSF B
 JOJUJBMJ[FE BU Y =  LN BOE UIFO TMPXMZ GPSDFE UP SFUSFBU POUP UIF TFBXBSE
FEHF PG UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO 	BU Y + - =  LN
 "T XF XPVME FYQFDU UIF NBSJOF JDF TIFFU
JOTUBCJMJUZ DBVTFT JSSFWFSTJCMF SFUSFBU PWFS  ZFBST *O DPOUSBTU XIFO CFE QSPQFSUJFT BSF BMMPXFE UP

GSFFMZ WBSZ TVDI B SFUSFBU NBZ PDDVS XIFO UIF JDF TUSFBN JT GBS GSPN B TUFBEZTUBUF BOE UIF JOUVJUJPO
EFSJWFE GSPN UIF TUBUJD CFE UIFPSZ PG UIF NBSJOF JDF TIFFU JOTUBCJMJUZ EPFT OPU IPME 'PMMPXJOH JDF
TUSFBN TUBHOBUJPO UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF DPOUJOVFT UP TMPXMZ SFUSFBU JO SFTQPOTF UP UIF BDDVNVMBUJPO PG
JDF UIJDLOFTT BOE UIF EFGPSNBUJPO PG JDF )PXFWFS UIF TUSPOH CFE TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ SFEVDFT UIF NBTT ୯୳VY
PVU PG UIF JDF TUSFBN 5IJT SFEVDUJPO JO ୯୳VY TMPXT UIF SBUF PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF NJHSBUJPO UIBU XPVME
PUIFSXJTF NBOJGFTU BT JSSFWFSTJCMF SFUSFBU 	BT JO UIF TPMJE MJOF PG 'JHVSF 
 %VSJOH UIJT TMPX SFUSFBU
B SFTFSWPJS PG FYDFTT JDF NBTT BDDVNVMBUFT VQTUSFBN ESJWJOH BO JODSFBTJOH HSBEJFOU JO JDF UIJDLOFTT
BOE ESJWJOH TUSFTT XIJDI FWFOUVBMMZ FYDFFET UIF ZJFME TUSFOHUI PG QBSUJBMMZ GSP[FO UJMM DBVTFT TMPX
TMJEJOH JO UIF HSPVOEJOH [POF BOE JODSFBTFE NBTT ୯୳VY UISPVHI UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF 5IJT TMPX TMJEJOH
JT FOPVHI UP DBVTF UIJOOJOH JO UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF SFWFSTF UIF EJSFDUJPO PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF NJHSBUJPO
BOE BEWBODF CBDL POUP UIF EPXOTUSFBN QSPHSBEF TMPQF "U UIJT QPJOU FOPVHI NFMUXBUFS JT QSPEVDFE
UISPVHI GSJDUJPOBM IFBUJOH 	BOE JOTVMBUJPO QSPWJEFE CZ UIF UIJDL JDF
 UIBU UIF JDF TUSFBN BDUJWBUFT JDF
GSPN UIF VQTUSFBN SFTFSWPJS JT BEWFDUFE UP UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF XIJDI SBQJEMZ UIJDLFOT BOE BEWBODFT
Figure 4.4: Transient evolution of ice stream grounding line position with bed properties kept static (ɑD =  every-
where). Y =  km and- =  km and CYS =  × −. Solid line is initialized from Y =  km and BD = .
m/yr, decreasing to .m/yr over the ﬁrst 300 years. Dashed line is initialized from Y =  km and BD = .
m/yr, increasing to .m/yr over the ﬁrst 300 years.

 "ঌঝ঒ট঎ ঒ঌ঎ জঝছ঎ঊখ ঐছঘঞগ঍঒গঐ ক঒গ঎ ছ঎ট঎ছজ঒গঐ ঍঒ছ঎ঌঝ঒ঘগ ঘএ খ঒ঐছঊঝ঒ঘগ ঘগ
ঊ ছ঎ঝছঘঐছঊ঍঎ জকঘঙ঎
8IFO UIFSF JT B TIBMMPX SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO MPDBUFE BSPVOE UIF NBYJNVN HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO
	'JHVSF C
 UIF BDUJWF JDF TUSFBN BEWBODFT POUP UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO QFSTJTUT GPS B GFX DFOUVSJFT
UIFO SFWFSTFT EJSFDUJPO BOE SFUSFBUT UP UIF QSPHSBEF TMPQF 5IF PTDJMMBUJPOT JO JDF TUSFBN HSPVOEJOH
MJOF QPTJUJPO BSF BMTP BNQMJ୮ୢFE GSPN UIF CBTFMJOF TJNVMBUJPO XJUI OP SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO 	BMTP XIFSF
. < BD < . NZS JO 'JHVSF C

5P FYQMBJO UIF NFDIBOJTN CFIJOE UIJT QFSTJTUFODF PO UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO XF BHBJO ESBX B
DPNQBSJTPO XJUI UIF TUBUJD CFE DBTF GSPN TFDUJPO  *O B USBOTJFOU TJNVMBUJPO 	EBTIFE MJOF 'JHVSF

 BO JDF TUSFBN XJUI TUBUJD CFE QSPQFSUJFT JT JOJUJBUFE BU Y =  LN BOE HFOUMZ GPSDFE POUP UIF
MBOEXBSE FEHF PG UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO 	BU Y =  LN
 5IF HSPVOEJOH MJOF TVCTFRVFOUMZ BE
WBODFT PWFS UIF DPVSTF PG  ZFBST VOUJM SFBDIJOH QSPHSBEF CFE UPQPHSBQIZ *O DPOUSBTU XIFO CFE
QSPQFSUJFT BSF BMMPXFE UP GSFFMZ WBSZ FYDFTTJWFMZ IJHI JDF WFMPDJUZ EVSJOH UIF JOJUJBM QBSU PG UIF BDUJWF
QIBTF MFBET UP JDF UIJOOJOH JODSFBTFE WFSUJDBM IFBU DPOEVDUJPO UJMM TUSFOHUIFOJOH BOE EFDSFBTJOH WF
MPDJUZ JO B NBUUFS PG EFDBEFT JO UIF MBUUFS QBSU PG UIF BDUJWF QIBTF *O UIJT TIPSU JOUFSWBM ୯୳VY UISPVHI
UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF EFDSFBTFT BOE JDF BU UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF CFHJOT UP UIJDLFO XIJDI CSJF୯୳Z XJOT PVU
PWFS VOTUBCMF BEWBODF PWFS UIF SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF DBVTJOH B SFWFSTBM JO UIF EJSFDUJPO PG HSPVOEJOH
MJOF NJHSBUJPO 5IF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO JT JNQPSUBOU BT JU DBVTFT UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF UP BEWBODF GVS
UIFS UIBO JU XPVME JO UIF BCTFODF PG B SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO F୭GFDUJWFMZ BNQMJGZJOH UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT
*G UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO JT TUFFQFOFE UIFSF JT BO BDDFMFSBUJPO JO TQFFE PG VOTUBCMF HSPVOEJOH MJOF
BEWBODF SFMBUFE UP UIF NBSJOF JDF TIFFU JOTUBCJMJUZ XIJDI DBO PWFSDPNF DIBOHFT JO JDF ୯୳PX EVF UP
UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT 	TFF EJTDVTTJPO JO TFDUJPO 

5IF DBTF JMMVTUSBUFE JO UIJT TFDUJPO JT RVBMJUBUJWFMZ TJNJMBS UP UIF UP UIF QFSTJTUFODF PG B TUBHOBOU JDF
TUSFBN HSPVOEJOH MJOF PO B SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO EJTDVTTFE JO TFDUJPO  5IF POMZ EJ୭GFSFODF IFSF JT

UIBU UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO DBVTFT B MBSHFS BEWBODF EVSJOH BDUJWBUJPO UIBO XPVME CF FYQFDUFE GSPN
UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT BMPOF 	JO UIF CBTFMJOF TJNVMBUJPO XJUI OP QSPHSBEF TMPQF
 /POFUIFMFTT UIF
HSPVOEJOH MJOF PG BOZ JDF TUSFBN VOEFSHPJOH UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT XJMM SFQFBUFEMZ SFWFSTF EJSFDUJPO
FWFO JO UIF BCTFODF PG B SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF 	TFF EBTIFE MJOF JO 'JHVSF C GPS CBTFMJOF TJNVMBUJPO

8IFO UIF JDF TUSFBN IBT CVJMU VQ PS EFQMFUFE B MBSHF SFTFSWPJS PG JDF BOE JT GVSUIFTU GSPN B TUFBEZ
TUBUF PG NBTT CBMBODF B DIBOHF JO JDF ୯୳PX BMTP DBVTFT B DIBOHF JO UIF UFOEFODZ PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF JDF
UIJDLOFTT BOE UIVT UIF EJSFDUJPO PG NJHSBUJPO *O UIF DBTFT IJHIMJHIUFE JO QBOFMT B BOE C PG 'JHVSF
 UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO EPFT OPU IBWF B TUSPOH JNQBDU PO UIFTF SFWFSTBMT JO HSPVOEJOH MJOF NJ
HSBUJPO 	CFZPOE TPNF BNQMJ୮ୢDBUJPO
 *O UIF GPMMPXJOH UXP TFDUJPOT XF IJHIMJHIU DBTFT XIFSF UIF
SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO QMBZT B NVDI TUSPOHFS SPMF JO NPEJGZJOH JDF TUSFBN WBSJBCJMJUZ
 4ঞঙঙছ঎জজ঒ঘগ ঘএ ঝ঑঎ছখঊক ঘজঌ঒ককঊঝ঒ঘগজ ঋঢ ঊ ছ঎ঝছঘঐছঊ঍঎ জকঘঙ঎
" SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO DBO DPNQMFUFMZ TVQQSFTT UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT 	'JHVSF D
 XIFO JU JT FJUIFS 	B

TUFFQ BOE TUBSUJOH OFBS UIF UIF NBYJNVN HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO PG UIF PTDJMMBUJPO JO UIF CBTFMJOF
TJNVMBUJPO PS 	C
 TIBMMPX BOE FODPNQBTTJOH BMNPTU UIF FOUJSF SBOHF PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF NJHSBUJPO JO
UIF CBTFMJOF TJNVMBUJPO 4VQQSFTTJPO PG UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT MFBET UP B TUFBEZTUSFBNJOH TUBUF XJUI
OP UFNQPSBM WBSJBCJMJUZ JO JDF ୯୳PX 	5VMBD[ZL FU BM C 4BZBH BOE 5[JQFSNBO  
 BOE B
HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPOFE P୭G UIF SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF
5P FYQMBJO UIF TVQQSFTTJPO PG JDF TUSFBN WBSJBCJMJUZ XF DBO FYBNJOF IPX UIF SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF
JOUFSBDUT XJUI UIF DPNQFUJOH GFFECBDLT XIJDI QSPEVDF UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT 8IFO UIF JDF TUSFBN
BDUJWBUFT UIFSF JT BO JOUFSOBM QPTJUJWF GFFECBDL CFUXFFO GSJDUJPOBM IFBUJOH NFMUXBUFS QSPEVDUJPO BOE
UJMM XFBLFOJOH 5IFSF JT BMTP BO JOUFSOBM OFHBUJWF GFFECBDL XIFSF UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF BEWBODFT UIF
JDF TUSFBN UIJOT BOE UIF SBUF PG WFSUJDBM IFBU DPOEVDUJPO BU UIF CFE JODSFBTFT *O UIF CBTFMJOF TJNV
MBUJPO XJUIPVU UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO UIF QPTJUJWF GFFECBDL EPNJOBUFT DBVTJOH BO JOJUJBM PWFSTIPPU
JO IPSJ[POUBM WFMPDJUZ BOE TVCTFRVFOUMZ JDF UIJOOJOH TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU IFBU MPTT EVF UP WFSUJDBM IFBU DPO

EVDUJPO NFMUXBUFS GSFF[JOH BOE FWFOUVBMMZ TUBHOBUJPO #Z JOUSPEVDJOH B SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO UIBU JT
TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ MPOH PS TUFFQ XF JODSFBTF UIF FYUFOU PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF BEWBODF EVSJOH BDUJWBUJPO BOE UIF
BTTPDJBUFE JOUFSOBM OFHBUJWF GFFECBDL XIJDI DPVOUFSBDUT UIF JOUFSOBM QPTJUJWF GFFECBDL PG GSJDUJPOBM
IFBUJOH 5IF SFTVMU JT UIBU UJMM XFBLFOT MFTT EVSJOH BDUJWBUJPO UIBO JO UIF CBTFMJOF TJNVMBUJPO UIF JDF
TUSFBN BDIJFWFT MPXFS QFBL IPSJ[POUBM WFMPDJUZ BOE EPFT OPU PWFSTIPPU 7FSUJDBM IFBU DPOEVDUJPO
BU UIF CFE JT DPNQFOTBUFE CZ HFPUIFSNBM IFBU ୯୳VY BOE GSJDUJPOBM IFBUJOH DBVTJOH UIF JDF TUSFBN UP
SFBDI B TUFBEZ TUBUF XIFSF UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO JT BEWBODFE GVSUIFS UIBO UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFD
UJPO
"MUFSOBUJWFMZ TVQQSFTTJPO PG UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT CZ B TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ MPOH PS TUFFQ SFUSPHSBEF TFD
UJPO DBO CF FYQMBJOFE JO UFSNT PG UIF TUBCJMJUZ DSJUFSJPO GPS UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT EFSJWFE JO DIBQUFS 
XIJDI QSFEJDUT UIBU 	FWFSZUIJOH FMTF CFJOH FRVBM
 B MPOHFS JDF TUSFBN FOIBODFT UIF JNQPSUBODF PG B
DPOTUBOU HFPUIFSNBM IFBU ୯୳VY SFMBUJWF UP ୯୳VDUVBUJPOT JO WFSUJDBM DPOEVDUJWF IFBU MPTT #Z GPSDJOH UIF
HSPVOEJOH MJOF UP BEWBODF UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO EJNJOJTIFT UIF BNQMJUVEF PG WBSJBUJPOT JO WFSUJDBM
DPOEVDUJWF IFBU MPTT NBLJOH JU NPSF MJLFMZ UIBU UIF CBTBM IFBU CVEHFU XJMM DPNF JOUP CBMBODF BOE UIF
JDF TUSFBN XJMM SFBDI B TUFBEZTUSFBNJOH TUBUF
 3঎঍ঞঌঝ঒ঘগ ঘএ ঝ঑঎ছখঊক ঘজঌ঒ককঊঝ঒ঘগ ঊখঙক঒ঝঞ঍঎ ঋঢ ঊ ছ঎ঝছঘঐছঊ঍঎ জকঘঙ঎
8IFO UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO JT MPOH TUFFQ BOE FODPNQBTTJOH BMNPTU UIF FOUJSF SBOHF PG HSPVOEJOH
MJOF NJHSBUJPO BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIF CBTFMJOF TJNVMBUJPO XJUI OPS SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF UIF BNQMJUVEF PG
HSPVOEJOH MJOF PTDJMMBUJPOT JT SFEVDFE GSPN UIF CBTFMJOF TJNVMBUJPO 	'JHVSF E
 *O UIFTF SFEVDFE
BNQMJUVEF PTDJMMBUJPOT 	XIJDI BMTP PDDVS XIFSF . < BD < . NZS JO 'JHVSF D
 UIF HSPVOEJOH
MJOF EPFT OPU NJHSBUF MBOEXBSE PG UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO 	Y + -

8F DBO FYQMBJO UIF SFEVDUJPO JO UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT BNQMJUVEF CZ TUBSUJOH GSPN UIF TVQQSFTTFE
TUBUF EFTDSJCFE JO TFDUJPO  5IF MPOH TUFFQ SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF GPSDFT UIF JDF TUSFBN UP BEWBODF BOE
FWFOUVBMMZ 	BG୴FS USBOTJFOU FWPMVUJPO
 TFUUMF EPXO UP B TUFBEZTUSFBNJOH TUBUF TJNJMBS UP UIF CFIBW

JPS PG TVQQSFTTFE PTDJMMBUJPOT 5IF EJ୭GFSFODF IFSF JT UIBU UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO JT TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ IJHI
	>  N
 EVF UP JUT TUFFQOFTT UIBU UIF JDF UIJDLOFTT BCPWF UIBU SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF JT DPSSFTQPOEJOHMZ
UIJO 	DPNQBSFE UP UIF CBTFMJOF TDFOBSJP
 0WFS UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO UIJT MFBET UP BOPNBMPVTMZ
IJHI WFSUJDBM DPOEVDUJWF IFBU MPTT GSPN UIF CFE GSFF[JOH PG NFMUXBUFS BOE TUSFOHUIFOJOH PG UJMM "T
UJMM TUSFOHUIFOT WFMPDJUZ EFDSFBTFT BOE MPOHJUVEJOBM TUSFTTFT SBQJEMZ TQSFBE UIJT TJHOBM VQTUSFBN BOE
EPXOTUSFBN UP UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF BT B EFBDUJWBUJPO XBWF 	'PXMFS BOE 4DIJBWJ  3PCFM FU BM

 4VCTFRVFOUMZ BDDVNVMBUJPO DBVTFT UIJDLFOJOH PG TUBHOBOU JDF BOE MFBET UP SFBDUJWBUJPO
XJUIJO B TQBO PG  ZFBST 5IJT CFIBWJPS JT UIF TBNF BT UZQJDBM UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT XJUI UIF
POMZ EJ୭GFSFODF CFJOH UIBU ୯୳VDUVBUJPOT JO UJMM TUBUF BSF SFTUSJDUFE UP B TIPSU QPSUJPO PG UIF CFE 	∼
LN JO UIJT FYBNQMF
 EPXOTUSFBN PG UIF SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF %VSJOH UIF SFNBJOEFS PG UIF ∼ ZFBST
PG UIF SFEVDFE UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPO DZDMF UIF JDF TUSFBN JT OFBS UIF TBNF CBMBODF BT JO UIF TVQQSFTTFE
SFHJNF BOE UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF JT OFBSMZ TUBUJPOBSZ
 " ঙঊছঊখ঎ঝ঎ছ জঙঊঌ঎ ঙ঒ঌঝঞছ঎ ঘএ ছ঎ঝছঘঐছঊ঍঎ জ঎ঌঝ঒ঘগ খঘ঍঒এ঒ঌঊঝ঒ঘগ ঘএ ঒ঌ঎
জঝছ঎ঊখ ঘজঌ঒ককঊঝ঒ঘগজ
5IF GPVS QBOFMT PG 'JHVSF  NBQ UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPO BNQMJUVEF BT B GVODUJPO PG SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO
MFOHUI 	-
 BOE CFE TMPQF 	CYS
 GPS Y =  LN BOE Y =  LN BOE JOJUJBMJ[JOH TJNVMBUJPOT PG
FBDI DBTF PO FJUIFS TJEF PG UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO 5IJT QBSBNFUFS TQBDF QJDUVSF DBQUVSFT UIF NPTU TJH
OJ୮ୢDBOU NPEJ୮ୢDBUJPOT PG TJNQMF UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUPSZ CFIBWJPS CZ SFUSPHSBEF CFE UPQPHSBQIZ -POHFS
PS TUFFQFS SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPOT UIBO TQFDJ୮ୢFE JO UIF BCPWF SBOHFT BSF OPU JODMVEFE CFDBVTF UIFZ NBZ
QFBL BCPWF TFB MFWFM DPO୯୳JDUJOH XJUI UIF NPEFM BTTVNQUJPO UIBU UIF CFE JT BMXBZT CFMPX TFB MFWFM
BU UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF 5IF QBSBNFUFS SBOHF TQBOOFE JO 'JHVSF  JODMVEFT UIF CFIBWJPS SFHJNFT
EFTDSJCFE JO UIF QSFDFEJOH TFDUJPOT
3FUSPHSBEF TFDUJPOT MPDBUFE GBS VQTUSFBN PG UIF SBOHF PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF NJHSBUJPO BTTPDJBUFE
XJUI UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT JO UIF CBTFMJOF TJNVMBUJPO 	Y + - <  LN
 PS PG TIPSU MFOHUI 	- < 





























































































































































Figure 4.5: Amplitude of grounding linemigration associated with thermal oscillations as a function of length (-) and
slope (CYS) of retrograde section. Simulations with zero oscillation amplitude are shaded in grey. “x” markers indicate
simulations where the grounding line is on a retrograde slope at its minimum position during the stagnant phase. Cir-
cle markers indicate simulations where the grounding line is on a retrograde slope at its maximum position during the
active phase. Panels (a) and (b) have a retrograde section starting at Y =  km. Panels (c) and (d) have a retro-
grade section starting at Y =  km. Panels (a) and (c) have initial ice stream grounding line position landward of
retrograde section at YH(U = ) =  km. Panels (b) and (d) have initial ice stream grounding line position seaward
of retrograde section at YH(U = ) =  km. In the baseline simulation the grounding line position oscillations
between 690 km and 815 km.
LN
 IBWF B NJOJNBM JNQBDU PO JDF TUSFBN CFIBWJPS )PXFWFS XIFO UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO JT MP
DBUFE OFBS UIF NJOJNVN HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF NBZ QFSTJTU GPS DFOUVSJFT PO

UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO EVSJOH JDF TUSFBN TUBHOBUJPO 	NBSLFE CZ XIJUF آYأ NBSLT JO 'JHVSF 
 4VDI
CFIBWJPS PDDVST GPS B XJEF SBOHF PG CYS JOEJDBUJOH UIBU FWFO TUSPOH SFUSPHSBEF TMPQFT DBOOPU QSFWFOU
UIF SFWFSTBM PG PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF NJHSBUJPO EVSJOH BU UIF POTFU PG JDF TUSFBN BDUJWBUJPO 5IFSF JT OP
FWJEFODF UIBU UIF NBSJOF JDF TIFFU JOTUBCJMJUZ QMBZT BOZ TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU SPMF JO QSPEVDJOH IZTUFSFTJT PS PUI
FSXJTF NPEJGZJOH UIF CFIBWJPS PG JDF TUSFBNT XIJDI TUBHOBUF PO PS OFBS TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ TNBMM SFUSPHSBEF
TFDUJPOT 	- < LN
 SFHBSEMFTT PG UIF TUFFQOFTT PG UIF SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF
4IBMMPX SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPOT MPDBUFE BSPVOE UIF NBYJNVN HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO SFTVMU JO QSP
MPOHFE JOUFSWBMT PG TFWFSBM DFOUVSJFT XIFSF UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF PG BO BDUJWF JDF TUSFBN BEWBODFT POUP
BOE UIFO SFUSFBUT GSPN B SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO 	TVDI DBTFT BSF NBSLFE CZ XIJUF DJSDMFT JO 'JHVSF 

5IFTF MPOH TIBMMPX SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO NBZ BMTP BNQMJGZ UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT CZ GPSDJOH UIF HSPVOE
JOH MJOF UP BEWBODF UISPVHI UIF TBNF QSPDFTT JOWPMWFE XJUI UIF NBSJOF JDF TIFFU JOTUBCJMJUZ 4VDI
CFIBWJPS JT MJNJUFE UP SFMBUJWFMZ TIBMMPX SFUSPHSBEF TMPQFT JOEJDBUJOH UIBU UIF NBSJOF JDF TIFFU JOTUB
CJMJUZ QMBZT B NPSF JNQPSUBOU SPMF IFSF BOE QSFWFOUT TVDI CFIBWJPS FOUJSFMZ GPS TUFFQFS SFUSPHSBEF
TMPQFT
8IFO UIF SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF JT FJUIFS MPDBUFE BSPVOE UIF NBYJNVN HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO BOE
JT TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ TUFFQ 	HSBZ SFHJPOT PG 'JHVSF DE
 PS TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ MPOH UIBU JU TQBOT UIF FOUJSFUZ PG
UIF SBOHF PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF PTDJMMBUJPOT 	HSBZ SFHJPOT PG 'JHVSF BC
 UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT BSF TVQ
QSFTTFE DPNQMFUFMZ *O UIJT DBTF UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO DBVTFT UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF UP BEWBODF TV୭୮ୢ
DJFOUMZ RVJDLMZ UIBU JDF ୯୳PX DIBOHFT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT BSF OPU BCMF UP SFWFSTF UIF
EJSFDUJPO PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF NJHSBUJPO 5IF SFTVMU JT UIBU UIF JDF TUSFBN BUUBJOT B TUFBEZTUBUF HSPVOE
JOH MJOF QPTJUJPO TFBXBSE PG UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO
"U FWFO TUFFQFS TMPQFT UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT SFBQQFBS CVU BSF SFEVDFE JO BNQMJUVEF SFMBUJWF UP UIF
CBTFMJOF TJNVMBUJPO BOE BSF SFTUSJDUFE UP UIF CFE EPXOTUSFBN PG UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO )PXFWFS
UIFSF JT TUJMM B XJEF HBQ JO PTDJMMBUJPO BNQMJUVEF CFUXFFO QBSBNFUFST SFHJNFT XIFSF PTDJMMBUJPOT BSF
TVQQSFTTFE BOE UIPTF XIFSF JU JT SFEVDFE FOUJSFMZ 5IJT JT UP CF FYQFDUFE XIFO UIFSF JT B CJGVSDBUJPO

BT BO JO୮ୢOJUFTJNBM JODSFBTF JO TMPQF 	CYS
 PG UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO 	FH BMPOH B USBOTFDU XIFSF - =
 LN JO 'JHVSF BC
 SFTVMUT JO B USBOTJUJPO GSPN TUFBEZTUBUF UP ୮ୢOJUFBNQMJUVEF PTDJMMBUJPOT JO
HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO 8F IBWF ZFU UP ୮ୢOE BOZ FWJEFODF UIBU UIF UIFSNBM NFDIBOJTN JT DBQBCMF PG
QSPEVDJOH PTDJMMBUJPOT PG BSCJUSBSJMZ XFBL BNQMJUVEF
)ZTUFSFTJT CFIBWJPS BTTPDJBUFE XJUI SFUSPHSBEF TMPQFT JT JNQPSUBOU CFDBVTF JU JNQSJOUT JDF TUSFBN
IJTUPSZ PO GVUVSF CFIBWJPS BOE TP NVTU CF DPOTJEFSFE XIFO TQJOOJOH VQ OVNFSJDBM JDF TUSFBN NPE
FMT *O TFDUJPO  XF TIPXFE UIBU GPS TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ TUFFQ SFUSPHSBEF TMPQFT UIF NBSJOF JDF TIFFU JOTUB
CJMJUZ NBZ DBVTF UIF CFIBWJPS PG BO JDF TUSFBN UP EJ୭GFS EFQFOEJOH PO XIFUIFS JU CFHJOT MBOEXBSE PS
TFBXBSE PG UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO 8F BMTP TFF FWJEFODF GPS TVDI IZTUFSFTJT JO B OBSSPX SBOHF PG SFU
SPHSBEF TFDUJPOT XJUI JOUFSNFEJBUF CYS BOE - 4JNVMBUJPOT XJUI SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPOT PG JOUFSNFEJBUF
MFOHUI 	 < - <  LN
 BOE MPDBUFE OFBS UIF NJOJNVN QPTJUJPO PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF PTDJMMB
UJPOT SFUBJO PTDJMMBUPSZ CFIBWJPS XIFO JOJUJBMJ[FE TFBXBSE PG UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO CVU OPU BMXBZT
XIFO JOJUJBMJ[FE GSPN MBOEXBSE )PXFWFS UIF QFSTJTUFODF PG B HSPVOEJOH MJOF PO UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFD
UJPO EVSJOH JDF TUSFBN TUBHOBUJPO POMZ EFQFOET PO JOJUJBM JDF TUSFBN TUBUF GPS B TNBMM SBOHF PG CFE UP
QPHSBQIJFT 4JNVMBUJPOT XJUI SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPOT PG JOUFSNFEJBUF TMPQF 	× − < CYS < × −
LN
 BOE MPDBUFE OFBS UIF NBYJNVN QPTJUJPO PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF PTDJMMBUJPOT SFUBJO HFOFSBUF PTDJMMB
UPSZ CFIBWJPS XIFO JOJUJBMJ[FE MBOEXBSE PG UIF SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO CVU OPU BMXBZT XIFO JOJUJBMJ[FE
GSPN TFBXBSE 3FWFSTBM PG BO BDUJWF JDF TUSFBN PO B SFUSPHSBEF TFDUJPO BQQFBST UP CF EFQFOEFOU PO
JOJUJBM JDF TUSFBN TUBUF 0OMZ GPS TIBMMPX SFUSPHSBEF UPQPHSBQIZ XJMM TVDI CFIBWJPS PDDVS SFHBSEMFTT
PG UIF JOJUJBM QPTJUJPO PG UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF
 $ঘগঌকঞজ঒ঘগজ ঊগ঍ ছ঎ক঎টঊগঌ঎ ঝঘ ঘঋজ঎ছটঊঝ঒ঘগজ
5IFSF BSF UXP NBJO DPODMVTJPOT UP CF ESBXO GSPN UIF SFTVMUT PG UIJT TUVEZ 'JSTU XF IBWF EFNPO
TUSBUFE UIBU HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO BOE CFIBWJPS DIBOHF TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ BT B SFTVMU PG TQBUJPUFNQPSBM

WBSJBUJPOT JO CFE QSPQFSUJFT UIBU BSJTF BT B QBSU PG VOGPSDFE JDF ୯୳PX WBSJBCJMJUZ 8IJMF JDF TUSFBNT
XIJDI IBWF B IBSE CFE PS B QFSNBOFOUMZTBUVSBUFE TPG୴ CFE NBZ OPU OFDFTTBSJMZ VOEFSHP MBSHF JOUFS
OBM WBSJBUJPOT JO CBTBM TIFBS TUSFTT JO B CSPBE QBSBNFUFS SFHJNF SFMFWBOU UP PCTFSWFE JDF TUSFBNT UIF
QPTTJCJMJUZ PG B EZOBNJDBMMZFWPMWJOH TPG୴ CFE NVTU CF DPOTJEFSFE "T XF IBWF TIPXO NPEFMT XIJDI
EP OPU JODMVEF EZOBNJDBMMZWBSZJOH CFE QSPQFSUJFT SJTL NJTTJOH PVU PO B XJEF BSSBZ PG JDF TUSFBN
CFIBWJPST
4FDPOE JDF TUSFBN HSPVOEJOH MJOFT PO PS OFBS SFUSPHSBEF TMPQFT FYIJCJU CFIBWJPST XIJDI BSF TFFN
JOHMZ BU PEET XJUI FYJTUJOH UIFPSJFT GPS HSPVOEJOH MJOF TUBCJMJUZ PS JOUFSOBM JDF TUSFBN WBSJBCJMJUZ
*DF TUSFBNT XIJDI BSF GBS GSPN B TUFBEZTUBUF EVF UP JOUFSOBM WBSJBCJMJUZ NBZ QFSTJTU PO SFUSPHSBEF
TMPQFT GPS DFOUVSJFT BOE SFWFSTF UIFJS EJSFDUJPO PG NJHSBUJPO PO TVDI TMPQFT 5IF NBSJOF JDF TIFFU
JOTUBCJMJUZ JT OPU FRVJQQFE UP FYQMBJO CFIBWJPS XIJDI PDDVST TP GBS GSPN TUFBEZTUBUF XIJDI DPN
QMJDBUFT IPX PCTFSWBUJPOT PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF NJHSBUJPO BSF JOUFSQSFUFE 5IF HSPVOEJOH MJOF PG BO
JDF TUSFBN SFUSFBUJOH POUP B TFDUJPO PG SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF NBZ DPOUJOVF UP SFUSFBU JSSFWFSTJCMZ PS NBZ
QBVTF GPS DFOUVSJFT EVSJOH TUBHOBUJPO CFGPSF SFBEWBODJOH POUP UIF QSPHSBEF TMPQF 5IF MBUUFS QPT
TJCJMJUZ NBZ FYQMBJO XIZ UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF PG UIF DVSSFOUMZ TUBHOBOU ,BNC *DF 4USFBN SFTUT PO B
SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF 	'SJFE FU BM 
 XJUIPVU FWJEFODF GPS POHPJOH NJHSBUJPO 	)PSHBO BOE "OBO
EBLSJTIOBO 
 %JTUJOHVJTIJOH CFUXFFO UIFTF QPTTJCJMJUJFT PG JSSFWFSTJCMF SFUSFBU BOE TUBHOBUJPO
CFGPSF SFWFSTBM GPS ,BNC BOE PUIFS JDF TUSFBNT JT DSJUJDBM JO NBLJOH BDDVSBUF MPOHUFSN QSFEJDUJPOT
PG JDF TUSFBN ୯୳VY BOE HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO )PXFWFS EFUFSNJOJOH XIFUIFS B HSPVOEJOH JT VO
EFSHPJOH JSSFWFSTJCMF SFUSFBU JT DPNQMJDBUFE CZ UIF TIPSU PCTFSWBUJPOBM SFDPSET PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF
QPTJUJPO GPS NBOZ JDF TUSFBNT XIJDI FYUFOE 	BU NPTU
 POMZ B GFX EFDBEFT 5P NBLF NPSF QSPHSFTT JO
DPOUFYUVBMJ[JOH FYJTUJOH PCTFSWBUJPOT BOE QSFEJDUJOH GVUVSF JDF TUSFBN CFIBWJPS OVNFSJDBM NPEFMT
BSF OFDFTTBSZ 5P BENJU UIF XJEFTU SBOHF PG QPTTJCMF JDF TUSFBN CFIBWJPS JDF TUSFBN NPEFMJOH TUVEJFT
NVTU JODMVEF EZOBNJD WBSJBUJPO JO CFE QSPQFSUJFT PS DPOWJODJOHMZ BSHVF UIBU TVDI WBSJBUJPO JT OPU
BQQMJDBCMF UP B QBSUJDVMBS JDF TUSFBN

5IFSF BSF % UIFSNPNFDIBOJDBM JDF TUSFBN NPEFMT XIJDI JODMVEF NPSF QSPDFTTFT UIBO UIF TJNQMF
୯୳PXMJOF NPEFM VUJMJ[FE JO UIJT TUVEZ 5IF TJNQMJDJUZ PG UIJT ୯୳PXMJOF NPEFM FOBCMFT SPCVTU FYQMP
SBUJPO PG UIF QBSBNFUFS TQBDF QSPDFTTMFWFM VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG EZOBNJDBM CFIBWJPS BOE DPNQBSJTPO
UP UIFPSJFT PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF TUBCJMJUZ BOE JDF TUSFBN WBSJBCJMJUZ 3PCFM FU BM 	
 TIPXFE UIBU
TUSPOH JDF TIFMG CVUUSFTTJOH BT QBSBNFUFSJ[FE CZ B CVUUSFTTJOH QBSBNFUFS NBZ QMBZ B SPMF JO TVQ
QSFTTJOH UIFSNBM PTDJMMBUJPOT BOE DPOTFRVFOUMZ NBZ EPNJOBUF JDF TUSFBN EZOBNJDT VOEFS TPNF
DJSDVNTUBODFT .PSF BDDVSBUFMZ EFUFSNJOJOH UIF JNQPSUBODF PG CVUUSFTTJOH XPVME SFRVJSF B NPEFM
XJUI B GVMMZ EZOBNJD JDF TIFMG JODMVEJOH VODFSUBJO QSPDFTTFT TVDI BT DBMWJOH )PXFWFS UP UIF FYUFOU
UIBU PTDJMMBUJPOT JO WFMPDJUZ BOE HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO PDDVS JO TPNF JDF TUSFBNT  BOE PCTFSWBUJPOT
TIPX UIBU UIFZ EP  UIF EZOBNJDT EJTDVTTFE JO UIJT TUVEZ BSF SFMFWBOU BOE MJLFMZ QMBZ B SPMF JO NPSF
SFBMJTUJD NPEFMT BT XFMM BT PCTFSWFE JDF TUSFBNT /POFUIFMFTT JO PSEFS UP ESBX EF୮ୢOJUJWF DPODMVTJPOT
BCPVU TQFDJ୮ୢD JDF TUSFBNT NPSF DPNQMFUF % JDF TUSFBN NPEFMJOH JT OFFEFE XIJDI UBLFT JOUP BD
DPVOU WBSJBUJPOT JO CFE QSPQFSUJFT TJNVMBUFE JO UIJT TUVEZ BOE BMTP EFUBJMT OPU DBQUVSFE CZ B ୯୳PXMJOF
NPEFM TVDI BT DSPTTTUSFBN WBSJBUJPOT JO CBTBM UPQPHSBQIZ
8F EP OPU DIBMMFOHF UIF OPUJPO UIBU BO VOCVUUSFTTFE JDF TUSFBN XJUI B 8FFSUNBO TMJEJOH MBX DBO
OPU IBWF B TUBCMF TUFBEZTUBUF HSPVOEJOH MJOF PO B SFUSPHSBEF CFE TMPQF 	FYDMVEJOH PUIFS QIZTJDBM QSP
DFTTFT
 )PXFWFS UIFSF BSF MJNJUBUJPOT JO USZJOH UP ୮ୢU BMM PCTFSWFE JDF TIFFU EZOBNJDT UP UIJT TJNQMF
WFSTJPO PG UIF NBSJOF JDF TIFFU JOTUBCJMJUZ *OEFFE SFDFOU TUVEJFT IBWF TIPXO UIBU BO BSSBZ PG QPUFO
UJBMMZ JNQPSUBOU QSPDFTTFT OPU JODMVEFE JO UIF DMBTTJDBM GPSNVMBUJPO PG UIF NBSJOF JDF TIFFU JOTUBCJMJUZ
NBZ JOIJCJU JU 0UIFS TUVEJFT 	4DINFMU[ FU BM  +PVHIJO FU BM   1BSJ[FL FU BM 

IBWF BMTP TIPXO UIBU GPSDFE TJNVMBUJPOT PG VOTUBCMF HSPVOEJOH MJOF NJHSBUJPO PWFS SFUSPHSBEF TMPQFT
BSF IJHIMZ TFOTJUJWF UP BTTVNQUJPOT BCPVU CFE QSPQFSUJFT 5IF TJNVMBUJPOT QSFTFOUFE IFSF TIPX UIF
UZQFT PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF CFIBWJPS UIBU BSF QPTTJCMF PODF XF TUFQ BXBZ GSPN UIF MJNJUJOH DPO୮ୢOFT PG
UIF NBSJOF JDF TIFFU JOTUBCJMJUZ XJUI B TUBUJD CFE
" OFX HFOFSBUJPO PG PCTFSWBUJPOT 	4DISPFEFS FU BM  4NJUI FU BM 
 IBT QSPWJEFE TPNF

JOEJSFDU JOEJDBUJPOT UIBU TVCHMBDJBM IZESPMPHZ NBZ QSPWJEF B TUBCJMJ[JOH GFFECBDL JO TJUVBUJPOT XIFSF
UIFSF JT IJHI CBTBM TIFBS TUSFTT OFBS UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF PG BO JDF TUSFBN VOEFS TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU FYUFSOBM
GPSDJOH TVDI BT PDFBO NFMUJOH )PXFWFS UIF QBVDJUZ PG EJSFDU PCTFSWBUJPOT PG CFE DPOEJUJPOT PWFS
NPTU PG 8FTU "OUBSDUJDB JODMVEJOH UIF QSFTFODF 	PS MBDL
 PG QMBTUJD UJMM BOE NFMUXBUFS BOE UIFJS UJNF
EFQFOEFOU FWPMVUJPO JT TUJMM B NBKPS PCTUBDMF UP NBLJOH BDDVSBUF QSFEJDUJPOT PG JDF TUSFBN FWPMVUJPO
'VUVSF TUVEJFT NVTU DPOUJOVF UP ୮ୢOE OFX XBZT UP NBLF PCTFSWBUJPOT PG CFE QSPQFSUJFT XIJDI DBO
CF JODPSQPSBUFE JOUP NPEFMT XJUI EZOBNJDBMMZ FWPMWJOH TVCHMBDJBM IZESPMPHZ 4VDI BO BQQSPBDI








5IF  LZS HMBDJBM PTDJMMBUJPOT UIBU IBWF PDDVSSFE TJODF UIF NJE1MFJTUPDFOF USBOTJUJPO 	)VZCFST

 IBWF CFFO NBSLFE CZ SBQJE USBOTJUJPOT GSPN HMBDJBM UP JOUFSHMBDJBM TUBUFT .JMBOLPWJUDI GPSD
JOH JT DPNNPOMZ CFMJFWFE UP IBWF QBDFE UIFTF USBOTJUJPOT 	)BZT FU BM 
 MJLFMZ EVF UP OPOMJOFBS
QIBTF MPDLJOH 	)ZEF BOE 1FMUJFS  (JMEPS BOE 5[JQFSNBO  5[JQFSNBO FU BM 
 *DF
TIFFUT FYQFSJFODF TFWFSBM QSFDFTTJPO 	 LZS
 BOE PCMJRVJUZ 	 LZS
 DZDMFT CFGPSF SFTQPOEJOH XJUI B
GVMM EFHMBDJBUJPO XIFO UIF JDF TIFFU JT MBSHF MFBEJOH UP UIF  LZS HMBDJBMJOUFSHMBDJBM QFSJPE )PX
FWFS SBQJE EFHMBDJBUJPOT PG MBSHF JDF TIFFUT DBOOPU CF FYQMBJOFE CZ UIF NBHOJUVEF PG .JMBOLPWJUDI
GPSDJOH BOE JOUFSOBM GFFECBDLT XJUIJO UIF DMJNBUF TZTUFN MJLFMZ QMBZFE B EPNJOBOU SPMF JO QSPEVDJOH
UIF BTZNNFUSZ CFUXFFO TMPX HMBDJBUJPO BOE SBQJE EFHMBDJBUJPO BOE UIF  LZS QFSJPE /VNFSPVT
GFFECBDLT IBWF CFFO TVHHFTUFE JODMVEJOH DIBOHFT JO TFB JDF DPWFS UIBU B୭GFDU BMCFEP BJSTFB ୯୳VYFT
PS TUPSN USBDL BOE UIFSFGPSF NPJTUVSF TVQQMZ UP JDF TIFFUT 	(JMEPS BOE 5[JQFSNBO  -J FU BM

 DIBOHFT UP UIF UIFSNPIBMJOF DJSDVMBUJPO 	#SPFDLFS BOE %FOUPO  1BJMMBSE 
 $0
GFFECBDLT JODMVEJOH JUT WFOUJMBUJPO GSPN UIF EFFQ PDFBO EVF UP DJSDVMBUJPO BOE TFB JDF DIBOHFT 	5PH
HXFJMFS  (JMEPS FU BM  4UFQIFOT BOE ,FFMJOH 
 BMCFEP WBSJBUJPOT EVF UP BUNPTQIFSJD
EVTU MPBEJOH 	1FMUJFS BOE .BSTIBMM 
 BOE NPSF
5IFTF DMJNBUF GFFECBDLT IBWF IBE MJNJUFE TVDDFTT JO FYQMBJOJOH SBQJE EFHMBDJBUJPO BOE HMBDJPMPH
JDBM GFFECBDLT IBWF UIFSFGPSF CFFO DPOTJEFSFE BT XFMM 5IJT JODMVEFT UIF IFJHIUNBTT CBMBODF GFFE
CBDL XIFSFJO BO JDF TIFFU UIBU JT MPXFSJOH JO FMFWBUJPO FYQFSJFODFT JODSFBTJOH TVSGBDF NFMUJOH BOE
GVSUIFS MPXFSJOH QPUFOUJBMMZ MFBEJOH UP B SVOBXBZ JDF TIFFU DPMMBQTF 	8FFSUNBO 
 "OPUIFS FY
BNQMF JOWPMWFT UIF JTPTUBUJD BEKVTUNFOU UP UIF MPBE PG BO JDF TIFFU 	0FSMFNBOT  1PMMBSE 

BMUIPVHI UIFTF GFFECBDLT TFFN TUJMM JOTV୭୮ୢDJFOU UP FYQMBJO UIF GVMM FYUFOU PG SBQJE EFHMBDJBUJPO 	"CF
0VDIJ FU BM 
 .PEFMT CBTFE PO TVDI GFFECBDLT TFFN PDDBTJPOBMMZ TVDDFTTGVM BU SFQSPEVDJOH GBTU
EFHMBDJBUJPOT CVU BSF IJHIMZ JEFBMJ[FE XJUI SFTQFDU UP JDF TIFFU EZOBNJDT TVHHFTUJOH UIBU UIFSF JT

NVDI NPSF UP CF VOEFSTUPPE BCPVU UIF EFUBJMFE QIZTJDBM NFDIBOJTN PG SBQJE JDF TIFFU DPMMBQTF
.JMMFOOJBMTDBMF HMBDJBM DMJNBUF WBSJBCJMJUZ QPJOUT UP JDF TUSFBNT BT B QPTTJCMF QSPDFTTFT DBQBCMF
PG QSPEVDJOH SBQJE JDF TIFFU DIBOHF FWFO JO UIF BCTFODF PG .JMBOLPWJUDI GPSDJOH )FJOSJDI FWFOUT
BSF POF FYBNQMF XIFSF MBSHF JDFCFSH EJTDIBSHF FWFOUT BSF UIPVHIU UP CF UIF SFTVMU PG ୯୳PX WBSJBCJM
JUZ PG UIF )VETPO 4USBJU *DF 4USFBN DBVTFE CZ FJUIFS JOUFSOBM WBSJBUJPOT JO TVCHMBDJBM UIFSNBM TUBUF
	.BD"ZFBM 
 PS PDFBOJOEVDFE DPMMBQTF PG B CVUUSFTTJOH -BCSBEPS 4FB *DF 4IFMG 	.BSDPUU FU BM

 &YUBOU HFPNPSQIPMPHJDBM FWJEFODF JOEJDBUFT UIBU NBOZ TVDI JDF TUSFBNT XFSF GPVOE UISPVHI
PVU UIF -BVSFOUJEF BOE &VSBTJBO *DF 4IFFUT 	4UPLFT BOE $MBSL 
 5IFZ BSF BMTP DPNNPO JO UIF
NPEFSO "OUBSDUJD BOE (SFFOMBOE *DF 4IFFUT XIFSF HMBDJPMPHJDBM PCTFSWBUJPOT TIPX FWJEFODF GPS TJN
JMBS ୯୳PX WBSJBCJMJUZ JO UIF MBTU  ZFBST 	3FU[MB୭G BOE #FOUMFZ  $BUBOJB FU BM 
 %FTQJUF
UIJT DPOTJEFSBCMF FWJEFODF UIBU JDF TUSFBNT XFSF B QMBZFS JO NJMMFOOJBM HMBDJBM WBSJBCJMJUZ UIF EZOBN
JDT PG JDF TUSFBN WBSJBCJMJUZ EVSJOH HMBDJBM UFSNJOBUJPOT JT TUJMM OPU XFMMVOEFSTUPPE BOE UIJT QBQFS
BUUFNQUT UP NBLF QSPHSFTT PO UIJT GSPOU
$MBSL FU BM 	
 TVHHFTUFE UIBU TJODF UIF NJE1MFJTUPDFOF USBOTJUJPO UIF BEWBODF PG MBSHF JDF
TIFFUT POUP NBSHJOBM TPG୴CFEEFE SFHJPOT XIFSF JDF TUSFBNT NBZ GPSN IBT BMNPTU BMXBZT CFFO B
QSFDPOEJUJPO GPS EFHMBDJBUJPO 4UPLFT BOE 5BSBTPW 	
 TIPX UIBU WBSJBUJPOT JO UIF NBTT ୯୳VY
UISPVHI UPQPHSBQIJD JDF TUSFBNT BSF JOEFFE TUSPOHMZ BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UIF TQBUJPUFNQPSBM QSPHSFT
TJPO PG EFHMBDJBUJPO (FPUIFSNBM IFBU ୯୳VY BU UIF CBTF PG B UIJDL JDF TIFFU MFBET UP TVCHMBDJBM NFMUJOH
BOE JT IZQPUIFTJ[FE MFBE UP JDF TIFFU DPMMBQTF 	FH .BSTIBMM BOE $MBSL  )VZCFST BOE 5[JQFS
NBO 
 5IJT BTTVNFT FYQMJDJUMZ PS JNQMJDJUMZ UIBU UIF HSBEVBM EFWFMPQNFOU PG JDF TUSFBNT VOEFS
UFNQFSBUF CFE DPOEJUJPOT SBJTFT UIF QPUFOUJBM GPS SBQJE JDF TIFFU DPMMBQTF
*O QBSBMMFM UP UIFTF DPODFQUVBM BOE NPEFMCBTFE JOWFTUJHBUJPOT PG JDF TUSFBN BDUJWJUZ EVSJOH EFHMBDJB
UJPO OFX NFUIPET GPS JOUFSQSFUJOH HFPNPSQIPMPHJDBM PCTFSWBUJPOT IBWF SFWFBMFE DPNQMFY JDF TUSFBN
CFIBWJPS EVSJOH EFHMBDJBUJPO 4UPLFT FU BM 	
 GPVOE FWJEFODF PG NBKPS JDF TUSFBN EJTDIBSHF
FWFOUT EVSJOH EFHMBDJBUJPO PG UIF /PSUIXFTUFSO NBSHJO PG UIF -BVSFOUJEF *DF 4IFFU BSPVOE  LZS

#1 SPVHIMZ DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP UIF UJNJOH PG .FMUXBUFS 1VMTF B .BSHPME FU BM 	
 DBMDVMBUFE UIF
QSPQPSUJPO PG UIF JDF TIFFU NBSHJO VOEFSHPJOH GBTU ୯୳PX BU EJ୭GFSFOU UJNFT EVSJOH EFHMBDJBUJPO UP
DPODMVEF UIBU EVSJOH UIF -(. UIF -BVSFOUJEF *DF 4IFFU IBE B TJNJMBS MFWFM PG TUSFBNJOH BT UIF NPE
FSO 8FTU "OUBSDUJD *DF 4IFFU 	BT KVEHFE CZ GSBDUJPO PG UIF NBSHJO TIPXJOH FWJEFODF PG JDF TUSFBN
JOH
 CVU MBUFS JO UIF EFHMBDJBUJPO 	BG୴FS  LZS #1
 TUSFBNJOH XBT HSFBUMZ SFEVDFE DPOTJTUFOU XJUI
PUIFS FTUJNBUFT 	4IBX FU BM  4UPLFT BOE 5BSBTPW 

(FPNPSQIPMPHJDBM PCTFSWBUJPOT BOE DPBSTF SFTPMVUJPO TIBMMPX JDF NPEFMT IBWF SBJTFE OFX RVFT
UJPOT SFHBSEJOH UIF SPMF PG JDF TUSFBNT JO EFHMBDJBUJPO 1SPWJEJOH BOTXFST UP UIFTF OFX RVFTUJPOT NBZ
OPX CF QPTTJCMF EVF UP UIF BEWFOU PG JDF TIFFU NPEFMT UIBU DBO SPCVTUMZ SFTPMWF JDF TUSFBNT BOE TJN
VMBUF UIF FWPMVUJPO PG TVCHMBDJBM UJMM QSPQFSUJFT JO TJNVMBUJPOT MBTUJOH  ZFBST PS NPSF 5IJT TUVEZ
VTFT TVDI BO JDF TIFFU NPEFM UP QFSGPSN TJNQMF JEFBMJ[FE TJNVMBUJPOT QSPCJOH UIF SFTQPOTF PG BO JDF
TIFFU UP B QSFTDSJCFE DIBOHF JO TVSGBDF DPOEJUJPOT DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP SBJTJOH PG FRVJMJCSJVN MJOF BMUJ
UVEF BOE TFB MFWFM BUNPTQIFSJD UFNQFSBUVSF 5IF EFWFMPQNFOU PG JDF TUSFBNT EVSJOH JDF TIFFU HSPXUI
JT EFNPOTUSBUFE UP QMBZ B LFZ SPMF JO UIF JODSFBTFE TFOTJUJWJUZ PG MBSHF JDF TIFFUT 	JO BDDPSEBODF XJUI
UIF TQFDVMBUJPO PG .BSTIBMM BOE $MBSL 
 'PSDJOH DMJNBUF CZ SBJTJOH FRVJMJCSJVN MJOF BMUJUVEF
DBVTFT B SBQJE EFHMBDJBUJPO EVF UP JDF TUSFBN BDDFMFSBUJPO BOE UIF SFTVMUJOH JODSFBTF JO EJTDIBSHF SBUF
BOE TVSGBDF NFMUJOH JO JDF TUSFBNT 5IF GVOEBNFOUBM DBVTF DBO CF USBDFE UP JODSFBTJOH ESJWJOH TUSFTT
JO JDF TUSFBN POTFU [POFT *U JT TIPXO UIBU DPBSTF SFTPMVUJPO JDF TIFFU NPEFMT TJNJMBS UP UIPTF VTFE JO
NBOZ QBMFPDMJNBUF TJNVMBUJPOT EP B QPPS KPC PG SFTPMWJOH JDF TUSFBN BDUJWJUZ BOE DPOTFRVFOUMZ BSF
VOBCMF UP BDDVSBUFMZ TJNVMBUF UIF JDF TIFFU SFTQPOTF UP GPSDJOH XIJDI JT EFNPOTUSBUFE IFSF
5IJT QBQFS JT PSHBOJ[FE BT GPMMPXT 4FDUJPO  JOUSPEVDFT UIF JDF TIFFU NPEFM BOE UIF DPO୮ୢHVSB
UJPO PG DMJNBUF GPSDJOH TJNVMBUJPOT 4FDUJPO  EFTDSJCFT JDF TIFFU CVJMEVQ EFHMBDJBUJPO UIF SPMF PG
JDF TUSFBNT JO FOIBODJOH UIF MBSHF JDF TIFFU TFOTJUJWJUZ UP GPSDJOH BOE UIF SPCVTUOFTT PG UIF SFTQPOTF
VOEFS TMPXFS GPSDJOH 4FDUJPO  EFNPOTUSBUFT UIF JNQPSUBODF PG SFTPMWJOH JDF TUSFBNT JO TJNVMBUJOH
UIF GVMM EFHMBDJBUJPO PG JDF TUSFBNT 4FDUJPOT  BOE  DPODMVEF CZ EJTDVTTJOH UIF SFMFWBODF PG UIFTF

TJNVMBUJPOT UP PCTFSWBUJPOT BOE UIF QPUFOUJBM GPS JDF TUSFBN JOUFSBDUJPOT XJUI PUIFS DPNQPOFOUT PG
UIF &BSUI TZTUFN
 .ঘ঍঎ক $ঘগএ঒ঐঞছঊঝ঒ঘগ
5P TJNVMBUF BO JDF TIFFU XJUI UIF DBQBDJUZ UP GPSN EZOBNJDBMMZFWPMWJOH JDF TUSFBNT XF FNQMPZ UIF
1BSBMMFM *DF 4IFFU .PEFM 	1*4.
 B % UIFSNPNFDIBOJDBM JDF TIFFU NPEFM 8F VTF UIF IZCSJE GPSDF
CBMBODF TDIFNF 	#VFMFS BOE #SPXO 
 B DPNQPTJUF PG UIF TIBMMPX JDF BOE TIBMMPX TIFMG BQQSPY
JNBUJPOT GPS JDF TIFFU ୯୳PX 	EJTDVTTFE JO DIBQUFS 
 $SJUJDBMMZ UIJT IZCSJE GPSDF CBMBODF TDIFNF JO
DMVEFT WJTDPVT TUSFTTFT MBUFSBM UP UIF EPNJOBOU EJSFDUJPO PG JDF ୯୳PX BOE BENJUT UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ PG JDF
TUSFBN GPSNBUJPO JO MPDBUJPOT XJUI XFBL CBTBM SFTJTUBODF 'PS UIF JEFBMJ[FE CFE UPQPHSBQIZ VTFE JO
UIJT TUVEZ UIF IZCSJE GPSDF CBMBODF QSPWJEFT B SPCVTU BQQSPYJNBUJPO UP TPMVUJPOT PG UIF GVMM TFU PG
4UPLFT ୯୳PX FRVBUJPOT 8JUI UIF FYDFQUJPO PG TFDUJPO  BMM NPEFM TJNVMBUJPOT BSF QFSGPSNFE PO B
IPSJ[POUBM SFDUBOHVMBS HSJE XJUI  LN SFTPMVUJPO BOE B RVBESBUJD WFSUJDBM HSJE XJUI  N SFTPMV
UJPO 	TFF GVMM NPEFM EFTDSJQUJPO JO #VFMFS BOE #SPXO 

5IF JEFBMJ[FE CFE DPO୮ୢHVSBUJPO IBT BO BYJTZNNFUSJD UPQPHSBQIZ XJUI B ୯୳BU DPOUJOFOUBM JOUFSJPS









XIFSF S = √Y + Z JT UIF EJTUBODF GSPN UIF DFOUFS PG UIF EPNBJO JO NFUFST
5IF CFE JT BTTVNFE UP CF UJMMDPWFSFE FWFSZXIFSF #BTBM TMJEJOH PWFS UIF UJMM JT HPWFSOFE CZ B
.PIS$PVMPNC QMBTUJD GSJDUJPO MBX 	5SV୭GFS FU BM  4DIPPG C
 5IF ZJFME TUSFTT PG UIF UJMM
JT
ɑD = (UBOɓ)/UJMM, 	


XIFSF ɓ JT B TQFDJ୮ୢFE UJMM GSJDUJPO BOHMF BOE/UJMM = /(8UJMM) JT UIF F୭GFDUJWF QSFTTVSF BU UIF JDFUJMM
JOUFSGBDF XIJDI JT EFUFSNJOFE CZ UIF MPDBM UJMM XBUFS DPOUFOU 0VS JEFBMJ[FE DPO୮ୢHVSBUJPO JODMVEFT
QSFTDSJCFE SFHJPOT PG XFBL UJMM XIFSF JDF TUSFBNT BSF QFSNJUUFE UP GPSN 5IF XFBL UJMM TUSJQT BSF BMM 
LN XJEF CFHJOOJOH BU UIF DFOUFS PG UIF EPNBJO BOE SBEJBUJOH PVUXBSE UP UIF FEHF PG UIF EPNBJO
*O UIF XFBL UJMM TUSJQT UIF UJMM GSJDUJPO BOHMF JT TFU TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ MPX 	ɓ = ◦
 UP QFSNJU TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU
CBTBM NPUJPO XIFO UIF UJMM JT TBUVSBUFE XJUI NFMUXBUFS &MTFXIFSF B VOJGPSN IJHI UJMM GSJDUJPO BO
HMF PG ɓ = ◦ JT TQFDJ୮ୢFE XIJDI FOTVSFT UIBU UIF ZJFME TUSFTT JT OPU BDIJFWFE BOE UIFSF JT OP CBTBM
NPUJPO 	FWFO XIFO UIF UJMM JT TBUVSBUFE XJUI NFMUXBUFS
 5IF CFE JT DPO୮ୢHVSFE JO UIJT XBZ TP UIBU
UIF UIF QSPQPSUJPO PG UIF GVMM TJNVMBUFE JDF TIFFU NBSHJO VOEFSHPJOH JDF TUSFBNJOH DBO CF TFU UP B
MFWFM SFTFNCMJOH UIBU JOGFSSFE GSPN HFPNPSQIPMPHJDBM PCTFSWBUJPOT PG UIF -BVSFOUJEF *DF 4IFFU BU
UIF -BTU (MBDJBM .BYJNVN 8F IBWF FMFDUFE OPU UP QSFTDSJCF JDF TUSFBN MPDBUJPO BOE XJEUI CZ JOTFSU
JOH USPVHIT JO CFE UPQPHSBQIZ 	,ZSLF4NJUI FU BM 
 UP FYDMVEF UIF QPUFOUJBM GPS HSPVOEJOH MJOF
JOTUBCJMJUJFT XIJDI BSF CFZPOE UIF TDPQF PG UIJT TUVEZ
5IF F୭GFDUT PG DIBOHJOH DMJNBUF GPSDJOH DBVTFE CZ PSCJUBM WBSJBUJPOT BSF TQFDJ୮ୢFE UISPVHI TVSGBDF
NBTT CBMBODF 	BDDVNVMBUJPO NJOVT NFMUJOH
 BOE TVSGBDF BUNPTQIFSJD UFNQFSBUVSF 5IF TVSGBDF NBTT
CBMBODF 	.
 EFQFOET PO UIF WFSUJDBM EJTUBODF GSPN UIF &-" BT GPMMPXT
.()) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ ȿ()−)&-") JG) < )&-" +)3ȿ)3 JG) ≥ )&-" +)3, 	

BOE JODSFBTFT MJOFBSMZ XJUI JDF TIFFU TVSGBDF FMFWBUJPO BU B SBUF ȿ VOUJM B TQFDJ୮ୢFE SVOP୭G FMFWBUJPO
XIFSF TVSGBDF NBTT CBMBODF JT BTTVNFE UP SFBDI B DPOTUBOU 8F SFQSFTFOU UIF F୭GFDUT PG .JMBOLPWJUDI
GPSDJOH BOE DMJNBUF F୭GFDUT WJB TQBUJBMMZVOJGPSN DIBOHFT UP UIF FRVJMJCSJVN MJOF BMUJUVEF 	&-" PS
)&-" JO FRVBUJPO 
 XIJDI JT UIF FMFWBUJPO BU XIJDI UIF OFU TVSGBDF NBTT CBMBODF JT [FSP 5IJT TQFD
J୮ୢDBUJPO PG FMFWBUJPOEFQFOEFOU TVSGBDF NBTT CBMBODF JT VTFE JO NBOZ NPEFMJOH TUVEJFT PG JDF TIFFUT

BOE SF୯୳FDUT PCTFSWBUJPOT PG TVSGBDF NBTT CBMBODF JO NPEFSO NPVOUBJO HMBDJFST BOE JDF TIFFUT 	FH
0FSMFNBOT  1PMMBSE BOE %F$POUP 
 4FBMFWFM BUNPTQIFSJD UFNQFSBUVSF 	5T
 JT TQFDJ୮ୢFE
BOE UIF BUNPTQIFSJD UFNQFSBUVSF BU UIF JDF TVSGBDF 	)
 EFDSFBTFT XJUI JDF TVSGBDF FMFWBUJPO BDDPSEJOH
UP UIF ESZ BEJBCBUJD MBQTF SBUF 	˴ = .◦$LN

5()) = 5T − ˴). 	

'PS TJNQMJDJUZ XF BTTVNF UIBU UIFSF JT NFMUJOH BU UIF JDF TVSGBDF XIFO UIF BUNPTQIFSJD UFNQFSBUVSF JT
BCPWF ◦$ 5IJT JNQMJFT UIBU 5()&-") = ◦$ PS UIBU UIF &-" JT BMXBZT MPDBUFE XIFSF JDF TVSGBDF
UFNQFSBUVSF JT BU UIF NFMUJOH QPJOU
5IF QVSQPTF PG UIJT TUVEZ JT UP FYQMPSF UIF SPMF PG JDF TUSFBNT JO HMBDJBM UFSNJOBUJPO JO BO JEFBMJ[FE
DPO୮ୢHVSBUJPO UIBU BMMPXT VT UP VOEFSTUBOE UIFJS SPMF JO JTPMBUJPO BOE XF IBWF UIFSFGPSF FMJNJOBUFE
NBOZ PUIFS GFFECBDLT UIBU BSF FYQFDUFE UP QMBZ BO JNQPSUBOU SPMF JO SFBMJUZ 8IFSF UIF JDF NBSHJO JT
MFTT UIBO  NFUFST UIJDL JDF JT DBMWFE JNNFEJBUFMZ JO BDDPSEBODF XJUI PCTFSWBUJPOBM FWJEFODF 	"M
CSFDIU FU BM 
 "EEJUJPOBMMZ BMM ୯୳PBUJOH JDF JT BTTVNFE UP JNNFEJBUFMZ DBMWF GSPN UIF HSPVOEFE
JDF TIFFU BOE UIF NPEFM TFUVQ UIFSFGPSF EPFT OPU JODMVEF CVUUSFTTJOH F୭GFDUT CZ JDF TIFMWFT &WFO JG
୯୳PBUJOH JDF XFSF OPU DBMWFE UIF TJNQMJ୮ୢFE CFE UPQPHSBQIZ QSFDMVEFT TUSPOH CVUUSFTTJOH F୭GFDUT GSPN
PDDVSSJOH JO UIFTF TJNVMBUJPOT 5IPVHI FYUFSOBM PDFBO GPSDJOH PO JDF TIFMWFT JT QPUFOUJBMMZ BO JN
QPSUBOU DPNQPOFOU PG DMJNBUF GPSDJOH MFBEJOH UP JDF TIFFU EFHMBDJBUJPO JU JT CFZPOE UIF TDPQF PG UIF
DVSSFOU XPSL XJUI JUT JEFBMJ[FE BQQSPBDI BMMPXJOH VT UP GPDVT PO EJ୭GFSFOU QSPDFTTFT "EEJUJPOBM
DMJNBUF BOE &BSUI TZTUFN DPNQPOFOUT BSF OPU JODMVEFE CVU NBZ CF FYQFDUFE UP GVSUIFS BNQMJGZ UIF
TUBOEBMPOF JDF TIFFU SFTQPOTF UP FYUFSOBM GPSDJOH 	TFF TFDUJPO  GPS GVSUIFS EJTDVTTJPO


 5঑঎ জ঎গজ঒ঝ঒ট঒ঝঢ ঘএ কঊছঐ঎ ঒ঌ঎ জ঑঎঎ঝজ ঝঘ এঘছঌ঒গঐ
5IF QSJNBSZ HPBM PG UIJT TUVEZ JT UP EFUFSNJOF UIF TFOTJUJWJUZ PG BO JDF TIFFU WJB JDF TUSFBN BDUJWJUZ
UP B DIBOHF JO DMJNBUF GPSDJOH BU EJ୭GFSFOU TUBHFT EVSJOH JUT HSPXUI "T OPUFE JO UIF JOUSPEVDUJPO
JDF TIFFUT FYQFSJFODF TFWFSBM QSFDFTTJPO BOE PCMJRVJUZ DZDMFT UP XIJDI UIFZ EP OPU SFTQPOE XJUI B
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Figure 5.1: Evolution of important diagnostic quantities during ice sheet growth. (a) Ice sheet volume. (b) Percentage
of base that is at pressuremelting point. (c) Discharge due to calving at margin. (d) Percentage of margin in ice streams.
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Figure 5.2: Ice sheet response to climate forcing at various times during growth. (a) Ice volume. (b) Change in ice vol-
umewith reference to ice volume at time of forcing. (c) Surfacemass balance. (d) Surfacemass balance following forc-
ing. (e) Discharge due to calving at ice sheet margin. (f) Discharge following forcing.
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Figure 5.3: Mechanism of ice stream acceleration. In both panels, the x-axis is time since climate forcing and the y-axis
is the distance from ice sheet margin (radial distance upslope frommargin). All quantities are averaged over a radial
distance from the center of the domain. (a) Basal ice velocity. (b) Driving stress.


















Figure 5.4: Surfacemass balance changes due to change in climate forcing. Crosses indicate SMB at a typical ice
stream elevation. Open circles denote typical SMB in ice dome location, upstream of ice streams. Black line andmark-
ers indicate surfacemass balance just before the change to climate forcing is applied. Blue dash line andmarkers
indicate surfacemass balance just after.
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Figure 5.5: Decomposition of ice sheet diagnostics into ice stream and non-ice stream components. (a) Contribution
tomass balance by discharge due to calving following forcing. (b) Surfacemass balance following forcing. (c) Mean
elevation following forcing. (d) Area following forcing. (e) Ice volume ﬂux through the) = melevation contour
following forcing. (f) Ice volume loss following forcing decomposed into components due to: surfacemass balance in
non-ice stream regions (black solid line), surfacemass balance in ice stream regions (blue solid line), discharge from
non-ice stream regions (black dashed line), discharge from ice stream regions (blue dashed line) and the total mass loss
(orange line, as in Figure 5.2b). In all panels black line is in non-streaming regions deﬁned as basal velocity less than 100
m/yr, blue line is in streaming regions deﬁned as basal velocity greater than 100m/yr.
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Figure 5.6: Ice sheet response in simulations with differing rates of changing climate forcing. (a) Speciﬁed equilibrium
line altitude. (b) Change in ice volume following start of forcing change. (c) Surfacemass balance following start of
forcing change. (d) Discharge due to calving at the ice sheet margin following start of forcing. All curves in panels c and
d are smoothedwith a 100 year ﬁlter from rawmodel output to eliminate sub-centennial numerical noise.
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Figure 5.7: Ice sheet response in simulations with differing horizontal model resolution. (a) Change in ice volume
following forcing. (b) Discharge due to calving at the ice sheet margin following forcing. All curves in panels b are
smoothed from rawmodel output to eliminate sub-centennial numerical noise.
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 6MMNBO FU BM 	
 FYQMJDJUMZ TJNVMBUFE
UIF TVSGBDF NBTT CBMBODF PG UIF EFHMBDJBUJOH -BVSFOUJEF *DF 4IFFU XJUI B GVMM DMJNBUF NPEFM VOEFS SF
BMJTUJD PSCJUBM GPSDJOH BOE GPVOE UIBU TMPX TVSGBDF NBTT BDDVNVMBUJPO BU IJHI FMFWBUJPO DIBOHFT WFSZ
MJUUMF UISPVHI EFHMBDJBUJPO XIJMF TVSGBDF NBTT MPTT BU MPXFMFWBUJPOT JODSFBTFT DPOTJEFSBCMZ 5IJT JT
DPOTJTUFOU XJUI UIF DPOTFRVFODFT PG UIF TIJG୴FE &-" PO UIF TVSGBDF NBTT CBMBODF JO PVS TJNVMBUJPOT
XIJDI MFBET UP UIF JOUFSFTUJOH EZOBNJD JDF TUSFBN SFTQPOTF
8F BMTP ୮ୢOE UIBU JDF TUSFBN SFTQPOTF EPNJOBUFT UIF NBTT CBMBODF EVSJOH UIF CFHJOOJOH PG UIF
EFHMBDJBUJPO XIJMF TVSGBDF NBTT CBMBODF POMZ CFDPNFT OFHBUJWF EVSJOH UIF MBUFS QBSU PG UIF EFHMBDJB
UJPO 5IJT USBOTJUJPO IBQQFOT BG୴FS BCPVU  LZS JO PVS HSBEVBMMZ SBNQJOH DMJNBUF GPSDJOH TJNVMBUJPOT
	TFDUJPO  'JHVSF 
 6MMNBO FU BM 	
 BMTP BSHVF UIBU UIF ୮ୢSTU IBMG PG EFHMBDJBUJPO NVTU IBWF
CFFO EPNJOBUFE CZ EZOBNJDBM MPTTFT XIJDI XF JOUFSQSFU IFSF BT UIF QPTTJCMF F୭GFDU PG JDF TUSFBN BD
DFMFSBUJPO 5IFZ ୮ୢOE UIBU TVSGBDF NBTT CBMBODF 	NFMUJOH
 DBO BDDPVOU GPS UIF NBTT MPTT EVSJOH UIF
MBUFS QBSUT PG UIF EFHMBDJBUJPO BHBJO DPOTJTUFOU XJUI PVS ୮ୢOEJOHT
0VS NPEFM TJNVMBUJPOT DBO BMTP CF DPNQBSFE UP NPEFSO PCTFSWBUJPOT *O UIF MBTU GFX EFDBEFT BO
BDDFMFSBUJPO JO NBOZ (SFFOMBOE PVUMFU HMBDJFST IBT CFFO PCTFSWFE 4UVEJFT BUUSJCVUF UIJT BDDFMFSBUJPO
JO TPNF MBSHF PVUMFU HMBDJFST TVDI BT )FMIFJN 	)PXBU FU BM 
 BOE +BLPCTIBWFO 	+PVHIJO FU BM

 WBO EFS 7FFO FU BM 
 UP UIJOOJOH BU MPX FMFWBUJPOT FOIBODJOH ESJWJOH TUSFTT VQTUSFBN
5IJT NFDIBOJTN JT WFSZ TJNJMBS UP UIBU TIPXO JO UIJT TUVEZ UIPVHI QSFWJPVT TUVEJFT IBWF OPU FY
QMPSFE BO FYQMJDJU MJOL UP UIF TIBQF PG UIF TVSGBDF NBTT CBMBODF QSP୮ୢMF 	.()) JO 
 *U JT QPTTJCMF
UIBU UIF TBNF TUFFQFOJOH JO JDF TUSFBN POTFU SFHJPOT QSPDFTT XIJDI JT DVSSFOUMZ POHPJOH JO TPNF
QBSUT PG (SFFOMBOE JO SFTQPOTF UP FYUFSOBM DIBOHFT JO DMJNBUF XBT BMTP BDUJWF JO NBSJOFUFSNJOBUJOH
JDF TUSFBNT JO UIF -BVSFOUJEF *DF 4IFFU EVSJOH UIF MBTU EFHMBDJBUJPO
0VS JEFBMJ[FE NPEFMJOH BQQSPBDI ZJFMET B TUSPOH BOE SBQJE EFHMBDJBUJPO CVU JU BMTP OFHMFDUT NBOZ
PUIFS JOUFSOBM GFFECBDLT JO UIF FBSUI TZTUFN XIJDI NBZ JOUFSBDU XJUI BOE BNQMJGZ JDF TUSFBN BDDFM
FSBUJPO 'PS FYBNQMF TMPX JTPTUBUJD EFQSFTTJPO PG UIF &BSUIؠT TVSGBDF DPVME QPUFOUJBMMZ MPXFS MBSHF
QPSUJPOT PG BO JDF TUSFBN USVOL CFMPX TFB MFWFM QSPMPOHJOH UIF QFSJPE PWFS XIJDI JDF TUSFBNT SFNBJO
NBSJOFUFSNJOBUJOH BOE BDUJWF 5ISPVHI UIJT NFDIBOJTN FWFO B SFMBUJWFMZ GBTU BEKVTUNFOU UJNF TDBMF
GPS UIF CFE 	JF  LZS
 DPVME QSPMPOH UIF QFSJPE PG JDF TUSFBN BDDFMFSBUJPO FOPVHI UP GVSUIFS FO
IBODF UIF SBUF PG EFHMBDJBUJPO 0UIFS GFFECBDLT JO UIF DMJNBUF TZTUFN SFWJFXFE JO TFDUJPO  NBZ
BMTP BNQMJGZ &-" DIBOHFT BOE TFB MFWFM BUNPTQIFSJD UFNQFSBUVSF DIBOHFT )PXFWFS TVDI GFFECBDLT
BSF DPOTJEFSFE FYUFSOBM JO UIJT TUVEZ BT XF BSF GPDVTFE PO JEFOUJGZJOH BOE VOEFSTUBOEJOH GFFECBDLT
JOUFSOBM UP UIF JDF TIFFU TZTUFN
0UIFS JDF TIFFU QSPDFTTFT OPU DPOTJEFSFE IFSF MJLFMZ DPOUSJCVUFE UP SBQJE EFHMBDJBUJPO JO SFTQPOTF
UP B DIBOHF JO DMJNBUF GPSDJOH &OIBODFE DJSDVMBUJPO PG XBSN PDFBO XBUFS JO DPOUBDU XJUI JDF TIFMWFT
BOE XJUI HSPVOEJOH MJOFT JT UIPVHIU UP QMBZ B NBKPS SPMF JO UIF POHPJOH BDDFMFSBUJPO PG NBOZ (SFFO
MBOE BOE 8FTU "OUBSDUJD JDF TUSFBNT 	+PVHIJO FU BM 
 6OEFSTUBOEJOH TVDI PDFBOGPSDFE BDDFMFS
BUJPO SFRVJSFT TJNVMBUJOH SFBMJTUJD TVCJDF TIFMG NFMU SBUFT BOE DIBOHFT JO UIF TVCTIFMG DBWJUZ HFPN
FUSZ PO DMJNBUJD UJNF TDBMFT 	5JNNFSNBOO FU BM 
 "EEJUJPOBMMZ NFMUXBUFS QSPEVDFE BU UIF JDF
TIFFU TVSGBDF NBZ ESBJO UP UIF CBTF BOE DBVTF DIBOHFT JO UJMM TUSFOHUI PS TVCHMBDJBM ESBJOBHF OFUXPSLT
XIJDI NBZ CF QSFTFOU 4VDI TVQSBHMBDJBM MBLF ESBJOBHF FWFOUT 	4UFWFOT FU BM 
 BOE UIF FWPMVUJPO
PG TVCHMBDJBM DPOEVJUT 	4DIPPG 
 BSF UIPVHI UP QMBZ BO JNQPSUBOU SPMF JO UIF POHPJOH FWPMVUJPO

PG UIF (SFFOMBOE *DF 4IFFU BOE QPTTJCMZ JO QBTU EFHMBDJBUJPOT
 $ঘগঌকঞজ঒ঘগজ
5IF NBJO ୮ୢOEJOH PG UIJT TUVEZ JT UIBU BO BDDFMFSBUJPO JO JDF TUSFBN EJTDIBSHF HSFBUMZ FOIBODFT UIF
EFHMBDJBUJPO PG MBSHF JDF TIFFUT JO SFTQPOTF UP DIBOHFT JO DMJNBUF GPSDJOH TVDI BU UIPTF ESJWFO CZ PS
CJUBM WBSJBUJPOT *DF TUSFBN BDDFMFSBUJPO JT B EJSFDU DPOTFRVFODF PG JODSFBTFE ESJWJOH TUSFTTFT JO JDF
TUSFBN POTFU SFHJPOT XIJDI BSF DBVTFE CZ B GBTUFS SBUF PG TVSGBDF NFMUJOH BU MPX JDF TUSFBN FMFWB
UJPOT UIBO BU IJHI FMFWBUJPOT JO UIF JDF TIFFU JOUFSJPS GPMMPXJOH B DIBOHF JO DMJNBUF GPSDJOH 8F ୮ୢOE
UIBU POMZ TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ MBSHF JDF TIFFUT VOEFSHP TVDI B SBQJE EFHMBDJBUJPO CFDBVTF JDF TUSFBNT BSF BD
UJWBUFE PODF UIFSF JT B TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ UIJDL NBSJOFUFSNJOBUJOH NBSHJO BOE UFNQFSBUF CBTBM JDF 5IJT
DBO QPUFOUJBMMZ IFMQ FYQMBJO XIZ JDF TIFFUT FYQFSJFODF TFWFSBM QSFDFTTJPO BOE PCMJRVJUZ DZDMFT CFGPSF
SFTQPOEJOH XJUI B GVMM EFHMBDJBUJPO XIFO UIF JDF TIFFU JT MBSHF 8F BMTP ୮ୢOE UIBU BDDVSBUFMZ TJNV
MBUJOH B SBQJE EFHMBDJBUJPO SFRVJSFT TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ ୮ୢOF NPEFM SFTPMVUJPO UIBU BMMPXT JDF TUSFBNT UP CF
SFTPMWFE 5IF JEFBMJ[FE NPEFM TJNVMBUJPOT TIPXJOH UIJT JDF TUSFBN BDDFMFSBUJPO BOE SBQJE EFHMBDJB
UJPO BSF CSPBEMZ DPOTJTUFOU XJUI HFPMPHJDBM PCTFSWBUJPOT PG UIF MBTU EFHMBDJBUJPO JODMVEJOH B HSFBUFS
JNQPSUBODF PG JDF TUSFBN EJTDIBSHF FBSMZ JO EFHMBDJBUJPO
5IJT TUVEZ IJHIMJHIUT UIF GBDU UIBU JDF ୯୳PX BOE TVSGBDF NBTT CBMBODF BSF JOFYUSJDBCMZ JOUFSUXJOFE
BOE POMZ XIFO DPVQMFE UPHFUIFS EP UIFZ QSPEVDF UIF GVMM JDF TIFFU SFTQPOTF UP B DIBOHF JO DMJNBUF
GPSDJOH 5IF BDDFMFSBUJPO JO JDF TUSFBN EJTDIBSHF EJTDVTTFE BCPWF JT JOEVDFE CZ B DIBOHF JO UIF TVS
GBDF NBTT CBMBODF UIBU DBVTFT FOIBODFNFOU PG ESJWJOH TUSFTT JO JDF TUSFBN POTFU SFHJPOT *O UVSO
JDF TUSFBNT QMBZ B SPMF JO EFUFSNJOJOH UIF FWPMVUJPO PG TVSGBDF NBTT CBMBODF 5IF QSFTFODF PG BDUJWF
JDF TUSFBNT MBUF JO JDF TIFFU HSPXUI QSPEVDFT B UIJOOFS ୯୳BUUFS JDF TIFFU XIJDI JT UIFO NPSF TVTDFQ
UJCMF UP DIBOHFT JO DMJNBUF "G୴FS B DIBOHF JO DMJNBUF GPSDJOH JDF TUSFBN BDDFMFSBUJPO NPEJ୮ୢFT UIF
TVSGBDF NBTT CBMBODF CZ SBQJEMZ USBOTQPSUJOH NBTT GSPN IJHIFMFWBUJPO BDDVNVMBUJPO SFHJPOT UP MPX

FMFWBUJPO BCMBUJPO SFHJPOT 5IJT JOUFSQMBZ CFUXFFO JDF ୯୳PX BOE TVSGBDF NBTT CBMBODF DBO JOGPSN
UIF JOUFSQSFUBUJPO PG TUVEJFT XIJDI TJNVMBUF EFHMBDJBUJPO CZ SFMZJOH PO TVSGBDF NBTT CBMBODF BOE






5IJT EJTTFSUBUJPO IBT JOWFTUJHBUFE UIF EZOBNJDT PG JDF TUSFBNT SFHJPOT PG GBTU ୯୳PX JO JDF TIFFUT "T
UIF NBJO DPOEVJU CZ XIJDI JDF JT USBOTQPSUFE GSPN BDDVNVMBUJOH SFHJPOT JO UIF JDF TIFFU JOUFSJPS UP
DBMWJOH SFHJPOT BU UIF JDF TIFFU NBSHJO JDF TUSFBNT BSF PG୴FO IPUTQPUT PG SBQJE JDF TIFFU DIBOHF )PX
FWFS EFCBUF SFNBJOT DPODFSOJOH UIF EZOBNJDBM QSPDFTTFT DPOUSPMMJOH JDF TUSFBN ୯୳PX PO MPOH UJNF
TDBMFT 6TJOH B SBOHF PG NBUIFNBUJDBM UPPMT BOE B IJFSBSDIZ PG OVNFSJDBM NPEFMT UIJT EJTTFSUBUJPO
TUSJWFE UP BEWBODF VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG JDF TUSFBN WBSJBCJMJUZ BOE EZOBNJDBM JOUFSBDUJPOT XJUI DMJNBUF
*O DIBQUFS  XF EFTDSJCFE B TJNQMF NFDIBOJTN GPS JOUFSOBM JDF TUSFBN WBSJBCJMJUZ JO XIJDI WBSJB
UJPOT JO UIF TVCHMBDJBM UIFSNBM TUBUF DBO DBVTF DFOUFOOJBM UP NJMMFOOJBMTDBMF PTDJMMBUJPOT JO JDF TUSFBN
୯୳PX 5IF NFDIBOJTN JT SFQSPEVDFE JO B TJNQMF JDF TUSFBN CPY NPEFM UIBU DPVQMFT JDF ୯୳PX UP TVC
HMBDJBM NFMUXBUFS QSPEVDUJPO 8F TIPXFE UIBU JDF TUSFBNT FYIJCJU FJUIFS TUFBEZ PS PTDJMMBUPSZ CF
IBWJPS *G HFPUIFSNBM IFBU ୯୳VY JT IJHI PS UIF JDF TVSGBDF UFNQFSBUVSF JT XBSN TV୭୮ୢDJFOU NFMUXBUFS
JT QSPEVDFE BU UIF JDFUJMM JOUFSGBDF UP SFEVDF UIF JNQPSUBODF PG UIJDLOFTT WBSJBUJPOT JO WFSUJDBM DPO
EVDUJWF IFBU ୯୳VY MFBEJOH UP TUFBEZTUSFBNJOH CFIBWJPS "MUFSOBUFMZ JG HFPUIFSNBM IFBU ୯୳VY JT MPX
PS JDF TVSGBDF UFNQFSBUVSF JT DPME UIFO UIF JDF TUSFBN XJMM VOEFSHP PTDJMMBUJPOT CFUXFFO BDUJWF BOE
TUBHOBOU ୯୳PX TUBUFT -JOFBS TUBCJMJUZ BOBMZTJT DPO୮ୢSNFE UIBU UIF PDDVSSFODF BOE BNQMJUVEF PG TVDI
CFIBWJPS EFQFOET QSJNBSJMZ PO UIF SBUJP PG HFPUIFSNBM IFBU ୯୳VY UP B TDBMFE WFSUJDBM DPOEVDUJWF IFBU
୯୳VY 5IF TJNQMJDJUZ PG UIF NPEFM FOBCMFT UIF EFSJWBUJPO PG BOBMZUJD BQQSPYJNBUJPOT GPS UIF TUBCJMJUZ
CPVOEBSZ BNQMJUVEF BOE QFSJPE PG PTDJMMBUJPOT XIJDI XFSF EFNPOTUSBUFE UP NBUDI TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ XFMM
UP OVNFSJDBM FTUJNBUFT
5IFSNBMMZSFHVMBUFE PTDJMMBUJPOT JO PVS TJNQMF NPEFM IBWF QFSJPE PG DFOUVSJFT UP NJMMFOOJB
XIJDI BDDPSET XJUI PCTFSWBUJPOT PG JDF TUSFBN WBSJBCJMJUZ GSPN CPUI UIF NPEFSO 8FTU "OUBSDUJD
*DF 4IFFU BOE )FJOSJDI &WFOUT XIJDI UPPL QMBDF EVSJOH UIF MBTU HMBDJBM QFSJPE 8F TVHHFTUFE UIBU JDF
TUSFBNT JO UIF 4JQMF $PBTU SFHJPO PG 8FTU "OUBSDUJDB NBZ SFTJEF JO BO PTDJMMBUPSZ SFHJPO PG QBSBNFUFS
TQBDF UIBU JT DMPTF UP UIF USBOTJUJPO UP TUFBEZTUSFBNJOH CFIBWJPS 5IJT USBOTJUJPO CFUXFFO TUFBEZ BOE
PTDJMMBUPSZ SFHJNFT UBLFT UIF GPSN PG B TVCDSJUJDBM )PQG CJGVSDBUJPO 5IF QSBDUJDBM SFTVMU PG TVDI B CJ

GVSDBUJPO JT UIBU UIF USBOTJUJPO GSPN B TUFBEZ UP PTDJMMBUPSZ JDF TUSFBN SFHJNF UBLFT QMBDF BU B EJ୭GFSFOU
MPDBUJPO JO QBSBNFUFS TQBDF UIBO UIF USBOTJUJPO GSPN BO PTDJMMBUPSZ UP TUFBEZ SFHJNF 5IJT UIFPSZ PG
UIFSNBMMZSFHVMBUFE JOUFSOBM JDF TUSFBN WBSJBCJMJUZ DBO TFSWF BT B VTFGVM GSBNFXPSL GPS HVJEJOH NPSF
DPNQMFY NPEFMJOH BOE JOUFSQSFUJOH PCTFSWBUJPOT PG JDF TUSFBN BDUJWJUZ
*O DIBQUFS  XF TIPXFE IPX SBQJE JDF TUSFBN HSPVOEJOH MJOF NJHSBUJPO DBO CF DBVTFE CZ UIF
TBNF UIFSNBMSFHVMBUJPO NFDIBOJTN TIPXO UP DBVTF JOUFSOBM JDF TUSFBN WBSJBCJMJUZ JO DIBQUFS  8F
୮ୢSTU EFTDSJCFE B EFQUIJOUFHSBUFE JDF TUSFBN ୯୳PXMJOF NPEFM XIJDI JODMVEFT MBUFSBM TIFBS TUSFTTFT BOE
CBTBM TIFBS TUSFTTFT TFU CZ BO VOESBJOFE $PVMPNC QMBTUJD UJMM MBZFS XIJDI WBSJFT JO TUSFOHUI EFQFOE
JOH PO NFMUXBUFS DPOUFOU 5IF NPEFM FYIJCJUT TUFBEZ BOE PTDJMMBUPSZ CFIBWJPST XJUI B TVCDSJUJDBM
USBOTJUJPO CFUXFFO UIFN UIBU DBO CF QSFEJDUFE CZ UIF BOBMZUJD TUBCJMJUZ CPVOEBSZ BQQSPYJNBUJPO
GSPN DIBQUFS  *DF TUSFBN BDUJWBUJPO QSPQBHBUFT VQTUSFBN UP UIF JDF EJWJEF BOE EPXOTUSFBN UP UIF
HSPVOEJOH MJOF XIFSF JU JOJUJBUFT JDF UIJDLFOJOH BOE BEWBODF (SPVOEJOH MJOF FYDVSTJPOT EVSJOH
BDUJWBUJPO DBO FYDFFE  LN BOE QSPDFFE BU SBUFT FYDFFEJOH  LNZS
0O B QSPHSBEF TMPQF HSPVOEJOH MJOF SFUSFBU JT BMXBZT DBVTFE CZ B OFHBUJWF NBTT CBMBODF OFBS UIF
HSPVOEJOH MJOF XIJDI JT OPU OFDFTTBSJMZ JOEJDBUJWF PG B OFHBUJWF NBTT CBMBODF PWFS UIF FOUJSF JDF
TUSFBN 0CTFSWBUJPOT PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF SFUSFBU UIFSFGPSF EP OPU JNQMZ OFU JDF TUSFBN NBTT MPTT
CVU SBUIFS KVTU JDF UIJOOJOH OFBS UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF XIFO PO B QSPHSBEF CFE $POTFRVFOUMZ XIFO
FWBMVBUJOH UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ PG FYUFSOBM GPSDJOH JO NPEFSO PCTFSWBUJPOT PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF NJHSBUJPO
UIF QPUFOUJBM GPS VOGPSDFE HSPVOEJOH MJOF NJHSBUJPO EVF UP JOUFSOBM JDF TUSFBN WBSJBCJMJUZ TIPVME BMTP
CF DPOTJEFSFE "EEJUJPOBMMZ XIFO JOUFSQSFUJOH HMBDJPMPHJDBM BOE HFPNPSQIPMPHJDBM FWJEFODF GPS QBTU
HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPOT VOGPSDFE WBSJBCJMJUZ PG UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO TIPVME CF DPOTJEFSFE
JO BEEJUJPO UP FYUFSOBMMZGPSDFE DIBOHFT
*O DIBQUFS  XF EFNPOTUSBUFE IPX UIF JOUFSBDUJPO PG VOGPSDFE UIFSNBMMZSFHVMBUFE JDF TUSFBN
WBSJBCJMJUZ 	FYQMPSFE JO DIBQUFST  BOE 
 XJUI SFUSPHSBEF CFE TMPQFT DBO QSPEVDF HSPVOEJOH MJOF CF
IBWJPS UIBU JT VOFYQMBJOFE CZ FTUBCMJTIFE TUFBEZTUBUF UIFPSJFT PG HSPVOEJOH MJOF TUBCJMJUZ 5P EP TP

XF VTFE UIF ୯୳PXMJOF NPEFM EFTDSJCFE JO DIBQUFS  XJUI UIF BEEJUJPO PG B TFDUJPO PG SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF
QMBDFE XJUIJO UIF JEFBMJ[FE CFE DPO୮ୢHVSBUJPO 5ZQJDBM BQQSPBDIFT UP VOEFSTUBOEJOH HSPVOEJOH MJOF
CFIBWJPS PO SFUSPHSBEF TMPQFT IBWF NBJOUBJOFE CFE QSPQFSUJFT TUBUJD JO UJNF 8F TIPXFE UIBU BMMPX
JOH CFE QSPQFSUJFT UP EZOBNJDBMMZ FWPMWF TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ DIBOHFT UIF SBOHF PG BUUBJOBCMF HSPVOEJOH MJOF
CFIBWJPS
8F GPVOE UIBU UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF PG BO JDF TUSFBN FYIJCJUJOH VOGPSDFE WBSJBCJMJUZ NBZ TUBHOBUF
PO B SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF GPS IVOESFET UP UIPVTBOET PG ZFBST CFGPSF SFWFSTJOH JUT EJSFDUJPO PG NJHSBUJPO
5IF QPTTJCJMJUZ PG UIJT UZQF PG CFIBWJPS NVTU CF FWBMVBUFE XIFO EFUFSNJOJOH XIFUIFS UIF SFUSFBU PG
BO JDF TUSFBN HSPVOEJOH MJOF POUP B SFUSPHSBEF TMPQF JT JSSFWFSTJCMF 4VDI B UBTL JT DPNQMJDBUFE CZ UIF
TIPSU PCTFSWBUJPOBM SFDPSE BOE TP XF DPODMVEFE UIBU OVNFSJDBM NPEFMT VTFE GPS QSFEJDUJPO NVTU
JODMVEF TQBUJPUFNQPSBM WBSJBUJPOT JO CFE QSPQFSUJFT XIJDI QSPEVDF UIF XJEFTU QPTTJCMF SBOHF PG JDF
TUSFBN CFIBWJPS
*O DIBQUFS  XF TVHHFTUFE UIBU JDF TUSFBNT QMBZ B DSJUJDBM SPMF JO UIF SBQJE EFHMBDJBUJPO PG MBSHF JDF
TIFFUT 1SFWJPVT TUVEJFT IBWF JOEJDBUFE UIBU JOUFSOBM GFFECBDLT XJUIJO UIF &BSUI TZTUFN BSF OFDFT
TBSZ UP QSPEVDF SBQJE EFHMBDJBUJPO 8F QSPQPTFE UIBU JDF TUSFBN BDDFMFSBUJPO DPOUSJCVUFT UP SBQJE
EFHMBDJBUJPO EVF UP QIZTJDBM QSPDFTTFT XIJDI IBWF OPU CFFO QSFWJPVTMZ FYQMPSFE JO UIJT DPOUFYU "O
JEFBMJ[FE DPO୮ୢHVSBUJPO PG UIF 1BSBMMFM *DF 4IFFU .PEFM XIJDI QFSNJUT UIF GPSNBUJPO PG JDF TUSFBNT
XBT VTFE BOE XBT TVCKFDUFE UP DIBOHFT JO &-" BOE TFB MFWFM UFNQFSBUVSF NPUJWBUFE CZ JDF BHF PS
CJUBM WBSJBUJPOT 8F TIPXFE UIBU JDF TIFFUT VOEFSHP B SBQJE EFHMBDJBUJPO JO SFTQPOTF UP PSCJUBM WBSJ
BUJPOT POMZ XIFO UIFZ BSF MBSHF FOPVHI UIBU JDF TUSFBNT IBWF GPSNFE -BSHF JDF TIFFUT BSF TFOTJUJWF
UP TVDI GPSDJOH EVF UP UIF BDDFMFSBUJPO JO JDF TUSFBN EJTDIBSHF 8F TIPXFE UIBU UIF SBQJE EFHMBDJB
UJPO JO SFTQPOTF UP B DIBOHF JO DMJNBUF GPSDJOH JT GVSUIFS FOIBODFE CZ UIF DPOUSJCVUJPO PG JDF TUSFBN
EZOBNJDT UP TVSGBDF NFMUJOH 8F BMTP TVHHFTUFE UIBU SFTPMWJOH JDF TUSFBNT BU B TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ ୮ୢOF IPS
J[POUBM SFTPMVUJPO 	<  LN
 JT OFDFTTBSZ UP GVMMZ DBQUVSF UIF SBQJE EFHMBDJBUJPO 0VS TJNVMBUJPOT
TIPXFE UIBU JDF TUSFBN BDDFMFSBUJPO FBSMZ JO EFHMBDJBUJPO JT GPMMPXFE CZ FOIBODFE NFMUJOH MBUFS JO

EFHMBDJBUJPO XIJDI JT CSPBEMZ DPOTJTUFOU XJUI PCTFSWBUJPOBM TUVEJFT PG -BVSFOUJEF EFHMBDJBUJPO
8F DPODMVEFE UIBU JDF TUSFBNT JO TQJUF PG UIFJS SFMBUJWFMZ TNBMM TDBMF QMBZ BO JNQPSUBOU BOE JOUFS
FTUJOH SPMF JO JDF TIFFU WBSJBCJMJUZ BOE TUBCJMJUZ BOE UIFSFGPSF JO HMPCBM DMJNBUF WBSJBCJMJUZ PO NVMUJQMF
UJNF TDBMFT 5P GVMMZ SFQSFTFOU BOE VOEFSTUBOE QBTU BOE GVUVSF DMJNBUF DIBOHFT UIF F୭GFDUT PG JDF
TUSFBNT NVTU CF JODMVEFE

A
"QQFOEJY " 	$IBQUFS 

" 4ঌঊক঒গঐ ঝ঑঎ ছ঎঍ঞঌ঎঍ খঘ঍঎ক
8F XSJUF UIF WBSJBCMFT JO UIFJS TDBMFE GPSNT
I = [I]I∗ 	"


U = [U]U∗ 	"

ɑE = [ɑE]ɑ∗E 	"

ɑC = [ɑC]ɑ∗C 	"

VC = [VC]V∗C , 	"

XIFSF EJNFOTJPOBM TDBMFT BSF CSBDLFUFE BOE EJNFOTJPOMFTT WBSJBCMFT BSF TUBSSFE






ɑ∗E = (I∗) . 	"

5IF GPSN PG 	FRVBUJPO GPS TMJEJOH WFMPDJUZ
 JOEJDBUFT UIBU ɑE BOE ɑC XJMM IBWF UIF TBNF TDBMF
5IVT XF TFU [ɑC] = [ɑE]
ɑ∗C = Ɋ FYQ(−D(F− FD)), 	"

8JUI Ɋ = B
′























8F DBO BMTP HP BCPVU TFUUJOH UIF JDF UIJDLOFTT TDBMF VTJOH UIF TUFBEZ TUBUF PG UIF JDF UIJDLOFTT FRVB
UJPO XIJDI HJWFT
BD- = [I][VC], 	"










" UJNFTDBMF DBO BMTP CF DIPTFO CZ CBMBODJOH BDDVNVMBUJPO XJUI JDF UIJDLOFTT DIBOHF
[U] = [I]BD . 	"

5IFTF OPOEJNFOTJPOBMJ[BUJPOT HJWF SJTF UP UIF TDBMFE GPSN PG UIF VOESBJOFE TZTUFN
EI∗
















⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ N JG X






















F∗ = NBY [F∗D ,X∗] , 	"














































	5IF DPNNPO CSBDLFUFE UFSN PO UIF SJHIUIBOE TJEF BCPWF SFQSFTFOUT UIF JOWFSTF PG UIF GSJDUJPOBM
IFBUJOH TDBMF

Ⱦ JT UIF SBUJP PG CFE SFMBYBUJPO SBUF UP GSJDUJPOBM IFBUJOH SBUF ȿ JT UIF SBUJP PG HFPUIFSNBM IFBUJOH
UP GSJDUJPOBM IFBUJOH ɀ JT UIF SBUJP PG WFSUJDBM IFBU DPOEVDUJPO UP GSJDUJPOBM IFBUJOH )FSFBG୴FS BTUFS
JTLT BSF ESPQQFE JO TVCTFRVFOU DBMDVMBUJPOT XJUI UIF OPOEJNFOTJPOBM TZTUFN
" -ঘঌঊঝ঒ঘগ ঘএ )ঘঙএ ঋ঒এঞছঌঊঝ঒ঘগ 	জঝঊঋ঒ক঒ঝঢ ঋঘঞগ঍ঊছঢ

5IF USBOTJUJPO JO CFUXFFO UIF UXP NPEFT IJHIMJHIUFE JO UIF UFYU JT B )PQG CJGVSDBUJPO "TTVNJOH
UIBU UIF TZTUFN JT OPU EFHFOFSBUF 	XIJDI OVNFSJDBM TJNVMBUJPOT JOEJDBUF JT OPU UIF DBTF
 UIFO XF DBO














XIFSF ' = EIEU  ' = EXEU BOE I BOE X BSF ୮ୢYFE QPJOUT 8IFO 4U =  UIF TZTUFN VOEFSHPFT B )PQG
CJGVSDBUJPO GSPN B TUBCMF ୮ୢYFE QPJOU 	4U < 
 UP B TUBCMF MJNJU DZDMF 	4U > 
 8F DBO ୮ୢOE XIFSF UIJT
USBOTJUJPO PDDVST CZ TPMWJOH GPS 4U = 




(I) + ȿI − (I)
O−
O − ɀ =  	"

5IJT JT OPU USJWJBMMZ TPMWFE GPS I 	UIPVHI JU JT OFBSMZ RVBESBUJD
 8F XJMM SFUVSO UP UIJT MBUFS PO JO UIJT
TFDUJPO
/FYU XF UVSO UP UIF TUBCJMJUZ QBSBNFUFS JUTFMG
4U = EEI (− IV) +
E
EX





#FGPSF QSPDFFEJOH XJUI DBMDVMBUJPO PG UIF TUBCJMJUZ QBSBNFUFS XF XJMM ୮ୢOE UIF TDBMF PG FBDI UFSN
UP EFUFSNJOF JG POF DBO CF ESPQQFE )BWJOH TDBMFE UIF WBSJBCMFT XF DBO FBTJMZ TFF UIBU
E
EI (− IV) ∼ 0() 	"

5IF TFDPOE UFSN JT EJ୭GFSFOU
E
EX
⎛⎝ɑCVC + ȿ− ɀI
Ⱦ
⎞⎠ ∼ 0(Ⱦ−) 	"

GPS UZQJDBM QBSBNFUFS WBMVFT 	BT JO 5BCMF 
 Ⱦ ∼ 0(−) 4P XF TFF UIBU UIJT TFDPOE UFSN EPNJOBUFT




 XF DBO QSPDFFE XJUI UIF DBMDVMBUJPO PG UIF TUBCJMJUZ QBSBNF
UFS
4U = EEX
























5P ୮ୢOE UIF TUBCJMJUZ CPVOEBSZ XF TFU UIJT UP [FSP BOE SFBSSBOHF
 = DɑCVCȾ
[ OɑC




(I) − (O+ )ɑC =  	"

4VCTUJUVUJOH JO FRVBUJPO 	"

(I) − (O+ )(ɀ− ȿI) =  	"

(I) − ɀ(O+ ) + ȿ(O+ )I =  	"

ȿ = ɀI −
I
O+  . 	"

3FUVSOJOH OPX UP FRVBUJPO 	"















O+  − (I)
O−













)− OO+ ɀ− (O+O ) OO+O+  . 	"

" 5঑঎ এঘছখ ঘএ ঝ঑঎ )ঘঙএ ঋ঒এঞছঌঊঝ঒ঘগ
8IFO (I,X) BSF OFBS (I,X) UIF EZOBNJDT BSF 	HFOFSJDBMMZ
 HPWFSOFE CZ UIF MJOFBSJ[BUJPO PG FRVB
UJPOT 	"
 BOE 	"























ɀ+ OɑI+/O ( + ɑ/I)
)





XIFSF ɑ = BF−CF BOE ɑ′ = BF−CF′ 












TVDI UIBU BMPOH UIF TUBCJMJUZ CPVOEBSZ UIF TZTUFN PG FRVBUJPOT 	"
 BOE 	"
























ɖ = EFU. 	"

5IF DPF୭୮ୢDJFOU XIJDI JOEJDBUFT XIFUIFS UIF USBOTJUJPO JT TVQFSDSJUJDBM PS TVCDSJUJDBM JT 	8JHHJOT










XIFSF FWFSZUIJOH JT FWBMVBUFE BU I′ = X′ =  *G B >  (B < ) UIFO UIF USBOTJUJPO JT TVCDSJUJDBM
	TVQFSDSJUJDBM
 )FSF XF DPNQVUF B UP MFBEJOH PSEFS JO Ⱦ


























∂Y = 0(Ⱦ) 	"

∂
∂Z = 0() 	"

/PUJOH UIBU ɖ = 0(Ⱦ−) XF DPVOU QPXFST PG Ⱦ BOE TFF UIBU POMZ ∂ZH BOE (∂Z G)(∂ZH) DBO DPOUSJCVUF







5P MFBEJOH PSEFS ∂/∂Z = (./ɖ) (∂/∂ɑ′) G = . (EI′/EU) − . (Eɑ′/EU) BOE H =
−. (Eɑ′/EU) XIFSF XF JHOPSF MJOFBS UFSNT JO G BOE HXIJDI XJMM WBOJTI BG୴FS EJ୭GFSFOUJBUJPO JO
























XIFSFɕ = EI′/EU BOE ɓ = Eɑ′/EU #FDBVTF XF UBLF UXP EFSJWBUJWFT PG ɑ′ OPU BMM UFSNT JOɕ BOE ɓ

BSF OFFEFE *U JT TV୭୮ୢDJFOU UP UBLF
ɕ(I′,ɑ′) = −IV′(I′,ɑ′) 	"

ɓ(I′,ɑ′) = − DXȾ (ɑ + ɑ
′)(V + V′(I′,ɑ′)), 	"

XJUI
V + V′(I′,ɑ′) = IO
(I − ɑ − ɑ′)O 	"

V + V′(I′,ɑ′) = IO
(I(O−)/O − ɑ′)O 	"

















































VQ UP UFSNT XIJDI WBOJTI BU I′ = ɑ′ = 
8F OPUJDF UIBU UIF /FXUPOJBO DBTF 	O = 
 JT TJOHVMBS *OEFFE JO UIJT DBTF
















4JODF. < ,. <  BOE. >  CPUI UFSNT BSF QPTJUJWF )FODF B(O = ) >  BOE UIF
USBOTJUJPO JT BMXBZT TVCDSJUJDBM
*O UIF MJNJU O → ∞ 	JNQMJDJUMZ XF BSF BTTVNJOH O < /Ⱦ
 XF DBO DPVOU QPXFST PG O UP TFF UIF
EPNJOBOU UFSNT 8JUI SFTQFDU UP O I = 0(),ɑ = 0() BOE BMM FMFNFOUT PG. BSF0(O) &BDI
EFSJWBUJWF PG V′ CSJOHT EPXO B QPXFS PG O IFODF XF TFF UIBU CPUI UFSNT JO B BSF0(O) 8F ୮ୢOE




























0OF DBO DPNQVUF UIBU−I. +. DXǹ ɑ = 0() SBUIFS UIBO0(O) BT FYQFDUFE BOE IFODF POMZ
UIF ୮ୢSTU UFSN JO B DPOUSJCVUFT BT O→∞ 5IJT JT QPTJUJWF IFODF UIF USBOTJUJPO JT BHBJO TVCDSJUJDBM
$BMDVMBUJPO PG UIJT QBSBNFUFS GPS O =  JT OPOUSJWJBM BOE MJLFMZ EPFT OPU IBWF BO BOBMZUJD GPSN
/VNFSJDBM FYQFSJNFOUT BQQFBS UP JOEJDBUF UIBU GPS BMM O >  UIFSF JT B TVCDSJUJDBM )PQG CJGVSDBUJPO
" #ঘঞগ঍ঊছঢ ঋ঎ঝঠ঎঎গ জঝ঎ঊ঍ঢজঝছ঎ঊখ঒গঐ ঠ঒ঝ঑ ঊগ঍ ঠ঒ঝ঑ঘঞঝ ঍ছঊ঒গঊঐ঎
5P ୮ୢOE UIF DPOEJUJPO EJWJEJOH UIF TUFBEZTUSFBNJOH XJUI ESBJOBHF GSPN TUFBEZTUSFBNJOH XJUIPVU
ESBJOBHF SFHJNFT XF TUBSU CZ MPPLJOH GPS ୮ୢYFE QPJOUT JO UIF VOESBJOFE MJNJUJOH DBTF XIJDI TBUJTGZ
 = − IV 	"










8F DPNCJOF FRVBUJPOT 	"
 BOE 	"
 UP




BOE DPNCJOF FRVBUJPOT 	"
 BOE 	"
 UP
ɑC = ɀ− ȿI. 	"

8F LOPX UIBU JO UIF TUFBEZTUSFBNJOH SFHJNF XJUIPVU ESBJOBHF ɑC >  'SPN FRVBUJPOT "
BOE " XF DBO TBZ
I >  	"

I < ɀȿ . 	"

6MUJNBUFMZ XF ୮ୢOE B DPOEJUJPO GPS UIF TUFBEZTUSFBNJOH SFHJNF XJUIPVU ESBJOBHF
ɀ > ȿ. 	"

8IFO UIJT DPOEJUJPO JT WJPMBUFE XF BSF JO UIF TUFBEZTUSFBNJOH XJUI ESBJOBHF SFHJNF UIBU SFTVMUT JO
ɑC →  B [FSPTUSFOHUI CFE
" "ঙঙছঘড঒খঊঝ঒গঐ জঝ঎ঊ঍ঢজঝছ঎ঊখ঒গঐ ট঎কঘঌ঒ঝঢ ঠ঒ঝ঑ঘঞঝ ঍ছঊ঒গঊঐ঎
8F OFFE UP TPMWF GPS UIF ୮ୢYFE QPJOU PG V JO UIF DBTF UIBU ɑC >  JO PSEFS UP EFUFSNJOF UIF TUFBEZ
TUSFBNJOH WFMPDJUZ JO UIF DBTF XJUIPVU ESBJOBHF 8F TUBSU CZ DPNCJOJOH FRVBUJPOT " BOE " UP
HFU
I + ȿI− ɀ− I− O = . 	"


5IJT JT B RVBESBUJD FRVBUJPO JO IXJUI BO FYUSB UFSN &RVBUJPO 	"
 HJWFT VT V = I− TP BMM XF
OFFE JO PSEFS UP TPMWF GPS V JT BO FYQSFTTJPO GPS I
0VS BQQSPBDI IFSF JT UP TPMWF FRVBUJPO 	"
 VTJOH B QFSUVSCBUJPO NFUIPE 'PS BO PWFSWJFX PG
UIJT BQQSPBDI TFF #FOEFS BOE 0ST[BH 	
 5IJT GPMMPXT GSPN UIF PCTFSWBUJPO UIBU JG XF SFQMBDF UIF
MBTU UFSN JO FRVBUJPO 	"
 XJUI I+FQT XIFSF ɂ = − O  UIFO XF DBO ୮ୢOE BO FYBDU TPMVUJPO JO UIF
MJNJU UIBU ɂ→  5IBU JT UIF TPMVUJPO PG
I + ȿI− ɀ− I = , 	"

JT




(ȿ− ) + ɀ. 	"

8F DBO OPX ୮ୢOE DPSSFDUJPOT UP UIJT [FSPPSEFS BQQSPYJNBUJPO CZ BTTVNJOH UIBU FRVBUJPO 	"

IBT UIF GPMMPXJOH TPMVUJPO
I(ɂ) = I + Bɂ+ Bɂ + . . . 	"

3FUBJOJOH KVTU UIF0(ɂ) UFSNT
I(ɂ) ≈ I + Bɂ+ Bɂ, 	"

XF JOTFSU UIJT FYQSFTTJPO JOUP FRVBUJPO 	"
 DPMMFDUJOH UFSNT JO PSEFST PG ɂ
I + ȿI − ɀ+ (IB + ȿB) ɂ+ (IB + B + ȿB) ɂ − (I + Bɂ+ Bɂ)(+FQT) = . 	"

5IF MBTU UFSN PO UIF -)4 PG UIJT FRVBUJPO SFRVJSFT NPSF DBSF JO FYQBOTJPO 8F ୮ୢSTU FYQBOE UIF

HFOFSJD FYQSFTTJPO I+FQT XJUI B 5BZMPS TFSJFT SFUBJOJOH POMZ0(ɂ) UFSNT




 BCPWF DPMMFDUJOH UFSNT JO ɂ BOE OFHMFDUJOH IJHIFS PSEFS UFSNT XF IBWF
I+FQT ≈ I + (B + IMOI) ɂ+
(





$PNCJOJOH UIJT CBDL XJUI FRVBUJPO 	"

[I + (ȿ− ) I − ɀ] + (IB + ȿB − B − IMOI) ɂ+
(IB + B + ȿB) ɂ + I + (B + IMOI) ɂ+
(
B + BMOI + B + IMO
I
)
ɂ = . 	"

5IF ୮ୢSTU CSBDLFUFE UFSN PO UIF -)4 IFSF JT FYBDUMZ [FSP GSPN FRVBUJPO 	"
 5IVT XF DBO OPX
TFU FBDI PG UIF ɂ DPF୭୮ୢDJFOUT UP [FSP BOE TPMWF GPS B BOE B
B = IMOII + ȿ−  	"

B = B (MOI + − B) +

IMOI
I + ȿ−  	"

5PHFUIFS XJUI FRVBUJPOT 	"
 BOE 	"
 LFFQJOH JO NJOE UIBU ɂ = − O BOE V = I− UIJT HJWFT
VT [FSP ୮ୢSTU BOE TFDPOE PSEFS BQQSPYJNBUJPOT PO UIF OPOEJNFOTJPOBM FRVJMJCSJVN TMJEJOH WFMPDJUZ
GPS TUFBEZTUSFBNJOH XJUIPVU ESBJOBHF 	BDDVSBUF SFTQFDUJWFMZ UP % % BOE .% PG OVNFSJDBMMZ
EFUFSNJOFE WBMVFT
 5IF [FSPPSEFS BQQSPYJNBUJPO JT SFQSPEVDFE JO UIF UFYU

" "জঢখঙঝঘঝ঒ঌজ ঘএ জখঊকক Ⱦ ছ঎কঊডঊঝ঒ঘগ ঘজঌ঒ককঊঝ঒ঘগজ
#FMPX XF TLFUDI UIF MFBEJOH PSEFS TUSVDUVSF PG UIF TPMVUJPO UP PVS JDF TUSFBN NPEFM JO NPSF EFUBJM
GPS UIF DBTF PG B SBQJEMZBEKVTUJOH CFE XBUFS DPOUFOU 	TNBMM Ⱦ
 5IJT BMMPXT VT UP TIPX UIBU PTDJMMB
UPSZ TPMVUJPOT DPOTJTUT PG UXP EJTUJODU QIBTFT POF JO XIJDI UIF JDF TUSFBN JT TUBHOBOU BOE UIJDLFOJOH
BOE BOPUIFS JO XIJDI UIF JDF TUSFBN JT BDUJWF BOE UIJOOJOH XJUI WFMPDJUZ DPNQVUBCMF TJNQMZ BT B
GVODUJPO PG JDF UIJDLOFTT PO CPUI 5IJT JT BOBMPHPVT UP UIF HMBDJFS TVSHF NPEFM QSPQPTFE CZ 'PXMFS
	
 5IF EFUBJMT PG UIF SFMBUJPOTIJQ CFUXFFO CBTBM TIFBS TUSFTT BOE XBUFS DPOUFOU PG UIF CFE BSF
UIFO OP MPOHFS HFSNBOF UP UIF UIF TUSVDUVSF PG UIF JDF UIJDLOFTT PTDJMMBUJPO FYDFQU EVSJOH CSJFG USBO
TJFOUT XIFO UIF JDF TUSFBN TXJUDIFT PO PS P୭G *O GBDU FWFO PVS DIPJDF PG B $PVMPNC GSJDUJPO MBX
SBUIFS UIBO B QPXFS MBX UP SFMBUF ɑC UP WFMPDJUZ BOE CFE XBUFS DPOUFOU JT MBSHFMZ JSSFMFWBOU 5IFTF
TJNQMJ୮ୢDBUJPOT BMTP BMMPXT VT UP EFSJWF TPNF TJNQMJ୮ୢFE GPSNVMBT GPS PTDJMMBUJPO QFSJPE BOE BNQMJUVEF
JO TPNF QBSBNFUSJD MJNJUT
8F OFHMFDU ESBJOBHF BOE CBTBM DPPMJOH USFBU UIF IFBU DBQBDJUZ PG CBTBM JDF BT OFHMJHJCMF UBLF ȿ




" 4ঝঊঐগঊগঝ ঊগ঍ ঊঌঝ঒ট঎ ঋছঊগঌ঑঎জ
8JUI Ⱦ ≪  FRVBUJPO 	"
 XJMM CF SFEVDFE UP JUT TUFBEZTUBUF WFSTJPO FYDFQU EVSJOH CSJFG USBO
TJFOUT 5IFSF BSF UXP TVDI TUFBEZ TUBUFT DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP B TUBHOBOU BOE BO BDUJWF JDF TUSFBN SFTQFD

UJWFMZ 'PS B TUBHOBOU JDF TUSFBN
V =  	"B

ɑC < I 	"C

I < ɀ/ȿ 	"D

JO XIJDI DBTF FRVBUJPO 	"
 CFDPNFT
I˙ =  	"E

TP I JODSFBTFT MJOFBSMZ XJUI UJNF 8F DBMM UIJT UIF [FSPWFMPDJUZ PS TUBHOBOU CSBODI
5IF PUIFS DBTF JT UIF BDUJWF JDF TUSFBN XJUI V >  TP I > ɑC >  *O UIJT DBTF I − ɑC = IV/O TP
ɑC = I − IV/O 4VCTUJUVUJOH GPS ɑC JO FRVBUJPO 	"
 ZJFMET BU MFBEJOH PSEFS JO Ⱦ
(I − IV/O)V = ɀ/I− ȿ, . 	"

/PUF UIBU UIF GSJDUJPO MBX FRVBUJPO 	"
 XBT OPU JOWPMWFE BU BMM JO UIJT DBMDVMBUJPO TP UIF GBDU
UIBU ɑC JT JOEFQFOEFOU PG V 	XIJDI JT POF PG UIF EF୮ୢOJOH DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT PG B $PVMPNC GSJDUJPO MBX

JT JSSFMFWBOU UP UIF CFIBWJPVS PG V GPS UIF BDUJWF JDF TUSFBN *O QBSUJDVMBS FRVBUJPO 	"
 EF୮ୢOFT
V = 6(I) JNQMJDJUMZ BT B GVODUJPO PG I GPS TPNF SBOHF PG I /PUF UIBU ɑC = I − IV/O ≥  BOE
TP XF SFRVJSF I ≤ ɀ/ȿ 8F XJMM TIPX OFYU UIBU UIFSF JT BMTP B MPXFS CPVOE ID PO I GPS B TPMVUJPO UP
FRVBUJPO 	"
 UP FYJTU 5IJT JT UIF JDF UIJDLOFTT BUUBJOFE BU TVSHF UFSNJOBUJPO
*O FRVBUJPO 	"
 UIF MFG୴IBOE TJEF IBT B HMPCBM NBYJNVN XJUI SFTQFDU UP V BU V = (O/(O +
))OIO XIFSF UIF MFG୴IBOE TJEF BUUBJOT B WBMVF PG (OO/(O+ )O+)IO+ *O PSEFS GPS FRVBUJPO 	"

UP IBWF B TPMVUJPO UIJT NVTU CF HSFBUFS UIBO ɀ/I− ȿ *O PUIFS XPSET XF NVTU IBWF
OO
(O+ )O+ I
O+ + ȿI ≥ ɀ, 	"


XIJDI EF୮ୢOFT UIF DSJUJDBM WBMVF ID CZ UVSOJOH UIF XFBL JOFRVBMJUZ TJHO JOUP BO FRVBMJUZ 5IFSF JT B
TJOHMF OPO[FSP TPMVUJPO VD = 6(ID) = (O/(O+ ))OIOD UP FRVBUJPO 	"
 BU I = ID
5IF MFG୴IBOE TJEF PG FRVBUJPO 	"
 JT B DPODBWF GVODUJPO 	XJUI OFHBUJWF TFDPOE EFSJWBUJWF
 GPS
V >  BOE JT QPTJUJWF GPS  < V < IO BUUBJOJOH  BU UIF FOE QPJOUT PG UIBU JOUFSWBM 5IFSFGPSF JO
HFOFSBM UIFSF XJMM CF FJUIFS UXP WBMVFT PG V JO (, IO) UIBU TBUJTGZ FRVBUJPO 	"
 PS OPOF BU BMM *U
JT TUSBJHIUGPSXBSE UP TIPX UIBU JO PSEFS UP FOTVSF TUBCJMJUZ PO UIF GBTU Ⱦ− UJNF TDBMF GPS DIBOHFT JO
X XF NVTU DIPPTF UIF MBSHFS PG UIF UXP TPMVUJPOT XIFSF TPMVUJPOT FYJTU BOE UIBU UIJT TPMVUJPO BMTP
TBUJT୮ୢFT E6/EI > 
/PUF UIBU GSPN FRVBUJPO 	"
 XF BMTP SFRVJSF I − IV/O = ɑC < ɑ *U JT UIFSFGPSF QPT
TJCMF UIBU UIF OPO[FSP TUFBEZ TUBUF WFMPDJUZ6(I)XJMM DFBTF UP FYJTU BU WBMVFT I > ID OBNFMZ JG
ɑVD < ɀ/ID − ȿ 1IZTJDBMMZ UIJT XPVME DPSSFTQPOE UP BO JOBCJMJUZ UP HFOFSBUF TV୭୮ୢDJFOU GSJD
UJPO UP LFFQ EJTTJQBUJPO SBUFT IJHI FOPVHI UP CBMBODF DPOEVDUJWF IFBU MPTT 'PS TJNQMJDJUZ XF JHOPSF
UIJT QPTTJCJMJUZ CFMPX BTTVNJOH UIBU ɑ JT MBSHF FOPVHI GPS UIJT QPTTJCMJUZ OPU UP CFDPNF BO JTTVF
(JWFO V = 6(I) I UIFO FWPMWFT BDDPSEJOH UP
I˙ = − I6(I) 	"

PO UIJT TPMVUJPO CSBODI XIJDI XF DBMM UIF TVSHF PS BDUJWF CSBODI PG UIF TPMVUJPO 3FQFBUFE PTDJM
MBUJPOT DBO POMZ PDDVS JG UIJT FWPMVUJPO FRVBUJPO EPFT OPU IBWF B TUBCMF TUFBEZTUBUF TPMVUJPO 5IJT
SFRVJSFT UIBU XF IBWF I6(I) >  GPS BMM UIJDLOFTTFT UIBU BENJU B OPO[FSP WFMPDJUZ TPMVUJPO6(I)
TJODF6 JODSFBTFT XJUI I UIJT JT UBOUBNPVOU UP ID6(ID) > 
5IF UXP FWPMVUJPO FRVBUJPOT 	"
 BOE 	"
 DPNCJOFE XJUI UIF SFRVJSFNFOU UIBU I > ID PO
UIF BDUJWF CSBODI BOE I < ɀ/ȿ PO UIF TUBHOBOU CSBODI BSF TV୭୮ୢDJFOU UP EFTDSJCF UIF PWFSBMM EZOBNJDT
QSFEJDUFE JO PVS NPEFM 8F FYQMPJU UIJT JO UIF OFYU TFDUJPO UP TIPX IPX JO DFSUBJO MJNJUT PG ȿ BOE
ɀ XF BSF BCMF UP HJWF FTUJNBUFT PG UIF PTDJMMBUJPO BNQMJUVEF BOE QFSJPE PS BCMF UP QSFEJDU UIBU OP

PTDJMMBUJPOT XJMM PDDVS 8F UIFO TUJMM OFFE UP TIPX UIBU SBQJE USBOTJUJPOT DBO JOEFFE PDDVS CFUXFFO
UIF UXP CSBODIFT BT FOWJTBHFE XIJDI XF EFGFS UP UIF FOE PG PVS EJTDVTTJPO BT UIF SFMFWBOU BOBMZTJT JT
B HSFBU EFBM NPSF DPNQMJDBUFE UIBO UIF NBUFSJBM UIBU GPMMPXT JNNFEJBUFMZ CFMPX
#FGPSF XF QSPDFFE XF OPUF UIBU UIF TUSVDUVSF PG UIF TPMVUJPO XF BSF DPOTUSVDUJOH JT UIBU PG B
TUBOEBSE SFMBYBUJPO PTDJMMBUJPO TVDI BT UIBU QSPEVDFE CZ UIF WBO EFS 1PM PTJMMBUPS 	)JODI 
 *O
CPUI DBTFT UIF TPMVUJPO SFNBJOT PO UIF OVMMDMJOF GPS UIF SBQJEMZ FWPMWJOH WBSJBCMF EVSJOH NPTU PG UIF
MJNJU DZDMF FYDFQU GPS UIF SBQJE USBOTJUJPO QIBTFT XF BSF BCPVU UP EFTDSJCF CFMPX *O UIF QSFTFOU DBTF
UIJT SBQJEMZ FWPMWJOH WBSJBCMF JT X 5IF QSJNBSZ EJ୭GFSFODF CFUXFFO PVS PTDJMMBUPS BOE UIF DBOPOJDBM
WBO EFS 1PM PTDJMMBUPS JT UIBU PVS WBSJBCMF X TBUJT୮ୢFT BO FWPMVUJPO FRVBUJPO UIBU JT OPOTNPPUI BT X˙
DIBOHFT EJTDPOUJOVPVTMZ XIFO X SFBDIFT [FSP GSPN BCPWF 	JO XIJDI DBTF ɑCV+ ȿ− ɀ/I > 

" 5঑঎ জঝঊঐগঊগঝ ঊগ঍ ঊঌঝ঒ট঎ ঋছঊগঌ঑঎জ ঒গ ঙঊছঊখ঎ঝছ঒ঌ ক঒খ঒ঝজ ঘএ ȿ ঊগ঍ ɀ
/FYU XF TIPX UIBU JG ȿ BOE ɀ BSF MBSHF PS TNBMM 	CVU OPU TP NVDI BT UP JOWBMJEBUF UIF BTZNQUPUJD
TUSVDUVSF EFWFMPQFE GPS TNBMM Ⱦ BCPWF
 XF DBO ESBX TFWFSBM DPODMVTJPOT BCPVU UIF SFTVMUJOH TVSHF
DZDMF 	PS JOEFFE XIFUIFS TVSHFT PDDVS BU BMM
 GSPN UIF CFIBWJPVS PG UIF BDUJWF BOE TUBHOBOU CSBODIFT
JO UIPTF QBSBNFUSJD MJNJUT 8F XPSL UISPVHI TFWFSBM PG UIFTF MJNJUT JO UVSO 'PS UIF DBTF PG ȿ, ɀ =
0() OP TVDI SFTVMUT BSF QPTTJCMF BOBMZUJDBMMZ BT UIF BDUJWF CSBODI TPMVUJPO DBOOPU CF GPVOE BOBMZUJ
DBMMZ
0VS BSHVNFOUT CFMPX BSF CVJMU BSPVOE GPVS PCTFSWBUJPOT 'JSTU USBOTJUJPOT GSPN TUBHOBOU UP
BDUJWF PDDVS BU BU I = ɀ/ȿ 4FDPOE UIF SFWFSTF USBOTJUJPO PDDVST BU TPNF WBMVF I = ID BU XIJDI
FRVBUJPO 	"
 IPMET XJUI FRVBMJUZ 5IJSE B TPMVUJPO UP FRVBUJPO 	"
 UIBU DPSSFTQPOET UP ɑC >
 NVTU IBWF I < ɀ/ȿ )FODF TPMVUJPOT PO UIF TUBHOBOU CSBODI IBWF I < ɀ/ȿ XIJMF TPMVUJPOT PO
UIF BDUJWF CSBODI IBWF ID < I < ɀ/ȿ 'PVSUI JO PSEFS GPS PTDJMMBUJPOT UP PDDVS XF NVTU BMTP IBWF
I6(I) >  PS B TUBCMF TUFBEZ TUBUF DBO GPSN PO UIF BDUJWF CSBODI

ɀ ∼ ȿ≪ 
8IFO ɀ ∼ ȿ ≪  UIF USBOTJUJPO GSPN TUBHOBOU UP BDUJWF PDDVST BU BO0() WBMVF ɀ/ȿ )PXFWFS UIF
BDUJWF CSBODI FYJTUT EPXO UP TNBMM WBMVFT PG I GSPN FRVBUJPO 	"
 XF TFF UIBU ID = 0(ɀ/(O+))
BOE DPSSFTQPOEJOHMZ VD = 0(ɀO/(O+)) #VU UIJT JNQMJFT UIBU VDID = 0(ɀ(O+)/(O+) BOE IFODF
VDID <  " TUBCMF TPMVUJPO UIFSFGPSF FYJTUT PO UIF BDUJWF CSBODI DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP TUFBEZ JDF TUSFBN
୯୳PX
ɀ = 0() ȿ≪ 
5IF TUBHOBOU UP BDUJWF USBOTJUJPO OPX PDDVST BU B MBSHF 	0(ȿ−)
 UIJDLOFTT ɀ/ȿ XIJMF GSPN FRVBUJPO
	"
 XF FTUJNBUF UIBU ID = 0() BOE DPSSFTQPOEJOHMZ VD = 0() *O UIJT QBSBNFUFS SFHJNF JU
JT UIFSFGPSF QPTTJCMF UIBU VDID <  BOE UIBU UIFSF JT B TUBCMF PO UIF BDUJWF CSBODI CVU FRVBMMZ UIFSF
NBZ OPU CF *O UIF MBUUFS DBTF UIFSF XJMM CF PTDJMMBUJPOT BOE XF DBO ୮ୢOE MFBEJOH PSEFS FYQSFTTJPOT GPS
UIFJS BNQMJUVEF BOE QFSJPE
#PUI BSF EPNJOBUFE CZ UIF TUBHOBOU QIBTF 'JSTU UIF BNQMUJEVF PG UIF PTDJMMBUJPO JT ɀ/ȿ − ID ∼
ɀ/ȿ( − 0(ȿ)) BU MFBEJOH PSEFS .FBOXIJMF FRVBUJPO 	"
 TIPXT UIBU UP CVJME JDF UP B UIJDLOFTT
ɀ/ȿ GSPN BO JOJUJBM UIJDLOFTT ID = 0() UBLFT B MFOHUI PG UJNF∼ ɀ/ȿ( + 0(ȿ)) #Z DPOUSBTU
UIF TVSHF QIBTF IBT B NVDI TIPSUFS EVSBUJPO *OJUJBMMZ UIJDLOFTT I JO UIF TVSHF QIBTF JT0(ȿ−
 BOE
DPSSFTQPOEJOHMZ V ∼ IO = 0(ȿ−O) 5IF UJNF TDBMF GPS UIJOOJOH FBSMZ JO UIF TVSHF QIBTF TDBMFT
BT V− ∼ ȿO 4VCTFRVFOUMZ OFBS UIF USBOTJUJPO GSPN BDUJWF UP TUBHOBOU XF IBWF V BOE I PG0()
DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP BO0() UJNF TDBMF #PUI PG UIFTF BSF NVDI TNBMMFS UIBO UIF MFOHUI PG UJNF ɀ/ȿ
SFRVJSFE BU MFBEJOH PSEFS GPS UIF TUBHOBOU QIBTF XIJDI UIFSFGPSF HJWFT UIF MFBEJOH PSEFS FTUJNBUF GPS
UIF QFSJPE PG PTDJMMBUJPO BT ɀ/ȿ

ɀ≪  ȿ = 0()
)FSF UIF USBOTJUJPO GSPN TUBHOBOU UP GBTU PDDVST BU B TNBMM UIJDLOFTT I = ɀ/ȿ = 0(ɀ) DPSSF
TQPOEJOH UP B TNBMM WFMPDJUZ V = (ɀO) 5IF WFMPDJUZ BG୴FS USBOTJUJPO UP UIF BDUJWF CSBODI JT UIFSFGPSF
UPP TNBMM BOE UIF JDF TUSFBN XJMM BDUVBMMZ UIJDLFO SBUIFS UIBO UIJO 5IJT GBMMT PVUTJEF UIF SFNJU PG
UIF BTZNQUPUJD NPEFM XF IBWF GPSNVMBUFE BCPWF 5P BMMPX IV UP JODSFBTF CFZPOE ɀ/ȿ JT QPTTJCMF
JG JOTUFBE PG JOTJTUJOH PO FRVBUJPO 	"
 BT UIF TUFBEZ TUBUF WFSTJPO PG FRVBUJPO 	"
 XF BMMPX
X → ∞ *O UIBU DBTF ɑC ∼  GSPN FRVBUJPO 	"
 BOE BU MFBEJOH PSEFS V = IO GSPN FRVBUJPO
	"
 " TUFBEZ TUBUF GPS IXJMM UIFO CF BUUBJOFE XIFO VI = IO+ =  TP I =  XJUI X HPJOH UP
JO୮ୢOJUZ "MMPXJOH ESBJOBHF JO UIF NPEFM XPVME QPUFOUJBMMZ BMMFWJBUF X HSPXJOH XJUIPVU CPVOE
ɀ≫  ȿ = 0()
5IF USBOTJUJPO GSPN TUBHOBOU UP BDUJWF PDDVST BU B MBSHF I = ɀ/ȿ = 0(ɀ) 'SPN FRVBUJPO 	"

XF IBWF ID = 0(ɀ/(+O)XJUI VD = 0(ɀO/(+O) )FODF IDVD JT MBSHF BOE PTDJMMBUJPOT BSF CPVOE UP
PDDVS 8F DBO BHBJO ୮ୢOE MFBEJOH PSEFS FYQSFTTJPOT GPS BNQMJUVEF BOE QFSJPE BT XF EJE GPS UIF DBTF
ɀ = 0() ȿ≪ 
4QFDJ୮ୢDBMMZ UIF TUBHOBOU QIBTF EPNJOBUFT BHBJO I IBT UP JODSFBTF GSPN ID = 0(ɀ/(O+)) UP ɀ/ȿ
XIJDI BU MFBEJOH PSEFS UBLFT BO BNPVOU PG UJNF ɀ/ȿ( + 0(ɀ−(O+)/(O+)) BOE UIF BNQMJUVEF PG
UIF PTDJMMBUJPO JT BMTP ɀ/ȿ − ID = ɀ/ȿ( + 0(ɀ−(O+)/(O+)) 7FMPDJUJFT BU UIF CFHJOOJOH PG UIF
TVSHF QIBTF BSF PG0(ɀO) TP UIF UJNF TDBMF GPS JOJUJBM UIJOOJOH JT0(ɀ−O) 5IF USBOTJUJPO GSPN BDUJWF
UP TUBHOBOU PDDVST XIFO V JT SFEVDFE UP0(ɀ/(+O)) XJUI BTTPDJBUFE UJNF TDBMF0(ɀ−/(O+) XIJDI
JT TUJMM NVDI MFTT UIBO UIF FSSPS JO UIF DPNQVUBUJPO PG UIF MFOHUI PG UIF TUBHOBOU QIBTF BCPWF 5IF
FOUJSF DZDMF UIFSFGPSF UBLFT MFOHUI ɀ/ȿ( + 0(ɀ−(O+)/(O+))

ɀ = 0() ȿ≫ 
"T JO UIF DBTF ɀ ≪  ȿ = 0() UIF USBOTJUJPO GSPN TUBHOBOU UP BDUJWF PDDVST BU B TNBMM UIJDLOFTT
ɀ/ȿ = 0(ȿ−) BOE BT JO UIBU QSFWJPVT DBTF XF BHBJO FYQFDU B TPMVUJPO UIBU TFUUMFT JOUP B TUFBEZ TUBUF
I =  GPS I XJUI X EJWFSHJOH UP JO୮ୢOJUZ
ɀ ∼ ȿ≫ 
5IF USBOTJUJPO GSPN TUBHOBOU UP BDUJWF OPX IBQQFOT BU BO0() WBMVF ɀ/ȿ DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP BO0()
WFMPDJUZ )PXFWFS UIF SBOHF CFUXFFO ID BOE ɀ/ȿ JT OPX WFSZ OBSSPX GSPN FRVBUJPO 	"
 XF DBO
TFF UIBU ID ∼ ɀ/ȿ + ȿ−OO/(O + )O+(ɀ/ȿ)O+ 5IFSF BSF UISFF QPTTJCMJUJFT FJUIFS I6(I) < 
BU I = ɀ/ȿ BOE XF IBWF B TJUVBUJPO BOBMPHPVT UP UIF DBTF ɀ = 0() ȿ ≫  BCPWF XJUI I TFUUMJOH
UP B TUFBEZ TUBUF BU VOJUZ BOE X HSPXJOH XJUIPVU CPVOE "MUFSOBUJWFMZ UIFSF DPVME CF BO WBMVF PG I
CFUXFFO ID BOE ɀ/ȿ TVDI UIBU I6(I) =  XJUI UIF JDF TUSFBN TFUUMJOH JOUP B TUFBEZ TUBUF UIFSF )PX
FWFS HJWFO UIBU ID JT DMPTF UP ɀ/ȿ UIJT JT BO VOMJLFMZ PVUDPNF -BTUMZ JU JT QPTTJCMF UIBU ID6(ID) > 
BOE UIF JDF TUSFBN XJMM VOEFSHP PTDJMMBUJPOT 5IJT XJMM IBWF WFSZ TNBMM BNQMJUVEF ɀ/ȿ − ID ∼ ȿ−
XJUI B QFSJPE UIBU BMTP TDBMFT BT ȿ−
" 5ছঊগজ঒ঝ঒ঘগজ ঋ঎ঝঠ঎঎গ জঝঊঐগঊগঝ ঊগ঍ ঊঌঝ঒ট঎ ঋছঊগঌ঑঎জ
/FYU XF MPPL BHBJO BU UIF DBTF PG PTDJMMBUJPOT BOE DPNQMFUF UIF BTZNQUPUJD BOBMZTJT PG MJNJU DZDMF
TPMVUJPOT CZ EFTDSJCJOH UIF MFBEJOH PSEFS TUSVDUVSF PG UIF USBOTJUJPOT CFUXFFO TUBHOBOU BOE BDUJWF
CSBODIFT
5ছঊগজ঒ঝ঒ঘগ এছঘখ জঝঊঐগঊগঝ ঝঘ ঊঌঝ঒ট঎
"U UIF UJNF XIFO I SFBDIFT ɀ/ȿ XXJMM IBWF BUUBJOFE  BT ȿ < ɀ/I EVSJOH UIF TUBHOBOU QIBTF BOE
XJUI V =  POMZ UIF TFDPOE DBTF JO FRVBUJPO 	"
 DBO CF BUUBJOFE PO TFUUJOH UIF MFG୴IBOE TJEF UP

[FSP
4VQQPTF GPS TJNQMJDJUZ UIBU ɑ > (ɀ/ȿ) 1IZTJDBMMZ UIJT NFBOT UIBU UIF TUSFOHUI PG UIF CFE BU
UIF DSJUJDBM WPJE SBUJP FD JT MBSHF FOPVHI UP QSFWFOU TMJEJOH GSPN SFDPNNFODJOH BU UIF DSJUJDBM UIJDL
OFTT I = ɀ/ȿ BU XIJDI NFMUJOH CFHJOT 5P SFBDUJWBUF TMJEJOH XJUI I DMPTF UP ɀ/ȿ UIFO SFRVJSFT B ୮ୢOJUF
	0()
 BNPVOU PG NFMU UP CF HFOFSBUFE ୮ୢSTU TP UIBU ɑC ESPQT UP UIF DSJUJDBM WBMVF (ɀ/ȿ) BU XIJDI
TMJEJOH SFDPNNFODFT -BCFM UIF ୮ୢOJUF BNPVOU PG NFMU SFRVJSFE UP BUUBJO ɑC = ɑ FYQ(−D(X−FD)) =
(ɀ/ȿ) CZ XT = FD + D− MPH[(ɀ/ȿ)/ɑ] 5IJT ୮ୢOJUF BNPVOU PG NFMU JT HFOFSBUFE CZ I SJTJOH TMJHIUMZ
BCPWF ɀ/ȿ SFEVDJOH DPOEVDUJWF MPTT TV୭୮ୢDJFOUMZ UP BMMPX NFMU UP UBLF QMBDF
-FU U = UT CF UIF UJNF BU XIJDI I = ɀ/ȿ JT BUUBJOFE 5IFO EF୮ୢOF B GBTU UJNF TDBMF GPS UIJT JOJUJBM







$MFBSMZ I BOE UIFSFGPSF X JODSFBTF MJOFBSMZ XJUI 5 &WFOUVBMMZ XT JT BUUBJOFE BU B ୮ୢOJUF 5 = 5T =
ɀXT/ȿ
4MJEJOH SFDPNNFODFT BU 5 = 5T 5IFSF JT BO JOJUJBM JOUFSWBM PWFS XIJDI CPUI GSJDUJPOBM EJTTJ
QBUJPO BOE DPOEVDUJWF IFBUJOH QMBZ TJNJMBS SPMFT BT WFMPDJUZ TUBSUT GSPN [FSP TP UIFSF JT BU ୮ୢSTU OP
EJTTJQBUJPO 5IJT JT BOBMPHPVT UP UIF DPSOFS MBZFS PG UIF WBO EFS 1PM PTDJMMBUPS TPMVUJPO 	)JODI 

*O UIJT JOJUJBM TMJEJOH TUBHF XF DBO SFTDBMF BT X = XT + Ⱦ/O8 5 = Ⱦ−+(O−)/O(U− UT − Ⱦ/5T)
I = ɀ/ȿ+ Ⱦ/5T + 0(Ⱦ−−(O−)/O) FRVBUJPO 	"











5IJT TPMVUJPO UP UIJT FRVBUJPO JOJUJBMMZ HSPXT MJOFBSMZ EVF UP UIF TFDPOE 	DPOEVDUJWF IFBUJOH
 UFSN
PO UIF SJHIU IBOE TJEF CVU FWFOUVBMMZ UIF ୮ୢSTU 	EJTTJQBUJPO
 UFSN PO UIF SJHIUIBOE TJEF CFDPNFT





ɀ(O+)/(O−)DO/(O−)[(O− )(5C − 5)]/(O−) 	"

5IJT CMPXVQ PG DPVSTF JO SFBMJUZ DPSSFTQPOET UP UIF NBJO USBOTJUJPO GSPN UIF [FSPWFMPDJUZ CSBODI
UP UIF TVSHF CSBODI EVSJOH XIJDI X CFDPNFT NVDI MBSHFS UIBO XT
5P DBQUVSF UIJT SFRVJSFT B GVSUIFS SFTDBMJOH UP UIF GBTU UJNF TDBMF Ⱦ GPS XIJDI XF QVU 5 = Ⱦ−(U−
UT − Ⱦ/5T − Ⱦ−+(O−)/O5C)8 = X6 = V I = ɀ/ȿ + Ⱦ/ 8JUI UIJT SFTDBMJOH XF HFU BU





 − (ɀ/ȿ)6/O]6, 	"

XJUI8 BOE6 MJOLFE UISPVHI FRVBUJPOT 	"
 BOE 	"
 CZ6 = (ɀ/ȿ)[− FYQ(D(XT −8))]O 6
JT UIFSFGPSF BO JODSFBTJOH GVODUJPO PG8 BOE UIF ୮ୢYFE QPJOU6 = 8 = XT JT VOTUBCMF .BUDIJOH
XJUI UIF DPSOFS MBZFS TPMVUJPO UISPVHI FRVBUJPO 	"





BT 5 → −∞ UIBU EFTDSJCFT UIF JOJUJBM FWPMVUJPO BXBZ GSPN UIF ୮ୢYFE QPJOU 5IF MBSHF 5 TPMVUJPO
JT HJWFO CZ6 = (ɀ/ȿ)O UIJT JT UIF TPMVUJPO PCUBJOFE GSPN FRVBUJPO 	"
 CZ TFUUJOH ɑC = 
BOE BDUVBMMZ DPSSFTQPOET UP8 → ∞ V = 6 = (ɀ/ȿ)O JT BMTP UIF MBSHFS PG UIF UXP TPMVUJPOT
UP FRVBUJPO 	"
 XIFO I = ɀ/ȿ BOE UIF MBSHF 5 CFIBWJPS UIFSFGPSF DPSSFTQPOET UP I ∼ ɀ/ȿ
6 ∼ 6(I) BT FYQFDUFE JO PSEFS UP NBUDI XJUI UIF TVSHF CSBODI

5ছঊগজ঒ঝ঒ঘগ এছঘখ ঊঌঝ঒ট঎ ঝঘ জঝঊঐগঊগঝ
5IF SFWFSTF USBOTJUJPO GSPN B TVSHJOH UP B OPOTVSHJOH JDF TUSFBN PDDVST XIFO I DPNQVUFE UISPVHI
FRVBUJPO 	"
 PO UIF TVSHF CSBODI SFBDIFT UIF DSJUJDBM WBMVF ID CFMPX XIJDI FRVBUJPO 	"
 IBT
OP TPMVUJPO 5IJT USBOTJUJPO JT IBSEFS UP EFTDSJCF BT XF DBOOPU DPNQVUF ID BOBMZUJDBMMZ )PXFWFS
HFOFSJDBMMZ XF DBO XSJUF FRVBUJPO 	"
 JO UIF GPSN
'(V, I) = (I − IV/O)V+ ɀ/I− ȿ = ,
BOE UIF DSJUJDBM UIJDLOFTT ID DPSSFTQPOET UP B TBEEMFOPEF CJGVSDBUJPO QPJOU (ID, VD) BU XIJDI
'(VD, ID) = , ∂'
∂V (VD, ID) = . 	"

8JUI V >  UIF FWPMVUJPO FRVBUJPO FRVBUJPO 	"
 DBO BMTP CF XSJUUFO BT
ȾEXEU = '(V, I), 	"





∂V (VD, ID), 'I =
∂'
∂I (VD, ID), XV =
EX
EV (VD,XD).
8F IBWF 'VV <  XIJMF 'I >  BOE VX > 
-FU UD CF UIF UJNF BU XIJDI I DPNQVUFE GSPN FRVBUJPO 	"
 SFBDIFT ID 'JSTU XF OFFE UP EF
TDSJCF UIF POTFU PG TIVUEPXO XIFO UIF JODSFBTF JO DPOEVDUJWF IFBUJOH EVF UP POHPJOH UIJOOJOH
DPOUSJCVUFT FRVBMMZ UP SFEVDUJPO JO CFE XBUFS DPOUFOU BT EPFT UIF SFEVDUJPO JO EJTTJQBUJWF IFBUJOH BT
V ؟GBMMT P୭ૄؠ UIF TVSHF CSBODI 5IJT JT BHBJO BOBMPHPVT UP UIF DPSOFS MBZFS JO UIF WBO EFS 1PM PTDJMMBUPS

3FTDBMF BT
5 = Ⱦ−/(U− UD), (V− VD) = Ⱦ/6, I− ID = Ⱦ/). 	"








 + 'I) 	"B

E)
E5 = − VDID. 	"C

#Z BTTVNQUJPO XF IBWF VDID >  TP) EFDSFBTFT MJOFBSMZ XJUI UJNF "T B NBUDIJOH DPOEJUJPO XJUI
UIF TVSHF CSBODI DPNQVUFE GSPN FRVBUJPOT 	"
 BOE 	"
 XF IBWF) ∼ ( − VDID)5 BT
5 → −∞ BOE UIJT UIFSFGPSF SFNBJOT UIF TPMVUJPO GPS) JO UJNF UISPVHIPVU UIF DPSOFS MBZFS 8F






BT 5 → −∞ 8IFO 5 BOE IFODF) JT QPTJUJWF6 XJMM HSPX JODSFBTJOHMZ OFHBUJWF JOJUJBMMZ EVF
UP UIF TFDPOE UFSN JO FRVBUJPO 	"
 BOE MBUFS EVF UP UIF ୮ୢSTU RVBESBUJD UFSN UIBU PODF BHBJO MFBET
UP ୮ୢOJUF UJNF CMPXVQ BU TPNF UJNF 5U XJUI6 CFIBWJOH BT
6 ∼ 'VVXV(5U − 5) . 	"

0ODF NPSF ୮ୢOJUF UJNF CMPXVQ BDUVBMMZ DPSSFTQPOET UP B SBQJE USBOTJUJPO UIJT UJNF UP UIF [FSP
WFMPDJUZ CSBODI 5IJT JT DBQUVSFE CZ UIF SFTDBMJOH
5 = Ⱦ−(U− UD − Ⱦ/5U), 8 = X, I = ID + 0(Ⱦ/), 	"


XIJDI MFBET UP UIF FRVJWBMFOU PG FRVBUJPO 	"




D − ID6/O]6+ ɀ/ID − ȿ 	"

OPX XJUI8 = FD − D− MPH[(ID − ID6/O)/ɑ] TP8 JT BHBJO BO JODSFBTJOH GVODUJPO PG6
.BUDIJOH XJUI UIF TPMVUJPO PG FRVBUJPO 	"B
 HJWFT6 ∼ VD − 'VV/(XV5) BT 5 → −∞ 8JUI
6 < VD UIF SJHIUIBOE TJEF PG FRVBUJPO 	"
 XJMM CF OFHBUJWF 	SFDBMM UIBU JU JT [FSP XIFO6 = VD

)FODF8 XJMM EFDSFBTF BT XJMM6 6 SFBDIFT [FSP JO ୮ୢOJUF UJNF DPNQMFUJOH UIF USBOTJUJPO UP UIF
[FSPWFMPDJUZ CSBODI BU I = ID 5IJT DPNQMFUFT UIF MJNJU DZDMF TPMVUJPO
" "ঙঙছঘড঒খঊঝ঒গঐ ঋ঒গঐ঎ঙঞছঐ঎ ঙ঎ছ঒ঘ঍ ঊগ঍ ঌছ঒ঝ঒ঌঊক ঝ঑঒ঌঔগ঎জজ঎জ এঘছ ছ঎ঊক঒জ
ঝ঒ঌ Ⱦ = 0(−)
" $ছ঒ঝ঒ঌঊক জঝঊঐগঊঝ঒ঘগ ঝ঑঒ঌঔগ঎জজ
&RVBUJPO 	"
 HJWFT VT UIF FYBDU MPDBUJPO PG UIF DSJUJDBM TUBHOBUJPO UIJDLOFTT PO UIF BDUJWF CSBODI
	GPS TNBMM Ⱦ UIPVHI UIJT BQQMJFT FRVBMMZ XFMM IFSF
 )FSF XF SFBSSBOHF BOE QMBDF B UFSN ɂ PO UIF
MJOFBS UFSN 	QFSUVSCBUJPO FYQBOTJPOT JO PUIFS UFSNT FJUIFS GBJM PS ZJFME XPSTF BTZNQUPUJD BQQSPYJNB
UJPO PO IT

ɄIO+T + ɂȿIT − ɀ =  	"

XJUI Ʉ = OO(O+)O+ 
"T BCPWF JO TFDUJPO  VTF B QFSUVSCBUJPO NFUIPE 	'PS BO PWFSWJFX PG UIJT BQQSPBDI TFF #FOEFS
BOE 0ST[BH 	

 8F TPMWF UIF ɂ =  [FSPPSEFS BQQSPYJNBUJPO ୮ୢSTU










8F DBO OPX ୮ୢOE DPSSFDUJPOT UP UIJT [FSPPSEFS BQQSPYJNBUJPO CZ BTTVNJOH UIBU FRVBUJPO 	"

IBT UIF GPMMPXJOH TPMVUJPO
IT(ɂ) = I + Bɂ+ Bɂ + . . . 	"

3FUBJOJOH KVTU UIF0(ɂ) UFSNT
IT(ɂ) ≈ I + Bɂ+ Bɂ, 	"

8F TVCTUJUVUF UIJT JOUP FRVBUJPO FRVBUJPO 	"

Ʉ (I + Bɂ+ Bɂ)O+ + ɂȿ (I + Bɂ+ Bɂ)− ɀ = , 	"

FYQBOEJOH BOE POMZ SFUBJOJOH UFSNT JO0(ɂ)
[ɄIO+ − ɀ]+(O+)BɄIO+ ɂ+(O+)BɄIO+ ɂ+
⎛⎜⎝O+ 

⎞⎟⎠ BIO+ ɂ+ɂȿI+ȿBɂ = . 	"

5IF ୮ୢSTU CSBDLFUFE UFSN PO UIF -)4 JT FYBDUMZ UIF TPMVUJPO PG UIF [FSPPSEFS BQQSPYJNBUJPO 0UIFS
XJTF XF DPMMFDU UFSNT JO ɂ BOE TPMWF GPS B
[
(O+ )BɄIO+ + ȿI
] ɂ =  	"

4VCTUJUVUJOH JO I BOE DPMMFDUJOH UFSNT JO UIF SFMFWBOU QBSBNFUFST ZJFMET








⎞⎟⎠ BIO+ ɂ + ȿB
⎤⎥⎦ ɂ =  	"

4VCTUJUVUJOH JO I BOE B XF DPMMFDUJOH UFSNT JO UIF SFMFWBOU QBSBNFUFST BOE TPMWF GPS B
B = − O(O+ ) ȿ
 (ɄɀO+)− O+ 	"








O+ − ȿO+ 
(ɄɀO+)− O+ − O (O+ ) ȿ (ɄɀO+)− O+ 	"

" 4ঝঊঐগঊঝ঒ঘগ ঙ঎ছ঒ঘ঍
8IFO UIF JDF TUSFBN GBMMT P୭G UIF BDUJWF CSBODI BU IT BOE POUP UIF TUBHOBOU CSBODI UIF EZOBNJDT PG
UIF JDF TUSFBN NPEFM CFDPNF DPOTJEFSBCMZ TJNQMFS 	BT V∗ = 
 /PUBCMZ XF IBWF UIF GPMMPXJOH





BOE B MJOFBS FWPMVUJPO JO JDF UIJDLOFTT
I(U) = IT + U, 	"


	BTTVNJOH UIBU UIFSF JT OPU BOZ DPOTJEFSBCMF DIBOHF JO I∗ EVSJOH UIF USBOTJUJPO GSPN UIF BDUJWF UP
TUBHOBOU CSBODI
 8F TFF UIBU XF DBO TPMWF FYBDUMZ GPS UIF FWPMVUJPO JO UJMM XBUFS DPOUFOU
ȾEXEU = ȿ−
ɀ
IT + U 	"

X(U) = ȿȾ (IT + U)−
ɀ
Ⱦ MO (IT + U) + X 	"










" હঞ঒ঌঔ ঎জঝ঒খঊঝ঎ ঘএ ঙ঎ছ঒ঘ঍
5P EFSJWF B RVJDL FTUJNBUF PO UIF QFSJPE 	XIJDI XF XJMM VTF MBUFS UP EFSJWF B NPSF BDDVSBUF FTUJNBUF

XF OPUF UIBU UIF DIBOHF JO ESJWJOH TUSFTT I EVSJOH UIF TUBHOBOU QIBTF JT SFMBUJWFMZ TNBMM JO DPNQBS
JTPO UP UIF DIBOHF JO CBTBM TIFBS TUSFOHUI 5IVT XF BUUFNQU UP ୮ୢOE ˵U CZ MPPLJOH GPS UIF SPPUT PG
FRVBUJPO 	"
 "MTP XF OPUF UIBU UIF USBKFDUPSZ PG UJMM XBUFS DPOUFOU JT BMNPTU TZNNFUSJD XJUI B
NJOJNVN WBMVF BUUBJOFE XIFO I = ɀȿ  5IVT XF DBO BQQSPYJNBUF FRVBUJPO 	"
 BT UIF RVBESBUJD















8F OPX BUUFNQU UP TPMWF GPS UIF UJNF TJODF TUBHOBUJPO ˵U BU XIJDI UIF CFE GBJMT DSJUJDBMMZ XIJDI
TIPVME PDDVS XIFO
I = ɑC, 	"

PS JO UFSNT PG PVS UJNF FWPMVUJPO GPS UJMM XBUFS DPOUFOU BOE B MJOFBSMZ BDDVNVMBUJOH JDF TUSFBN UIJDL
OFTT












































⎤⎥⎥⎦ =  	"






















'PS ɀ UIBU JT0() JU JT UIF DBTF UIBU ȾC << ɀ VOMFTT UIF UJMM MBZFS JT0() 5IJT DPSSFTQPOET UP
B TJUVBUJPO XIFSF UIF DIBOHF JO ESJWJOH TUSFTT EVSJOH TUBHOBUJPO JT TNBMM DPNQBSFE UP UIF DIBOHF JO

CFE TUSFOHUI B WBMJE BTTVNQUJPO GPS BMM CVU UIF TUSPOHFTU CJOHFQVSHF PTDJMMBUJPOT 	GPS XIJDI UIJT
FOUJSF EFSJWBUJPO EPFT OPU BQQMZ BOZXBZ















5IJT QSPWJEFT B HPPE FTUJNBUF PO UIF QFSJPE PG CJOHFQVSHF PTDJMMBUJPOT *O UIJT BQQSPYJNBUJPO
XF IBWF OFHMFDUFE UIF QVSHF QIBTF XIJDI POMZ DPOUSJCVUFT TJHOJ୮ୢDBOUMZ UP UIF QFSJPE OFBS UIF TUB
CJMJUZ CPVOEBSZ "MTP JO UIF SFEVDFE NPEFM XF BSF OPU UBLJOH JOUP BDDPVOU BOZ UJMMGSFF[JOH PS CBTBM
DPPMJOH UIVT UIFTF BQQSPYJNBUJPOT CFDPNFT JODSFBTJOHMZ QPPS GPS MBSHF 3&)' 	JO UIF TUSPOH CJOHF
QVSHF SFHJNF
 )PXFWFS UIJT BQQSPYJNBUJPO JT TUJMM XJUIJO ॎ PG OVNFSJDBMMZ EFSJWFE QFSJPE FTUJ




unstable active branch 
stable active branch 






actual system trajectory 
Figure A.1: Phase portrait of the reducedmodel.

B




0OF PG UIF QSJNBSZ QVSQPTFT PG UIJT NPEFM JT UP BDDVSBUFMZ DBQUVSF UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO BT
UIF JDF TUSFBN FWPMWFT 0VS BQQSPBDI IFSF JT CBTFE P୭G PG UIBU PG 4DIPPG 	B
 8F BEPQU B TZTUFN

PG EJNFOTJPOMFTT TUSFUDI DPPSEJOBUFT JO UIF Y− [ QMBOF
ɐ = YYH 	#

Ʉ = [− CI , 	#

XIFSF YH JT UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO C JT UIF CFESPDL FMFWBUJPO BOE I JT UIF JDF TUSFBN UIJDLOFTT
*O UIJT TZTUFN UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF JT BMXBZT BU ɐ =  BOE UIF JDF TVSGBDF JT BMXBZT BU Ʉ = 
# )ঘছ঒ণঘগঝঊক 7঎কঘঌ঒ঝঢ







= ɑE(Y, U) + ɑC(Y, U) + (TI|VC| O−VC, 	#

XIFSF VC(Y, U) = V([ = C; Y, U) JT UIF CBTBM JDF WFMPDJUZ 5IF UFSN PO UIF -)4 JT UIF MPOHJUVEJ
OBM TUSFTT BOE UIF UISFF UFSNT PO UIF 3)4 BSF 	SFTQFDUJWFMZ
 UIF ESJWJOH TUSFTT CBTBM TIFBS TUSFTT BOE
DSPTTTUSFBN JOUFHSBUFE MBUFSBM TIFBS TUSFTT 5IF CBTBM WFMPDJUZ VC JT BTTVNFE UP SFTVMU GSPN UJMM EFGPS
NBUJPO " JT UIF WFSUJDBMMZ JOUFHSBUFE (MFOؠT MBX DPF୭୮ୢDJFOU XIJDI JT B GVODUJPO PG JDF UFNQFSBUVSF
BOE O JT UIF (MFOؠT MBX FYQPOFOU
%SJWJOH TUSFTT IBT JUT VTVBM GPSN
ɑE(Y, U) = ɎJHI∂YI, 	#

XIFSF ɎJ JT UIF EFOTJUZ PG HMBDJBM JDF BOE H JT UIF BDDFMFSBUJPO EVF UP HSBWJUZ
"T JO %VQPOU BOE "MMFZ 	
 UIF QBSBNFUFS(T BSJTFT GSPN BTTVNJOH UIBU DSPTTTUSFBN WBSJB
UJPO JO WFMPDJUZ QSJNBSJMZ PDDVST JO UIF TIFBS NBSHJOT BOE UIFO TDBMJOH BXBZ UIF QBSBNFUFST UIBU BSJTF

JO UIJT NBSHJO ZJFMEJOH
(T =8−("T8T)− O 	#

XIFSF"T JT UIF /ZF(MFO -BX DPF୭୮ୢDJFOU JO TIFBS NBSHJOT8 JT UIF JDF TUSFBN IBMGXJEUI BOE8T JT
UIF TIFBS NBSHJO XJEUI
7FSUJDBM TIFBS PG IPSJ[POUBM WFMPDJUZ JT DBMDVMBUFE TFQBSBUFMZ CZ GPMMPXJOH UIF TIBMMPX JDF BQQSPYJ
NBUJPO BOE BTTVNJOH TJNQMF TIFBS




− (− Ʉ)O+] . 	#

XIFSF Ʉ JT UIF TDBMFE WFSUJDBM DPPSEJOBUF VC JT UIF CBTBM WFMPDJUZ DBMDVMBUFE VTJOH UIF NPNFOUVN
CBMBODF GSPN BCPWF BOE" JT UIF WFSUJDBMMZ BWFSBHFE (MFOؠT MBX DPF୭୮ୢDJFOU
# 7঎ছঝ঒ঌঊক 7঎কঘঌ঒ঝঢ
8F FYQFDU UIBU PVS NPEFM NBZ EFWFMPQ MBSHF HSBEJFOUT JO IPSJ[POUBM WFMPDJUZ BT IPSJ[POUBM WBSJBUJPOT
JO UJMM XBUFS DPOUFOU MFBE UP MBSHF WBSJBUJPOT JO CFE TUSFOHUI 	TFF TFDUJPO #
 8JUIPVU FOGPSDJOH
NBTT DPOUJOVJUZ UIFTF MPDBM EJWFSHFODFT XJMM MFBE UP TJHOJ୮ୢDBOU MPTTFT PG IFBU GSPN UIF JDF JO MPDBUJPOT
XIFSF UIF IFBU CBMBODF JT DSJUJDBM 5IVT XF FOGPSDF Y[ NBTT DPOUJOVJUZ
∂YV+ ∂[X = . 	#

















I = , 	#


TVCKFDU UP X + V∂C




∂ɐ BU Ʉ =  'PS DPOTUBOU ɐ XF DIPPTF UP JOUFHSBUF
GSPN UIF CFE VQXBSET UP TPMWF GPS X(Ʉ) BT B GVODUJPO PG V(Ʉ) 	QSFDPNQVUFE BCPWF



















FWBMVBUFE BU ɐ = ɐ
# *ঌ঎ 5঑঒ঌঔগ঎জজ
*DF UIJDLOFTT FWPMVUJPO JT UIF SFTVMU PG B TJNQMF NBTT CBMBODF XJUI DPOTUBOU BDDVNVMBUJPO BT B TPVSDF
FWFSZXIFSF BOE BO BEWFDUJWF ୯୳VY NPWJOH JDF XJUIJO BOE PVU PG UIF EPNBJO 5IF SFTVMUJOH QSPHOPT
UJD FRVBUJPO GPS JDF UIJDLOFTT JT TJNQMZ
I˙+ ∂Y (V¯I) = BD 	#

XIFSF V¯(Y, U) = I
∫ C+I
C V(Y, [, U)E[ JT UIF WFSUJDBMMZ BWFSBHFE WFMPDJUZ




YH = B 	#

XIFSF UIF FYUSB UFSNT BSF UIF SFTVMU PG UIF DIBOHJOH DPPSEJOBUF TZTUFN






YH I = B 	#

XIFSF V¯− ɐY˙H JT UIF آF୭GFDUJWFأ IPSJ[POUBM WFMPDJUZ MFTT UIF SBUF PG DPPSEJOBUF TUSFUDIJOH

# *ঌ঎ 5঎খঙ঎ছঊঝঞছ঎
$BMDVMBUJOH UFNQFSBUVSF BMPOH UIF ୯୳PXMJOF BOE JO UIF WFSUJDBM JT OFDFTTBSZ JO PSEFS UP BDDVSBUFMZ EF
UFSNJOF UIF CBTBM IFBU CVEHFU BOE BUUFOEBOU NFMUXBUFS QSPEVDUJPO SBUF 8F CFHJO XJUI UIF BEWFDUJPO
EJ୭GVTJPO FRVBUJPO GPS UFNQFSBUVSF JO UIF Y[ QMBOF
5˙+∇ · (⃗V5) = ɇ∇5 	#

5˙+ ∂Y (V5) + ∂[ (X5) = ɇ (∂YY5+ ∂[[5) 	#

8F OPX USBOTGPSN UP UIF TBNF TUSFUDI DPPSEJOBUFT BT BCPWF *O B GVMM FYQBOTJPO XF BSF MFG୴ XJUI

































































5IFO XJUIJO UIF CSBDLFUT PO UIF 3)4 XF DBO QFSGPSN TPNF TDBMJOH BTTVNJOH UIBU ɐ ∼ 0()



















































































5 = LI5ǿǿ. 	#















5IJT BDDPVOUT GPS UIF UJMUJOH PG UIF FMFNFOU CPVOEBSJFT UISPVHI UIF MBTU UFSN BT XFMM BT GPS UIF NP
UJPO PG UIF FMFNFOU BT UIF EPNBJO JT TUSFUDIFE
# 5঒কক 1ছঘঙ঎ছঝ঒঎জ
4JODF UJMM XBUFS DPOUFOU JT EFUFSNJOFE TPMFMZ CZ MPDBM NFMUXBUFS QSPEVDUJPO JU JT EFBMU XJUI JO B TJNJ
MBS XBZ BT JO DIBQUFS  XIJDI BEPQUT B TMJHIUMZ NPEJ୮ୢFE GPSN PG UIF VOESBJOFE QMBTUJD CFE NPEFM PG
5VMBD[ZL FU BM 	C
 5IF CBTBM IFBU CVEHFU JT
N = ɎJ-G
(
(+ ɑC(Y)VC(Y) + LJI(Y)





XIFSF PO UIF 3)4 UIF ୮ୢSTU UFSN JT UIF HFPUIFSNBM IFBU ୯୳VY UIF TFDPOE UFSN JT UIF GSJDUJPOBM IFBU
୯୳VY BOE UIF UIJSE UFSN JT UIF DPOEVDUJWF IFBU ୯୳VY BU UIF CFE
5JMM WPJE SBUJP F = ;X;T  JT B SBUJP PG UIF UIJDLOFTT PG WPJE TQBDFT JO UIF UJMM DPMVNO 	;X
 UP VO
GSP[FO TPMJE UJMM UIJDLOFTT XJUIPVU WPJE TQBDFT 	;T
 "TTVNJOH UIBU NFMUXBUFS BMXBZT ୮ୢMMT UIF WPJE
TQBDFT JO UIF UJMM DPMVNO UIF UJMM XBUFS DPOUFOU DBO UIFO CF EF୮ୢOFE BT ;X = F;T F BOE ;T UIFO WBSZ
BT B GVODUJPO PG UIF JDF TUSFBN TUBUF






N JG F > FD




XIFSF ; JT UIF NBYJNVN BWBJMBCMF UJMM UIJDLOFTT
8IFO UIF WPJE SBUJP SFBDIFT FD GSPN BCPWF UJMM CFHJOT GSFF[JOH PO BT B GSP[FO GSJOHF 	3FNQFM

 ;T UIF DVSSFOU UIJDLOFTT PG VOGSP[FO UJMM 	XJUIPVU WPJE TQBDF




N JG F = FD BOE  < ;T < ;




5IF CBTBM TIFBS TUSFTT JT DBMDVMBUFE GSPN UIF CBTBM WFMPDJUZ BOE WPJE SBUJP BTTVNJOH UIBU UIF UJMM
CFIBWFT BT B $PVMPNC QMBTUJD NBUFSJBM
ɑC = ɑD VC√VC + ɂV , 	#

XIFSF ɂV JT UIF WFMPDJUZ TDBMF PWFS XIJDI UJMM USBOTJUJPOT GSPN B RVBTJMJOFBS UP $PVMPNC GSJDUJPO MBX
5IF DSJUJDBM GBJMVSF TUSFOHUI PG UIF UJMM GPMMPXT UIF FNQJSJDBM GPSN PG 5VMBD[ZL FU BM 	B

ɑD = ɑ FYQ[−C(F− FD)], 	#

XIFSF ɑ BOE C BSF FNQJSJDBM QBSBNFUFST

# #ঘঞগ঍ঊছঢ $ঘগ঍঒ঝ঒ঘগজ
'কঘঝঊঝ঒ঘগ ঊঝ ঝ঑঎ (ছঘঞগ঍঒গঐ -঒গ঎
*DF CFHJOT UP ୯୳PBU BU UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF 	ɐ = 
 TP UIF ୯୳PUBUJPO DPOEJUJPO NVTU BQQMZ
ɎJI = ɎXC 	#

XIFSF ɎJ JT UIF EFOTJUZ PG JDF ɎX JT UIF EFOTJUZ PG XBUFS I JT UIF JDF UIJDLOFTT BOE C JT UIF CFE FMFWB
UJPO

















#Z EF୮ୢOJUJPO UIF VQTUSFBN CPVOEBSZ 	ɐ = 
 JT UIF JDF EJWJEF )FSF XF IBWF VC = 
5঎খঙ঎ছঊঝঞছ঎
5IFSF BSF %JSJDIMFU CPVOEBSZ DPOEJUJPOT PO UFNQFSBUVSF BU UIF VQQFS BOE MPXFS JDF TVSGBDFT
5([ = C) = 5.1 	#

5([ = C+ I) = 5T 	#

XIFSF 5.1 JT UIF NFMUJOH QPJOU PG JDF BOE 5T JT B QSFTDSJCFE JDF TVSGBDF UFNQFSBUVSF














,FFQ JO NJOE UIBU XF VTF ɑ 	XJUIPVU B TVCTDSJQU
 JO UIJT TFDUJPO UP JOEJDBUF UJNF *U JT B QMBDFIPMEFS
JO UIF USBOTGPSNFE DPPSEJOBUF TZTUFN UIPVHI XF TUJMM TBZ UIBU ɑ = U
# )ঘছ঒ণঘগঝঊক 7঎কঘঌ঒ঝঢ
'PMMPXJOH 4DIPPG 	B
 XF VTF B WBSJBUJPOBM BQQSPBDI UP DBMDVMBUF IPSJ[POUBM WFMPDJUZ BU UIF CFE
5IF LFZ EJ୭GFSFODF IFSF JT UIBU XF IBWF SFQMBDFE UIF SFTPMWFE MBUFSBM WFMPDJUZ WBSJBUJPO XJUI UIF JOUF
HSBUFE GPSN PG %VQPOU BOE "MMFZ 	
 JO PVS NPNFOUVN CBMBODF 	FRVBUJPO #
 8F BMTP SFNJOE
UIF SFBEFS UIBU ɑE JT EF୮ୢOFE BT JO FRVBUJPO # 5P PCUBJO UIF XFBL WBSJBUJPOBM GPSN XF TUBSU CZ
NVMUJQMZJOH UIF NPNFOUVN CBMBODF CZ B UFTU GVODUJPO R
R∂Y (IɊ∂YV)− (TIV O R− ɑC(V, . . .)R− ɑER = . 	#






R∂Y (IɊ∂YV)− (TIV O R− ɑC(V, . . .)R− ɑER
]
EY = , 	#

BOE UIFO JOUFHSBUJOH CZ QBSUT JO UIF ୮ୢSTU UFSN
∫ YH

R∂Y (IɊ∂YV) EY =
∫ YH

−IɊ∂YV∂YREY+ RIɊ∂YV|YH . 	#


*G UIF UFTU GVODUJPO R TBUJT୮ୢFT [FSP EJSJDIMFU DPOEJUJPOT XIFSF V IBT %JSJDIMFU DPOEJUJPOT 	V(Y = ) =

 UIFO R(Y = ) =  4P
RIɊ∂YV|YH = RIɊ∂YV|Y=YH 	#

XIFSF XF LOPX UIF 3)4 GSPN PVS TUSFTT DPOEJUJPO BU UIF EPXOTUSFBN CPVOEBSZ 	FRVBUJPO #












−IɊ∂YV∂YREY− (TIV O R− ɑC(V, . . .)R− ɑER
]
EY+ 5GR = . 	#




















8F BTTVNF UIBU V WBSJFT QJFDFXJTF MJOFBSMZ CFUXFFO OPEFT BOE DBMDVMBUF UIF JOUFHSBMT PWFS OPOMJOFBS
GVODUJPOT PG V VTJOH B DPNQPTJUF USBQF[PJEBM SVMF






























5IF SFTVMUJOH NJOJNJ[BUJPO QSPCMFN JT TUSBJHIUGPSXBSE UP TPMWF VTJOH B /FXUPO NFUIPE XJUI B




5P EJTDSFUJ[F UIF JDF UIJDLOFTT 0%& 	FRVBUJPO #
 XF VQXJOE UIF F୭GFDUJWF WFMPDJUZ V− ɐY˙H 8F VTF
B SFHVMBSJ[FE )FBWZTJEF GVODUJPO UP TXJUDI UIF EJSFDUJPO PG VQXJOEJOH EFQFOEJOH PO UIF TJHO PG UIF












+ IL+J ɅLJ+ 
]
−
[ V¯LJ−  − ɐJ−  (YL+H − YLH)/˵ɑ
YL+H
] [





















8F FWBMVBUF Ʌ VTJOH UIF QSFWJPVT UJNF TUFQ UP BWPJE OPODPOWFSHFODF PG B /FXUPO TDIFNF EVF UP UIF
MBSHF EFSJWBUJWFT PG)XIFO UIF F୭GFDUJWF BEWFDUJPO WFMPDJUZ V− ɐY˙H DIBOHFT EJSFDUJPO 	BU UIF FYQFOTF
PG B GFX NPSF JUFSBUJPOT JO UIF TPMWFS JO UIF SBSF DBTF XIFO UIF F୭GFDUJWF WFMPDJUZ TXJUDIFT EJSFDUJPO 
UZQJDBMMZ EVSJOH BDUJWBUJPO













*O VTJOH B CBDLXBSE &VMFS TDIFNF XF IBWF OPOMJOFBS UFSNT JO IL+ BOE YL+H  5IVT XF VUJMJ[F B
TUSBJHIUGPSXBSE /FXUPO TDIFNF UP TPMWF TJNVMUBOFPVTMZ GPS JDF UIJDLOFTT BOE HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJ
UJPO BU FBDI UJNF TUFQ

# *ঌ঎ 5঎খঙ঎ছঊঝঞছ঎
5FNQFSBUVSF DBO CF EJTDSFUJ[FE JO NVDI UIF TBNF GBTIJPO BT JDF UIJDLOFTT UIPVHI IFSF XF IBWF OPU
BEPQUFE B ୮ୢOJUF WPMVNF GPSN 8F VTF VQXJOEJOH TDIFNFT JO CPUI Y BOE [
5L+J,K − 5LJ,K
˵ɑ +
⎡⎣VL+J+  ,K − ɐJ+  (YL+H − YLH)/˵ɑ
YL+H ˵ɐ
⎤⎦[5L+J+,K (− ɅLJ+ )+ 5L+J,K ɅLJ+  ]
−
⎡⎣VL+J−  ,K − ɐJ−  (YL+H − YLH)/˵ɑ
YL+H ˵ɐ
⎤⎦[5L+J−,KɅLJ−  + 5L+J,K (− ɅLJ− )]+⎡⎣XL+J,K+  − ɄK+ 
⎧⎨⎩IL+J − ILJ˵ɑ +











+ 5L+J,K Ʌ′LJ,K+ 
]
+⎡⎣XL+J,K−  − ɄK− 
⎧⎨⎩IL+J − ILJ˵ɑ +











































/PUF UIF JOUSPEVDUJPO PG BOPUIFS )FBWZTJEF GVODUJPO IFSF Ʌ′ GPS XIJDI UIF PQFSBUJWF WBSJBCMF JT UIF
WFSUJDBM F୭GFDUJWF WFMPDJUZ 	FRVBUJPO #

"T UIJT TZTUFN PG FRVBUJPOT JT MJOFBS JO UFNQFSBUVSF JU DBO CF TPMWFE JO B TUSBJHIUGPSXBSE GBTIJPO
# 5঒কক 8ঊঝ঎ছ $ঘগঝ঎গঝ
5IF CBTJD GPSN PG UIF FWPMVUJPO FRVBUJPO JOWPMWFT POMZ MPDBM NFMUXBUFS QSPEVDUJPO XJUIPVU MBU
FSBM USBOTQPSU 8F VTF B GPSXBSE &VMFS NFUIPE UP BMMPX GPS FOUIBMQZ DPSSFDUJPOT UP CF NBEF BU HSJE

QPJOUT UIBU BSF USBOTJUJPOJOH GSPN NFMUXBUFS QSPEVDUJPO UP UJMM GSFF[JOH BOE WJDFWFSTB 8F CFHJO CZ





N JG FLJ > FD








N JG FLJ = FD BOE  < ;LT,J < ;




)FSF XF IBWF JOUSPEVDFE B QSJNF OPUBUJPO PO WPJE SBUJP BOE UJMM UIJDLOFTT UIBU JOEJDBUFT UIFTF WBSJ
BCMFT IBWF OPU ZFU CFFO DPSSFDUFE GPS DSPTTJOH PWFS UISFTIPMET 8F EP OPU XBOU UP PWFSTIPPU BOE
NBLF F < FD PS ;T > ; 5IF DPSSFDUFE DBTFT BSF CBTFE PO UIF JEFB UIBU XF XPVME MJLF UP UBLF UIF
DIBOHF QBTU B UISFTIPME JO POF WBSJBCMF BOE USBOTMBUF UP B DIBOHF GSPN B UISFTIPME JO BOPUIFS WBSJ






















8F DBO XSJUF UIFTF JOUP DBTFCZDBTF DPSSFDUJPOT
FL+J =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

















JG F′L+J < FD





*O UIJT NPEFM UIF HSJE JT TUBHHFSFE JO UIF IPSJ[POUBM .PTU WBSJBCMFT XIJDI BSF POMZ EF୮ୢOFE JO UIF Y
EJSFDUJPO 	I F ;T
 BSF MPDBUFE PO UIF FMFNFOUT )PSJ[POUBM WFMPDJUZ V JT EF୮ୢOFE PO HSJE CPY DPSOFST
5 JT EF୮ୢOFE PO HSJE CPY DFOUFST X JT EF୮ୢOFE PO HSJE CPY FEHFT
5IJDLOFTT BU UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF JT VTFE JO PSEFS UP NBJOUBJO UIF ୯୳PUBUJPO DPOEJUJPO BU UIF PVUFS
CPVOEBSZ )PXFWFS CFDBVTF UIJDLOFTT JT EF୮ୢOFE PO FMFNFOUT JO PVS EJTDSFUJ[BUJPO TDIFNF XF NVTU
BEE BO BEEJUJPOBM FRVBUJPO UP TPMWF GPS UIJDLOFTT BOE HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO TJNVMUBOFPVTMZ 	BT
EFUBJMFE JO TFDUJPO # *DF UIJDLOFTT JO UIF UXP HSJE QPJOUT OFBS UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF JT SFMBYFE UP UIF
HSPVOEJOH MJOF UIJDLOFTT 	XIJDI JT EFUFSNJOFE UISPVHI UIF ୯୳PUBUJPO DPOEJUJPO

I(- = I/−  −

I/−  . 	#

5IJT BQQSPBDI JT BMTP EFTDSJCFE JO UIF BQQFOEJY PG 4DIPPG 	B


# )ঘছ঒ণঘগঝঊক (ছ঒঍ 3঎এ঒গ঎খ঎গঝ
5IF BQQSPBDI XF IBWF UBLFO IFSF BMMPXT VT UP EF୮ୢOF BO BSCJUSBSZ NFTI JO ɐ− Ʉ TQBDF 'PS TJNQMJDJUZ
XF VTF FRVBMMZTQBDFE Ʉ DPPSEJOBUFT
"T 4DIPPG 	B
 IBT TIPXO JO PSEFS UP BDDVSBUFMZ TJNVMBUF USBOTJFOU HSPVOEJOH MJOF NJHSBUJPO
XF NVTU SFTPMWF UIF NFDIBOJDBM HSPVOEJOH [POF USBOTJUJPO GSPN JDF TIFFU UP JDF TIFMG ୯୳PX 5IF ɐ
DPPSEJOBUFT BSF DPSSFTQPOEJOHMZ SF୮ୢOFE JO B GBTIJPO TJNJMBS UP 4DIPPG 	B
 CZ EF୮ୢOJOH B HSPVOE
JOH [POF JO TJHNB 	IFSF XF VTF ɐ ∈ [. ]
 XIFSF UIF SFTPMVUJPO JT IJHI 	∼ N
 *O NPTU PG
UIF JDF TUSFBN OPU JO UIF HSPVOEJOH [POF B MPXFS SFTPMVUJPO JT VTFE 8F FYQMPSF UIF DPOWFSHFODF PG
TPMVUJPOT JO JODSFBTJOH VQTUSFBN SFTPMVUJPO JO TFDUJPO 
# $ঘখঙঊছ঒জঘগ ঝঘ 3ঘঋ঎ক ঎ঝ ঊক  	'঒ঐঞছ঎ 

*O PSEFS UP NBLF B WBMJE DPNQBSJTPO CFUXFFO UIF ୯୳PXMJOF NPEFM EFTDSJCFE IFSF BOE UIBU EFTDSJCFE
JO DIBQUFS  XF OFFE UP CF BCMF UP NBQ QBSBNFUFST CFUXFFO CPUI NPEFMT *O UIF DBTF PG NPTU QB
SBNFUFST 	TFF UBCMF PG QBSBNFUFST JO CPUI TUVEJFT
 UIJT JT GBJSMZ TUSBJHIUGPSXBSE 'PS TPNF QBSBNFUFST
UIFSF JT OP EJSFDU USBOTMBUJPO CFUXFFO NPEFMT
*O DIBQUFS  UIFSF JT BO JDF TUSFBN MFOHUI - XIJDI EPFT OPU USBOTMBUF UP UIJT NPEFM XIJDI IBT B
NJHSBUJOH HSPVOEJOH MJOF )FSF XF XJMM BTTVNF UIBU JDF TUSFBN MFOHUI JT UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO
JO UIF TUFBEZTUSFBNJOH SFHJNF CFGPSF PTDJMMBUJPOT BSF JOEVDFE - =  LN 5IJT SFNBJOT XJUIJO
BCPVU % PG UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO EVSJOH PTDJMMBUJPOT
*O DIBQUFS  UIFSF JT BO JDF TUSFBN XJEUI8 XIJDI JT OPU FYQMJDJUMZ TFU JO UIJT NPEFM )PXFWFS
XF EP VTF BO JDF TUSFBN IBMGXJEUI PG8 =  LN UP TFU UIF MBUFSBM TIFBS TUSFTT QBSBNFUFS(T =
 BOE TP XF VTF UIJT BT B DPNQBSJTPO UP DIBQUFS  "EEJUJPOBMMZ XF OPUF UIBU UIF (MFOؠT ୯୳PX MBX
DPF୭୮ୢDJFOU"H UIBU TIPXT VQ JO CPUI DIBQUFS  BOE(T BSF CPUI UBLFO JO UIF TIFBS NBSHJOT TP XF TFU
UIFN UP"H = .× − 1B− T− BQQSPQSJBUF GPS UFNQFSBUF TIFBS NBSHJOT

5IF POF QBSBNFUFS 	XJUI EZOBNJDBM TJHOJ୮ୢDBODF
 UIBU EPFT OPU IBWF BO FRVJWBMFOU CFUXFFO
UIFTF UXP TUVEJFT JT CFE TMPQF CY $IBQUFS  BTTVNFT UIBU UIF JDF TUSFBN SFTUT PO B ୯୳BU CFE 4FUUJOH
B ୯୳BU CFE JO UIJT TUVEZ XPVME MFBE UIF JNQMJDJU UIJDLOFTT TPMWFS UP ୮ୢOE OPOVOJRVF TPMVUJPOT GPS UIF
HSPVOEJOH MJOF QPTJUJPO "T TVDI XF NVTU IBWF TPNF OPO[FSP CFE TMPQF 5IJT TUVEZ POMZ JODMVEFT
TJNVMBUJPOT XJUI CFETMPQF CY =  × − *O PSEFS UP BEBQU UIF BOBMZUJD QSFEJDUJPO PG TUBCJMJUZ
CPVOEBSZ MPDBUJPO GSPN DIBQUFS  	SFGFS UP BQQFOEJY "









8F VTF UIF TBNF TUFBEZTUBUF CBMBODF CFUXFFO BDDVNVMBUJPO BOE NBTT MPTT GSPN JDF TUSFBNJOH












5IJT EPFT OPU QFSNJU BO FYBDU DMPTFEGPSN TPMVUJPO GPS [I] BT CFGPSF TP XF TPMWF OVNFSJDBMMZ GPS [I]
GPS UIF QVSQPTFT PG UIJT DPNQBSJTPO
5IPVHI XF IBWF OVNFSJDBMMZ TPMWFE GPS FYBDU [I] UP QSPEVDF 'JHVSF  PG UIJT TUVEZ UIFSF BSF QFS
UVSCBUJPO NFUIPET GPS EFWFMPQJOH DMPTFEGPSN BQQSPYJNBUJPOT GPS UIF DBTF XIFO Ⱦ JT TNBMM 8F TUBSU
XJUI UIF GPMMPXJOH GPSN GPS UIF BQQSPYJNBUJPO 	ESPQQJOH CSBDLFUT

I(Ⱦ) ≈ I + IȾ+ IȾ. 	#

8F QMVH UIJT JOUP FRVBUJPO # BOE TUBSU CZ TFUUJOH Ⱦ =  BOE EFSJWJOH UIF TBNF [FSPTMPQF BQ










8F UIFO FYQBOE FRVBUJPO # DBODFMJOH UIF UFSNT DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP UIF Ⱦ =  BQQSPYJNBUJPO BOE
UIFO SFUBJOJOH UFSNT JO Ⱦ
 = 2 [IIȾ+ Ⱦ-I] . 	#

4PMWJOH GPS I HJWFT
I = −- . 	#

.PWJOH POUP UIF TFDPOE PSEFS BQQSPYJNBUJPO XF SFUVSO UP UIF FYQBOEFE WFSTJPO PG # SFUBJOJOH
POMZ UFSNT JO Ⱦ







5IFTF HJWF UIF GPMMPXJOH TFDPOEPSEFS BQQSPYJNBUJPO GPS I







XIJDI HJWFT BO BQQSPYJNBUJPO UIBU JT MFTT UIBO % GSPN UIF FYBDU TPMVUJPO GPS UIF QBSBNFUFST VTFE JO
UIJT TUVEZ 8F DBO UIFO QMVH UIJT JOUP PVS BQQSPYJNBUJPO GPS UIF TUBCJMJUZ CPVOEBSZ MPDBUJPO

3FGFSFODFT
"CF0VDIJ " 4BJUP ' ,BXBNVSB , 3BZNP . & 0LVOP + 5BLBIBTIJ , BOE #MBUUFS )
	
 *OTPMBUJPOESJWFO ZFBS HMBDJBM DZDMFT BOE IZTUFSFTJT PG JDFTIFFU WPMVNF /BUVSF
	
؛
"MCSFDIU 5 .BSUJO . )BTFMP୭G . 8JOLFMNBOO 3 BOE -FWFSNBOO " 	
 1BSBNFUFSJ[B
UJPO GPS TVCHSJETDBMF NPUJPO PG JDFTIFMG DBMWJOH GSPOUT 5IF $SZPTQIFSF 	
؛
"MMFZ 3 #MBOLFOTIJQ % #FOUMFZ $ BOE 3PPOFZ 4 	
 %FGPSNBUJPO PG UJMM CFOFBUI JDF
TUSFBN # 8FTU "OUBSDUJDB /BUVSF 	
؛
"MMFZ 3 # "OBOEBLSJTIOBO 4 %VQPOU 5 , 1BSJ[FL # 3 BOE 1PMMBSE % 	
 &୭GFDU PG
TFEJNFOUBUJPO PO JDFTIFFU HSPVOEJOHMJOF TUBCJMJUZ 4DJFODF 	
؛
"MMFZ 3 # BOE $MBSL 1 6 	
 5IF EFHMBDJBUJPO PG UIF OPSUIFSO IFNJTQIFSF " HMPCBM QFS
TQFDUJWF "OOVBM 3FWJFX PG &BSUI BOE 1MBOFUBSZ 4DJFODॶ ؛
"OBOEBLSJTIOBO 4 BOE "MMFZ 3 	
 4UBHOBUJPO PG JDF TUSFBN $ 8FTU "OUBSDUJDB CZ XBUFS
QJSBDZ (FPQIZT 3ॶ -FUU 	
؛
"OBOEBLSJTIOBO 4 "MMFZ 3 +BDPCFM 3 BOE $POXBZ ) 	
 5IF ୯୳PX SFHJNF PG JDF TUSFBN
D BOE IZQPUIFTFT DPODFSOJOH JUT SFDFOU TUBHOBUJPO 5IF 8FTU "OUBSDUJD *DF 4IFFU #FIBWJPS BOE
&OWJSPONFOU QBHFT ؛
"OBOEBLSJTIOBO 4 $BUBOJB ( "MMFZ 3 BOE )PSHBO ) 	
 %JTDPWFSZ PG UJMM EFQPTJUJPO BU
UIF HSPVOEJOH MJOF PG 8IJMMBOT *DF 4USFBN 4DJFODF 	
؛
"OESFXT + #BSSZ 3 #SBEMFZ 3 .JMMFS ( BOE 8JMMJBNT - 	
 1BTU BOE QSFTFOU HMBDJPMPHJ
DBM SFTQPOTFT UP DMJNBUF JO FBTUFSO CB୭୮ୢO JTMBOE ؝VBUFSOBSZ 3FTFBSDI 	
؛
"OESFXT + BOE .BDMFBO # 	
 )VETPO 4USBJU JDF TUSFBNT B SFWJFX PG TUSBUJHSBQIZ DISPOPM
PHZ BOE MJOLT XJUI /PSUI "UMBOUJD )FJOSJDI FWFOUT #PSFॵ 	
؛
"VTUFSNBOO + .JUSPWJDB + 9 -BUZDIFW , BOE .JMOF ( " 	
 #BSCBEPTCBTFE FTUJNBUF PG
JDF WPMVNF BU MBTU HMBDJBM NBYJNVN B୭GFDUFE CZ TVCEVDUFE QMBUF /BUVSF HFPTDJFODF 	
؛

#BNCFS + 7BVHIBO % BOE +PVHIJO * 	
 8JEFTQSFBE DPNQMFY ୯୳PX JO UIF JOUFSJPS PG UIF
"OUBSDUJD JDF TIFFU 4DJFODF 	
؛
#BSE & )BNFMJO # BOE 'BJSCBOLT 3 ( 	
 6UI BHFT PCUBJOFE CZ NBTT TQFDUSPNFUSZ JO
DPSBMT GSPN CBSCBEPT TFB MFWFM EVSJOH UIF QBTU   ZFBST /BUVSF 	
؛
#FOEFS $ . BOE 0ST[BH 4 " 	
 "EWBODFE NBUIFNBUJDBM NFUIPET GPS TDJFOUJTUT BOE FOHJ
OFFST .D(SBX)JMM
#FOOFUU . 	
 *DF TUSFBNT BT UIF BSUFSJFT PG BO JDF TIFFU UIFJS NFDIBOJDT TUBCJMJUZ BOE TJHOJ୮ୢ
DBODF &BSUI 4DJFODF 3FWJFXT 	
؛
#JOETDIBEMFS 3 )BSSJTPO 8 % 3BZNPOE $ ' BOE (BOUFU $ 	
 5IFSNBM SFHJNF PG B
TVSHFUZQF HMBDJFS +PVSOBM PG (MBDJPMPॻ 	

#JOETDIBEMFS 3 " ,JOH . " "MMFZ 3 # "OBOEBLSJTIOBO 4 BOE 1BENBO - 	
 5JEBMMZ
DPOUSPMMFE TUJDLTMJQ EJTDIBSHF PG B XFTU BOUBSDUJD JDF TUSFBN 4DJFODF 	
؛
#MBOLFOTIJQ % #FOUMFZ $ 3PPOFZ 4 BOE "MMFZ 3 	
 4FJTNJD NFBTVSFNFOUT SFWFBM B
TBUVSBUFE QPSPVT MBZFS CFOFBUI BO BDUJWF "OUBSDUJD JDF TUSFBN /BUVSF 	
؛
#MBUUFS ) 	
 7FMPDJUZ BOE TUSFTT ୮ୢFMET JO HSPVOEFE HMBDJFST  B TJNQMF BMHPSJUIN GPS JODMVEJOH
EFWJBUPSJD TUSFTT HSBEJFOUT + (MBDJPM 
#PVHBNPOU . 1SJDF 4 $ISJTUP୭GFSTFO 1 BOE 1BZOF " 	
 %ZOBNJD QBUUFSOT PG JDF TUSFBN
୯୳PX JO B % IJHIFSPSEFS JDF TIFFU NPEFM XJUI QMBTUJD CFE BOE TJNQMJ୮ୢFE IZESPMPHZ +PVSOBM PG
(FPQIZTJDBM 3FTFBSDI&BSUI 4VSGBDF 
#PVHBNPOU . 5VMBD[ZL 4 BOE +PVHIJO * 	B
 /VNFSJDBM JOWFTUJHBUJPOT PG UIF TMPXEPXO
PG 8IJMMBOT *DF 4USFBN 8FTU "OUBSDUJDB *T JU TIVUUJOH EPXO MJLF *DF 4USFBN $ "OO (MBDJPM
	
؛
#PVHBNPOU . 5VMBD[ZL 4 BOE +PVHIJO * 	C
 3FTQPOTF PG TVCHMBDJBM TFEJNFOUT UP CBTBM
GSFF[FPO  "QQMJDBUJPO JO OVNFSJDBM NPEFMJOH PG UIF SFDFOU TUPQQBHF PG *DF 4USFBN $ 8FTU
"OUBSDUJDB + (FPQIZT 3ॶ 	#

#SJOFS + 1 #JOJ " $ BOE "OEFSTPO 3 4 	
 3BQJE FBSMZ IPMPDFOF SFUSFBU PG B MBVSFOUJEF
PVUMFU HMBDJFS UISPVHI BO BSDUJD ୮ୡPSE /BUVSF (FPTDJFODF 	
؛
#SPFDLFS 8 4 BOE %FOUPO ( ) 	
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